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Going, Going, Gone!
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BARGE CAPTAIN BROWNED

5e

Rockland is agog over the Elk. Sunday-Two Men Saved
Legion auction which opens Wed
nesday night in the Community
Building Tlie event is in the in
Two men jumped to safety into men were taken off by the Burnt
terest of charity and admission is i Coast Guard life boat and a third, Island Station’s surfboat.
absolutely free
investigation Begun
ihe skipper, was missing as a eoalThe threc-i^ay affair will he held iaden barge sank in choppy seas
Lieut. E. G. Hamilton of Port
Wednesday, Thursday mi l Friday,
luff the mouth of Penobscot Raw land, marine investigator for this
Oct. 20. 21 and 22
district came promptly upon re
Among articles to be auctioned Sunday afternoon
ceipt ot news of the disaster and
off an- permanents, shirt . shoes,
The Coast Guard cutter Snoho spent the day at Spruce Head, niak.
fiaint oil. gas, oil and grease job mish. three life saving boats and ing inquiries of everybody who had
for the car. furniture, some authen bi* Tug Wathcn 2d, which was knowledge of the affair.
tic antiques, stoves, groceries and ’tewing
He revealed that the missing cap
the
loundered
barge
food of all kinds, electrical appli
:kinsville, were making a tain of the Thompkinsville was
ances, tires, auto accessories, a Thom
Jacob
Akers, and that the family is
search for the missing
cement cesspool and a new fully nightlong
at present in Fairfield.
captain.
equipped smelt house.
The barge carried 1850 tons of
Guard officials identified
This event starts Wednesday eve theCoast
steam coal Lieut. Hamilton be
two
rescued*
men
as
Roosevelt
ning at 7 o’clock with “Happy" Willetts of Winnabow, N. C. and lieves tliat a strong southwest wind
Dixon of Naco presiding at the auc Raymond Golden of Chicago. They and the action of a heavy sea
tion block The remaining two days said their only Identification of the worked the hatch covers off and the
will have afternoon as well as eve skipper was that bis first name was barge filled immediately, sinking ln
ning sessions. The afternoon
Jacob and that he came from Bal about three minutes.
sions will begin at 2.
timore
The craft’s location when it
There will be frep admission mid
The barge was owned by the foundered was 3.2 miles from White
for relaxation between billin' per Eastern
Transportation Company Head Light and the depth of water
lods an amateur show wili take of Baltimcre and was enroute to was from 87 to 110 feet.
place each day, with » ' c - ’ 1 * ’ Bucksport
sprang a leak and
The Coast Guard boats main
show Friday night and nrizes for the skipper She
an upside down tained a continuous search for the
fhe winners. Refreshment will be ensign Thehoisted
Wathan 2d at that missing captain yesterday, with
served.
about two miles off White seemingly little prospect that the
A fancy table with a wide variety time
head
Lighthouse
Station
dis body would be located
of handiwrork will offer an oppor patched its surf boat
with CPO
The two crew members who were
tunity to purchase birthday gift Erwin Wa.ss in charge and
the two I saved left yesterday for New York.
and to tlie early Christmas shop
jier The cooked food table will he
supplied wdtJi pastries made bv
May Not Be Built
I wo Appointments
cooks from Rockland and surround
Ing towns
Friday, the final night of the
auction and Bazaar will offer a Rearinq Slation Planned For Who Will Gov. Payne Name
super beano party The wide seVc
Lamoine Awaits Result
For the Highway and
ticn of prizes wall be on di jlav all
Of Experiments
Liquor Commissions?
three days
Richard E R-pd, Ccmmlssioner
Two big questions being asked at
of Pea and Shore Fisheries for this early stage are w-hat will Gov.
Mbine while discussing a new
biennium appropriation lor his bur. Payne do about State Highway and
Nation’s Cron Will Exceed ecu. indicated the proposed lob- Liquor Commission appointments
rearing station in Lamoine for when the term of an incumbent in
30.000.000 Cases. Amer stywhich the 1941 Legislature provided each expires in approximately a
GO 000. may never be built.
ican Can
year or so after he becomes Gov
“We are not sure that lobster
With Maine, New Hampshire and rearing in Maine is feasible or pro ernor.
Already reported as top conten
Vermont canners contributing an fitable.” he said, “and until it is
estimated SCO .090 cases, the na proven that it is. I don’t want to der for the highway position when
tion’s pack of canned corn for 1948 take the responsibility of this La the first three-year term of Chair
man Lloyd B. Morton of Farmingis expected to reach near-record moine station”
ton expires ls Forrest H Bend of
proportions of more than 30 000.During the seven-year delay' in Jefferson, a former legislator and
000 cases, the American Can Com starting the I amoine station. Reed
member
of the Executive Council
pany’s agronomy division reverted. said the original $40,000 appropri
The report, based 011 a study of ated for the project has dwindled many years ago. Bond, who always
harvested acreage in the major to $27,000, because $13,000 has been has interested himself in highway
corn producing areas in the coun expended for surveys and plans. operations, was an ardent support
and wor ker for Payne In the lat
try forecast a nation-wide pack of The unexpended balance caused er
30.550 000 ca=es. The peak year State Representative Harry M. ter’s campaign
There also ls some talk that Er
was 1942, when a record 32,118 372 Brown of Unity, member of the nest
A (Jack) Woodman of Ca
cases were packed
■ ommittee to raisp an pyebrow and lais. also a former Executive Coun
Although unfavorable weather 111 ask
cilor,
may stand an excellent
a few areas caused reduction' In
“If thc money isn’t going to be
of getting » Liquor Com
canning volumes other potions spent for th" station, why can’t it chance
appointment when the
made up the loss with high crop be used for some other worthwhile mission
term of F. Arrtine Richardson of
yields, the company report showed project. Instead oi it laying around Strong
expires
Aftor running
With adverse weather substan this way.”
against Hildreth for the Republi
tially reducin'' the crop, the pack
Payne replied to Brown by exfor Governor four
estimate fcr the three States wa: nlaining it could be by having can nomination
ago. Richardson was named
less than half of the 1947 total legislati *.n introduced to take the years
to the commission. For many
and far below 1943’s 1 *60.69') cases amount from its earmarked posi sears
he was Master of the State
tion
Grange Morton, former chairman
that all accidents be reported.
cf the Republican State Commit
Resolved: That a study should
tee. is a Hildreth appointee.
Tee! Was Elected
be marie of the advls'bilit; of in
Woodman, formerly an owner of
suring the driver instead of tlie
the St Croix Hotel in Calais but
now proprietor of a large shoe
car
A Rockland Member Of the store
Resolved: That evert PTA mem
in that city, is a “Payne
V. F. W Heads the Order man" and had much to do with
ber would pledge, in the operation
Payne's campaign strategy in cer
of his car. ‘I will not have an ac
01 Cooties
tain sections of Washington Coun
cident for which I am re-,nor. rile.”
Program work'hop Th" group
Alfred Teel of Rockland was ty —-Bangor Daily News.
discussed ways and means of carry, named commander of the Military
Held A “Wreck”
tng through one theme for the pro Order of Cooties Thursday night
gram work for the year It might at a meeting at the Augusta VFW
be any one of a number of interest Hall
ing themes, but should be based on
In addition to Teel as command Knox County Voiture, Forty
the needs of the particular local er. oilier officers named were senior
and Eight. Initiates Can
PTA planning the program
vice -commander Howard Betts of
fichool Building Program Work- Farmingdale, junior vice cornman
didates
ship: It, was agreed upon by all that tier Elmer Lord of Rockland, quar
The Thomaston Legion rooms
the first thought in the minds of termaster Edgar Craig of Augusta,
educators in Maine is wonderin' adjutant Edward Niece of Gardi- were the scene of a lot ot fun plus
where ea h new child coming Into ii r in : i:-r of ceremonies Oliver the more serious angle of a 40&8
School will be housed Maine i Hamlin of Rockland, officer of the initiation O t. 11 when eight ”PG s ’
fa ed with thc necessity of provid day George Powers, guard Charles or candidates were “wrecked."
A parade of the “Poor Goofs"
ing over 800 new classroom:, in th, Batchelder, and chaplain Edward
was staged on the main street, after
next five years to take care of the J Morrisette of Richmond
increasing number of children win
A joint meeting of Cooties and which the Forty and Fighters as
will be eligible to enter school at Couti’ttes wiil be held Nov. 14 at sembled at the Legion hall
Hector G. Staples presided over
‘hat time Rcckland can be proud the Worster Hotel. Hallowell. Folof the fact that a new school is lov.-in ■ the meeting an installation most of the first and third degrees,
being cre-ted here, and other PTA will beb held at the VFW Hall In while Ervin Curtis and Milton Grif
fin were co-chairmen and admin
can work for the same purpose.
Augusta.
istered the second degree.
At the conclusion of reports from
Lamseom Miller and Hazen Ccok
A Royal Arch Chapter School of
the. workshops, business was re
sumed,, and Mrs. Brampton Parke; Instruction will be held in Hamp demonstrmed their culinary skill by
of Camden wis elected a member den, Friday night. Supper will be serving a lobster stew buffet lunch
cf the nominating committee of the served at G30. All Royal Arch Ma. between the second and third degree.
New members initiated were:
sons are cordially invited. Any
State Board.
We were extended a very cordial members wishing to attend please Marlin Joyce and Wendall E How
invitation to hold our next Fall Con contact J l£ Stevens or Charles ard of North Haven, James Small
A Duncan
and Fred Leland from Camden.
ference in Bath
Barbara Griffith,
Secretary -Treasurer

Members of the unit- of Districts I given the pleasure of hearing from
3 and 7 of tilt* Maine Congress of the field consultant, Mrs. Philip
Parents and Tea hers as-enibled in Scheid of Chicago. Her subject
tlie auditorium of Rockland High
School Thursday afternoon. The was “Character Begins at Home."
meeting was called to order by the She stressed the fact that she is
President of Di.tri-t :i. Mrs Pauline not too interested in tlie number oi
Talbot of Rockland The Invocation members an organization has. but
was given by Di John Smith f owc how deep it goes into the work. She
after which nil present join* d. in brought out the points we' need to
saluting the fla:1 Official greetings remember about building the char
from the city cf Rockland were acter of the child: we all strive to
given by the Chairman cf the City- have a feeling of security; we all
Council, Osgood Giljert, who w ished have a need to be needed and loved
everyone continued success in their we all have a sense of fellowship
and need appreciation; we must be
P T.A. work
Mrs. Taloot then gave a report given responsibilities; w'e need
of her actlvit < s during the year in recognition—more than attention,
organizing units She urged that approval or praise—for there is
every local PTA make use of the something about everyone for which
State office and co-o|ierate with it. they may be complimented; we need
by answering 3ll mall promptly! a knowledge of what 1s expected of
Immediate help is always forthcom us. She also stressed the fact that
ing from the State office and Mrs one should be consistent when dis
Thurlow should be riven the same ciplining a child. In discussing the
courtesy. “After ail, we are all many phases of building character,
working for the sain,* ends; a suc she showed that prevention Is the
cessful PTA' She then spoke in first point ln character education.
The meeting adjourned at that
praise of cur State President. Mrs
Smith, with the words, “We have a time to the gymnasium where sup
per
was served under the direction
State President who get.. things done
because she knows we’re all back of of Mrs. Dorman.
Al 7 o’clock Mrs. Talbot intro
her.”
The rice president of District 3, duced Howard Sweetser, president
Mrs, Daniel Mattor of Bath, gave a of District 2, who is also State
resume of her PTA work* during Chairman for the Reduction of Au
the past year She urged everyone tomobile Accidents. His subject was
to keep up an intere I in PTA work “Safety ’ and in speaking of the in
with the goal ahead cf being able to creasing number of automobile ac
sit in on a Board meeting which cidents, voiced the thought "Could
proved to be her most interesting it be that we are too self-centered
too interested ln our own work— to
and stimulating experience.
Everyone wa a kcj to read the take enough interest as to consider
new series ot article- coming out in every accident our own responsibil
the National Parent-Teacher Maga ity?”
He urged each unit to appoint a
zine lor tlie coming year. They
cover vei, Wide-s pread sources cf representative to act as intermedi
information, and each unit was ary with his own office in getting
asked to sponsor a library table or across the idea that each and every
shelf of PTA material It wa, an member must work for. and be in
nounced that Education Week is terested in, safety. In his own
being held this year Nov. 7-13 and words, Mr. Sweetser urg'd Practi'-e
each PTA was asked to take a spe to be more courteous while driving.
Courtesy reduces the accident rate.
cial interest ln education
The meeting was then turned Nothing can be accomplished till we
over to Mrs. Raymond Ejert of Bel have the support and interest oi
fast, president of District 7, who every member Talk about It! The
told of organizing and visiting many time is ripe”
Follcw’ing Mr. Sweetser's talk, the
imits during her term of office. She
s|X>ke of the Maine Parent-Teach members adjourned to four separate
rooms
where workshops were con
er, the bulletin put out by the Maine
CJongress of Parents and Teachers. ducted by Howrard Richardson.
This bulletin ires grown frcm a State director of physical education,
small pamphlet to a large smooth- his subject covering his work; How
papered magazine All units were ard Sweelser on Safety. Edward
asked to send in all possible pub Ritchie, past president of the Maine
licity to Mrs Joseph 1 Smith. Bath Congress of PTA on the School
The Bulletin cannot be sent sepa Building Program; and Mrs Philip
rately to anyone desiring It, bnt Scheid and Mrs. Joseph Smith on
must come through your unit. Each Program Building.
At the end of the period assigned
unit was urged to have a bulletin
chairman who would tike charge ot to work ,bops, the different groups
subscription'; and distribution oi returned to the auditorium where a
report was given from each work
bulletin.
Mrs Smith spoke on the pencils shop:
Physical Education: This depart
being sold by the Maine Congress
to the unit.,, lor tlie purpose of rais ment is responsible for physical and
ing moire*, to be used for the Schol health education.
It was agreed by the group that
arship Fund.
The units in District 7 responded the present curriculum in the High
to their roll call with a few word Schools needs to be revised ln or
about their local PTA, after which der to meet everyday needs Under
the Rod call o; in. trict 3 was made health, It was felt tliP water supply
The nominating committee whose should be analyzed, and adjustable
members wer Mr: Rrnmptoii Park seats should be used for good pos
er of Camden. Mrs Charles Small ol ture. Also lighting and re-deeoratBath, and Mis. Oliver Holden of ing should be used to eliminate
Ro-kland. brought 111 trie names ol shadows.
It was suggested that small towns
the present slate of officers to be
voted upon. Mr; Pauline Talbot, band together to hire a physical
president; Mr Daniel Mattor, rice educational director, each paying
president and Mrs Barbara Griffith, part of his yearly salary. Physical
secretary-treasurer were elected for ■tnd health education cannot be
brought Io all schools because of the
another yea,
Mrs Taloot Introduced tlie Stale Kick of equipment, facilities, and
President. M
Joseph 1. Smith trained personnel. In speaking of
who stxjke of h r main project for the coming necessity of having drivthe year, visiting and introducing »r-train!ng in the high schools in
into the rural schools the U. 8. Sav place of seme of the present sub
ings Plan She also '.rowdy recom jects, one man nt the meeting ex
mended batkinng up the Legislation pressed the idea so very well, "De
program which is being carried on lete a dead language In favor of
by the Maine Congre:s of PTA Mrs a live, child!”
Safety: Thp following are find
Smith spoke in her usual enthusi
astic manner, giving a pat or a poke ings reached by the group:
We recommend a more uniform
la re and there to the units so de
system of lights and markings, and
serving it.
The interested members were traffic laws.
We reommend teaching better
character and citizenship in our
homes and schools which would
make for better drivers.
SUBSCRIPTION
Resolved; that an investigation
should be made to determine If the
HEADQUARTERS
anuual Inspection of autombolles is
I serving the purpose for which it was
ALL magazines
intended, and that it might be more
I efficiently handled by the State
PUBLISHERS' REP.
Resolved: That a rc-cxamination
STATE. NEWS COMPANY
of licensed drivers should be con
Some 250,000,000,009 cigarets are
sidered.
1 Resolved: that it be compulsory smoked a year.
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HAVING ITS BEST YEAR

The Lawrence Portland Cement
Company Is completing the busiest
year in its history ln the course of
which it will irave manufactured
and shipped 1,200090 barrels.
Heavy trains are daily conveying
the product to all corners of the
State of Maine, where many
bridges and highways are under
construction.
One of the largest contracts
which the company Is now hand
ling is cement for the new bridge
which is being built across the
Kennt-bec River at Augusta. An
other big contract calls for cement
In the construction of tire Central

Will Be Reorganized

THE BLACK CAT
By The Roving Reporter

Refused To Register

A meeting of Limerock Council,
Knights of Columbus, No. 136, was
held in the basement of St Bern
ard’s Church Sunday night.. The
purpose was to reorganize the
Council which has been inactive for
tlie past 10 years.
The meeting was presided over by
Grand Knight, Fred Carini, and
many of the old members cf the
Council, as well as 40 prospective
members from Rockland. Thomasten, Camden and Warren were in
attendance.
Rev. Fr. Charles F. Bennett, pas
tor of St. Bernard's Introduced
State Deputy James O'Rellley of
Portland, District Deputy Frank
Ouillette of Brunswick and K of C
State Insurance .Officer Willard
Murray of Portland.
Short taiks were given by these
three State officers of the Knights
of Columbus, and plans were dis
cussed for the reorganization of
the Council.
Four Of Them Are Attract
The next meeting will be held
ing Special Attention At
Sunday night, immediately follow
ing Forty Hours Devotion Services.
This Time
At this meeting all men of the Par
An
even
100
candidates are runish are expected to be present and
will be given further information ning for the 32 governorships at
regarding the re-organlzatlon of the stake In the Nov. 2 elections. At
least four of the contests are atorder.
trading more than statewide interest
A Financial Move
Ohio, Indiana, Iillinois and Mich
igan all now iiave Republican gov
But the Democrats say
Cement Company To Have ernors
they have a good chance in the
Special Meeting To Act first three and mark Michigan as
a "possible ” Republicans say they
Upon Stock Increase
will hold all four, but concede some
Stockholders of the Lawrence are close races.
Republicans and Democrats now
Portland Cement Company have
been given notice of a special meet divide the nation's governorships 24
ing to take action on approval or and 24. In all, 33 states are choos
disapproval of an amendment to ing governors this year, but Maine
the certificate of incorporation in already has held Its state election.
creasing the corporation's capita! Frederick G Payne, a Republican
-dock frcm 100 009 shares of no par won on Sept. 73
value common stock to 300000
The 33 offices to be filled are now
shares of common with a par value held by 19 Republicans and 14
of $10 a share Seventy-five thou Democrats. Five Republican and
sand shares of the 100 000 now au 10 Democrat governors held over
thorized arc outstanding, and the this year.
company has no other capital in
The size of the presidential ma
debtedness Tlie meeting to approve jorities ln the various States may
or disapprove the Increase will be determine most gubernatorial win
held Dec. 16 at, the company’s New ners. But this is not necessarily
York City office, 150 Broadway.
so ln States where local Issues and
If the amendment is approved, personalities predominate.
stockholders wrill also vote for or
Only ln Georgia have the Repub
against a proposition to exchange licans refrained from putting up a
each share of the presently issued candidate. There, Herman Taland outstanding stock for three madge, Democrat “white suprem
shares of the new common stock. acy" advocate, is all alone on the
If this is done the company will governor ballot.
have 225 000 shares of $10 par va
lue common stock outstanding with
75.000 still unissued.
The Lawrence Portland Cement
Company has mills at Northamp
Knox County Boys
ton. Pa., and Thomaston. It main Two
tains sales offices in Augusta,
Joined
In Celebration At
Boston, New York and Philadel

Governorship Races

Aboard U. S. S. Fargo
Nice, France

phia.

Frederick Batty from South Thom
aston. Arthur Ingersoll, Port Clyde,
Arnold Bryant of Thomaston and
Frank Young of Rockland.
Rev Alfred G. Hempstead, pas
tor of Pratt Memorial Methodist
Church, is attending the Methodist
“Advance for Christ and His
Church,” in the Boston area. He
will attend tonight a mass meet
ing of all Protestant groups at
Symphony Hall when Dr. George
P Howard will speak on “Our
World in Christ.”

lam prepared to do all plow
ing and custom work for tractor.
Large acreage or small gar
dens. Prompt, dependable serv
ice. Reasonable rates.

Lobster boat. 35 ft., with cud
dy. complete with hauling gear,
etc., for sale at price of Chrysler
Crown reduction engine recently
installed.

NEIL RUSSELL

CHARLES W. DURANG

ROCKLAND
83*84, 85-86

Maine Power Company’s new dam
at Bar Mills. Cement ls also being
shipped for the new Mercury plant
at Portsmouth. N. H.
The Dragon brand is right in its
element and its deserved popular
ity is seen hr the fact that empty
storage sheds cannot be filled be
cause of the heavy and continu
ous demand.
Vapor will again be issuing from
the No. 1 kiln by today or tomor
row, the work of relining having
been practically completed.
The plant Ls giving steady em
ployment to more than 250 work
men.

LOBSTER BOAT

R L. Percy, boilerman, third
class, USN, son of Mrs. Marion F.
Percy of Port. Clyde and Robert W.
Cuthbertson, Jr., seaman appren
tice, USN, of Pleasant Gardens,
Rockland, have Joined recently with
the citizenry of Niee, France, in
celebrating the fourth anniversary
of the liberation of that famed Riv
iera resort city by the American
Army. A detachment of sailors

OFFICE GIRL
Wanted At Once
Typing and Shorthand Required.

MATINICUS, MAINE

83-85

Good Pay.

AMERICAN
LOBSTER CO.
PHONE 209

ROCKLAND

AUCTIONEER HAPPY DIXON

COMMUNITY BUILDING, ROCKLAND
OCTOBER 202122

110 ELM STREET, CAMDEN, MAINE

RIVERSIDE HALL, APPLETON, THURS., OCT. 21

Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 19 and 20

FANCY WORK, RUGS, PILLOWS, COMFORTERS.
STUFFED TOYS, APRONS AND
HOME-MADE CANDY

10.30 A. M. to 5.30 P. M.

For Further Information Apply to

3 — DAYS OF FUN FOR ALL-3
FREE ADMISSION!

HARVEST
WFT I RF UFT n 4THOME

HOUSEHOLD CONTENTS

BAZAAR, AMATEUR SHOWS, BEANO, COOKED FOOD SALE
MONSTER BEANO FRIDAY NIGHT
WATCH FOR FULL PROGRAM

THE ANNUAL

FOR SALE

HELEN RICH.

FREE ADMISSION

84-85

42 HARBOR HILL.
TELEPHONE 2214

CAMDEN
83*84

A new use has been discovered
the citj parkin meters. I
saw a damsel tb her dog to one of
them while •she went into the store
to oo her he; pin
The dog evi
dently was not impressed.

for

“We still enjoy very much, the old
home town paper. At times a bun.
die of Courier-Gazettes will arrive
u. S District Attorney Alton with oui daily paper, The Chicago
I-essard ls investigating the case of Tribune, but The Courier-Gazette
be read first." Thus writes
Gerald Williams of Vinalhaven must
Kenneth A Hooper.
who. according to the selective
--O—
service officials, refused to register
A member of tire Rockland min
, for the draft.
isterial fraternity wa., aroused the
Major John P. Mullen, deputy- other night by the in istent ringing
the doorbell, and he answered
state director of the State Selec of
it to find a couple very anxious to
tive Service, said Williams wrote be married. • Its r .most midnight,”
local draft officials he would not said the p.stor, and any hew you
register because of religious scru would requ-.re two w t les es." The
couple departed, and the parson
ples.
went back to bed. But not for long,
No charges had been preferred at because again the dc'-rbell jangled,
i last accounts.
and
he opened to find the same
Ralph E. Cook. 19, of Portland,
plus two policemen. The
who refused to register on religious couple,
■ t , rime he had
grounds, was sentenced Sept. 28 to parson *
two years in a federal prison at committed, but the situation was
Danbury. Conn A charge against quickly ironed out when the bride
a second man, Raymond J Emery, groom explained that the cops were
i 23, also of Portland was dismissed. only witne . es. Tlie midnight stroke
of the town clock found everybody
—
happy.

Rockland Masonic Temple
THURSDAY. OCT. 21

PHONF. 408

84.

Barrels

Lonerock Council. Dormant That the Grave Charge Pre
10 Years. Has Excellent
ferred Against a Vinal
Prospects Of Revival
haven Man

CUSTOM
PLOWING

8.30 P. M.

Auctio,

and Shipped 1,200,000

MASONIC
ASSEMBLY

All Masons and Friends Are
( urdially Invited
All who are not solicited, please
bring sandwiches

ISSUE

Volume 103........... Number

COPY

Three Great Days Of Auc
............. ......................... -.................,..........................
tioneering
and
Other
At

Districts 3 and 7 Of Maine P. T. A. Congress
The Thompkinsville Foundered OH Whitehead Lawrence Cement Company Will Have Made
tractions

Held Here—Mrs. Talbot Re-elected

TUESDAY,

THERE WILL BE A SALE OF

ENTERTAINMENT
FOLLOWED BY AUCTION SALE OF VEGETABLES
Supper Served From 5.00 to 8.00—25c and 50c
COME AND HAVE A GOOD TIME
83*84

The resignation of John P. Leach
after 40 years- service as secretary
of Mt Battle Lod-e. l.O.OF, furni hes deep: t regret to the mem
bers of that fraternity. John Is a
fixture in Camden aflelrs, and pos
sesses a great fund of information
cn the affairs of the Megunticook
town: When in doubt ask John.

One year aga
Park-o-Meters
made their appearance in Rockland.
—The Earl Fist man property on
the West Meadow road and the Cos
tello barn in the New County road
were destroyed by fire.—Rockland
High was defeated 20 to 0 by Gardi
ner High.—Notice was received that
the Coast Guard Base was to be
removed to Southwest Harbor.—
Fred

P.

Hosmer,

former Rockland

athlete, wu found dead in a Sun
set camp.—Lewis H Johnson, for
merly cf Rockland, retired from
the Bell laboratories after 38 years’
service.—Deaths: Rcckland, Mrs.
Ellen L. Conant. 94; Waldoboro,
William Hawes Walter, 79.

TOWN NEWS
Items of Interest from
the Towns Listed ‘ Below
Appear in This Issue.
THOMASTON
UNION
CAMDEN
WARREN
ROCKPORT
VINALHAVEN
WALDOBORO
TENINT’S HARBOR
MARTINSVILLE
SPRUCE HEAD
PORT CLYDE
NORTH WARREN
DUTCH NFCK
PIXASANT ”OINT
APT!ETON
ROCKVILLE J
OWL’S

HEAD

THORXniKFVILLE

MATINICUS

and marines paraded with French
troops during the celebration.
They are serving aboard the light
cruiser USS Fargo, now cruising in
the Mediterranean Sea as a part
of the Sixtli Task Fleet of Admiral
Richard L. Conolly’s Eastern At
lantic and Mediterranean Forces.
Mediterranean duty offers op
portunities to visit many of the
southern countries of Europe and
northern parts of Africa.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
IT I bad my life to live again ]
would have mnde a rule to read soma
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week The lose of these
taetess is a ’om of hapnineM.—Charles
Darwin
THIS GENTLE LIGHT

Again the signa ure of October
Is golden on the maples . . . over
The earth, without confusion
Or haste, a light ls built upon
The sky—and those who come with
nothing
Are garmented tn shining clothing.
It is as if the moment had been given
That the bleakest heart might now be
riven
And cleansed of bitterness and fear
In this gentle light that all men wear.
—Florence Ripley Mastin.

A NEW BEANO
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Minimum Prize $2.SO

SPECIAL GAMES
TWO CENTS A CARD

Williams-Brazier Post N*. 17
Thomaston National Bank BM*.

43-T-tf

Community Bowlers

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Last Thursday night at the Com
munity Alleys the Spruce Head
team took three points to Van
Baalen’s two. Spruce Head: A.
Drinkwater 313, Davis 264. N.
Drinkwater 287. W. Drinkwater 293,
Alley 286. total 1443. Van Baaien:
Epstein 289. Bernstein 270. Murgita
248, Gray 284. Hobbs 314, total 1405.
The Elks failed to show up for

TWICE-A-WEEK
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW

their game with the Elks.

Tlie Central Maine Service team
took over their rivals, the Line
Crew, by winning four out of five
points. Service Team: Ames 305
Leach 377, Staples 283, Spear 264.
Merrill 275, total 1369 Line Crew.
Hudson 286. Kennedy 273. Achorn
287, Hastings 253, Jameson 253.
total 1362.
In the other match of the eve
ning General Seafoods took all five
points from Armour's. General Sea
foods: S. Willis 296. Lo’ iU 293. Ray
mond 271, Genevicz. 280. W. Willis
258, total 1396. Armour's: Buch
anan 231. R. Jameson 289. Roberts
282. Hodgkins 257, R. Simmons 251,
total 1310.
The schedule for this week fol
lows:
Tuesday, Van Baaien vs Gulf.
Odd Fellows vs Spruce Head.
Wednesday. C. M P Service vs
Texacos; Lime Co. vs National
Guard.
Thursday, Post Office vs Maine |
Central Water Company vs Rock
land Wholesale.
Friday, General Seafoods vs Elks;
C. M. P Line vs Armour's.
The League Standing
Team
w LP.P
Texaco
.................................. 5 0 1

Water Company ............
Rockland Wholesale ........
Spruce Head ....................
General Seafoods .........
Gulf Oil ............................
C.M. P. Service ................
Van Baaien .....................
National Guard ..............
Armour ..... -....................
Lime Company ................
Maine Central .......
Post Office .....................
C.M.P. Line -.................
Elks .......
Odd Fellows .....................

10
11
2 0
2 0
3 0
5 0
3 1
6 0
4 1
8 0
8 0
8 0
9 0
0 2
0 2

9
4
8
8
7
5
2
4
1
2
2
2
1
0
0

NOTICB

Board of Registration
The Board of Registration of the City
of Rockland. Maine, will be In session
at their room in the City Building.
Frl. Sat., Oct. 22 . 23 and Mon.. Tues. i
Wednesday October 25. 26 . 27, from
nine In the forenoon to one o'clock In
the afternoon, and from three to five
o’clock In the afternoon and from
seven to nine o’clock in the eve
ning. to receive evidence touching
the qualifications of voters In said
city, and
to verify the correct
ness of the list of voters Thursday. Frl
day, Saturday. Oct 28 29. 30
No
names will be added for the Elec
tion of November 2
No applications
for Absent Voting Ballots or Physical
Incapacity Ballots will be approved
after five o'clock in the afternoon of
Saturday. Oct. 30. when this session
doses.
No names will be added to the vot
Ing lists after Oct 27.
Per order of the Board of Regis
tration.

By DONALD C. HASKELL
Chairman
84-85

NOW OPEN

CHARLIE’S TAXI
TEL. 1543
76-tf

WALDO

theatre

WALDOBORO—TEL. 100
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinees
Saturday at 2.00. ounday at 3.00

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
OCTOBER 19-20
Margaret O’Brien,
Robert Preston, Danny Thomas
George Murphy. Karin Booth
Edward Arnold, "Butch" Jenkins

“BIG CITY”
News

Tuesday-Friday
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"Little Lulu” Cartoon

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
OCTOBER 21-22
Yvonne De Carlo, Dan Duryea

“black" BART”
In Technicolor
NEWS
“POPEYE” CARTOON
____________ COMEDY____________

SATURDAY EVENING ONLY
OCTOBER 23
Two Full Length Features:
Monte Hale
Adrian Booth

“CALIFORNIA
FIREBRAND”
In Color

—Also on the Program—

“WATERFRONT AT

MIDNIGHT”

Starring
William Gargan. Richard Travis
Saturday afternoon Children’s
Show: Monte Hale WesternSerial—Cartoon.

Next Sunday-Monday:
Of the Irish."

"Luck

THE REPUBLICAN TICKET
For President—Thomas E. Dewey of New York
For Vice President—Earl Warren of California
[EDITORIAL]
WORKING IN GOOD CAUSE
Loyal workers in Rockland Lodge of Elks and the Ameri
can Legion are doing their utmost to make this week's Auc
tion and Bazaar a success, which would mean the earning of
a large sum in the interest of charity—a goal at which both
of these fine organizations is constantly aiming. The pro
gram begins Wednesday night, and lasts through the two
following days, afternoon and evening. Admission is free
and you will be gloriously entertained whether you spend a
cent or not. But of course you will not begrudge a few of
your spare coins, and if a banknote goes into the till so much
the better.

CANADIAN COMPETITION
There's always somebody taking the joy out of the lives
of the Aroostook potato grower. It may be a small crop,
it may be low prices, or it may be, as is now the case, com
petition with the Canadian crop. Spuds from beyond the
border are now selling in the United States below the Ameri
can support price of $2.75 a hundred weight and carload
shipments of Maine grown potatoes have dwindled from the
records of former years.

• WHAT FIRST SURVEY SHOWS
The first nationwide survey made by the American Insti
tute of Public Opinion has been completed. It shows Dewey
leading in 20 States, Truman in 10, and Thurmond (States
Rights) In four.
The 20 States where Dewey is today leading by a substantial margin:
Dewey
Truman
Maine
.......................
34%
.
54
New Hampshire ............
36
60
Vermont .......................
33
Delaware ....................................................... 49
36
New Jersey ...................................................... 60
38
New York .................... ................................ 47
34
41
Pennsylvania ............... ................................. 50
Illinois .......................... .......................... ...... 49
40
Michigan ...................... .................................. 52
41
Indiana
............ . ........ .................................. 52
40
Ohio ............................. ................................. 51
42
Iowa
........... ............... .................................. 53
38
Kansas .......................... .................................. 59
34
.................................. 53
39
Nebraska
34
North Dakota ............. ................................. 50
3R
South Dakota
........... .................................. 64
Wisconsin
.................. .................................. 51
40
Colorado ...................... .................................. 51
41
................................. 50
41
Wyoming
................................ 47
38
Oregon
The ten States were President Truman is today leading
by a substantial margin:
Truman
Dewey
Rhode Island ................ ................................. 37%
4B%
51
Missouri
.............................................. 40
New Mexico
.............................................. 40
49
.............................................. 23
55
Arkansas
55
Georgia
.............................................. 18
49
Kentucky
.............................................. 40
44
North Carolina ............................................... 34
52
Oklahoma ....................................................... 39
48
Tennessee ....................................................... 32
61
Texas ................................................................. 23
The four States where Governor Thurmond is leading
today:
Dewey Truman Thurmond
43%
16%
32%
Alabama
20
28
34
Louisiana
66
....
5
13
Mississippi
...............................
54
26
South Carolina .......................... .... 10
Here are the presidential standings today in the 14
"battleground" States:
Truman
Dewey
39%
Connecticut ............................ .................... 43%
43
Massachusetts .......................... ..................... 50
43
West Virginia ........................... ..................... 49
44
Maryland
......... . ..................... ..................... 47
45
Minnesota ................................. ..................... 45
33
Florida ...................................... ..................... 32
40
Virginia ..................................... ..................... 43
47
Arizona
................................... ..................... 43
42
Idaho ........................................ ..................... 46
47
Montana ............................................ ............ 40
44
Nevada ...................................... . .................... 47
42
Utah .......................................... ..................... 45
41
California ................................. ..................... 48
43
Washington ................................................... 45

fact that labor chiefs have frequently been Insensitive to the
national interest is likely to lead to an unrealistic interpreta
tion of recent history. At Pittsburg Mr. Dewey was on firm
ground in insisting that labor is an inseparable part of
American society, with its own needs and problems, but in the
greatest matters, with the same stakes as all other Americans.
He would have been more convincmg, however, if he had
admitted that labor as a group has the same responsibilities
as the rest, and that these responsibilities have not always
been lived up to.
It is true, as Mr. Dewey argued, that the Wagner act
proved unsatisfactory because it was not administered with
severe impartiality; but it proved unsatisfactory also be
cause labor, in its new strength, was ready to take undue
advantage of its privileges. The Taft-Hartley act was framed
in part to eliminate such drastic measures as Mr. Truman
urged to break the railway strike; but it was framed more
specifically to curb the abuses of labor leaders with too much
power. Mr. Truman's message vetoing this law echoed labor's
case; yet it should not be forgotten that it was in fact an
echo, and that labor had organized against this law one of
the most violent and exaggerated campaigns of propaganda
this country has known. Government can be blamed for its
mishandling of industrial strife, but of the strife itself labor
cannot be absolved.
The Pittsburg speech unfortunately precluded a detailed
discussion of the Taft Hartley law, leaving uncertain what
portions would be amended. As a chart for dealing with one
of America’s major problems, the speech was not particularly
helpful. Its usefulness lay in its general affirmations—its
emphasis on the value of a healthy trade union movement
and on those baste rights of labor which no party in America
would seek to violate. In reminding his audience that a ma
jority of both parties in Congress passed the original Wag
ner act and a majority of both parties passed the Taft-Hart
ley act, Mr. Dewey placed his finger on one of the great
essentials of a sound labor policy. It must have wide support
among the population, so that in the end, it may win the
assent even of those groups which deem themselves injured.
The country can thus feel assured that in dealing with labor
Mr. Dewey will observe this wise principle, and that the steps
he takes will be dictated neither by prejudice nor fear.
with. Mrs. Thelma Small, leader,
and Mrs. Lucy Stewart, assistant
leader, in charge. Plans were made
for their Halloween party to be
held Oct 29 in the Scout room.
The meeting adjourned to the Air
Lanes, Inc., where the girls were
shown the hugh cargo planes and
learned of their operations from
the manager.
Brownie Troop No. 6 met Satur
day in the Farnsworth Memorial
with 19 Brownies. Mrs. Marie
Studley, leader, and Mrs Leola
j Hyland, committee member, assist
ing Candy baskets were made for
their Halloween party which will
’ be held Oct. 27 in the St. Bernard’s
j Church basement. Mrs. Studley
1 read a Halloween story, games were
played, com cakes enjoyed and
' they departed through the good1 bye tunnel.
• • • •
j Troop No. 9i Girl Scouts met
; Thursday afternoon at the CommuI nity Building with Mrs. Lillian
! Sylvester, leader, and Mrs Louise
Cole and Mrs. Carolyn McIntosh,
' assistant leaders, and 29 girls pres
ent. Names were drawn from a
box the manner in w’hich officers
were chosen to preside for their
I respective period and included,
Alice Chaples, president: Mary
Nichols, vice president: Leith Grotton. secretary; and Judith Hudson,
treasurer. Badge work was dis
cussed followed by a short game
period. The meeting closed with
the good night song. Troop mem
bers are: Helen Snowman. Mar
jorie Betts, Joan DeCastro, Edith
j Post, Sylvia Doherty. Delores
Reames. Victoria Anastasio. Caro
lyn Bray, Gall Butler. Alice Cha
ples. Celia Crie, Sonya Dobbins,
Joan Duncan. Joyce Fuller. Leith
j Grotton, Sharon Kimball, Mary
Nichols, Nancy Packard. Patty
Pease, Helen Priest, Dianne Spurli ing, Anne Tracy. Marjorie Hart
Judith Hudson
Evelyn Naum,
j Ethel Bunker. Carolyn Grant. Mar
jorie Sawyer and Donnie Kenney.
• 0 • •
Troop No. 4, Girl Scouts met
i Friday at the Community Building

• 00*

Brownie Scout Troop No. 11 under
the leadership of Mrs. Evelyn Halligan, assisted by Mrs. Ruth Fo
garty, met Thursday afternoon at
the Farnsworth Building
A hike was enjoyed by the
Brownies and their power cf ob
servation was in evidence as they
hunted for various objects made
by Mrs. Halligan. After the hike
the Brownies returned to the Farns
worth Building and played games
The following girls were named
as officers of Troop II: President,
Dorlnda Coughlin; vice president,
Catherine Maillard; secretary. Nina
Hanley; treasurer, Judith Pease.
The following Brownies were
present: Ann Savitt. Judith Pease,
Nina Hanley, Judith Marr, Mar
garet Fish, Barbara Trenholm.
Betty Withee, Dcrinda Coughlin,
Yvonne Salminen, Catherine Mail
lard, Mary Willey. A special guest
was Maude Smalley. Plans for next
week's meeting includes completion
of the place cards for the Hallowe’en
party which is going to be held Oct.
28 at the home of Mrs. Halligan.
The meeting was dismissed with
the singing of the Brownie song.

The University of Illinois football
stadium, which seats 66,572, is a
memorial to Illinois students who
died during World War I.
| Snakes generally will swallow arj tifleial porcelain eggs as fast as
genuine ones: and since they can
not digest the artificial variety this
often proves fatal to the snake.

Last year 104.953 packed Memo
rial Coliseum, and as in the case
this year the game was sold out
weeks ahead of time.

REPUBLICANS IN THE SOUTH
Among President Truman's various contributions, not the
least may be his solid part toward speeding up the arrival
of the two-party system in the South. Mr. Truman may not
have planned it that way, but encouragement can be taken
from compounding political developments. Goveinor Thur
mond continues to beat the drum for States’ rights, and is
likely to win the electoral votes of several States, far more
than are contained in Mr. Wallace’s fondest dreams. Now
it is possible that the Dixie-crats will exert a continuing in
fluence, with the white-supremacy idealogy a commanding
force, but we doubt it. The South feels put upon, and most
certainly will make Mr. Truman feel its wrath on Nov. 2. But
what then? With Mr. Truman disposed of, what is to hold
the protest together? Much as the States' rights cry may
make the Southern heart leap, it is rather a narrow base for
a new and effective organization.
The really important development down South is the Re
publican bid for votes. When Senator Taft goes stumping
into Florida and says that the Republican party is “far more
in accord” with Southern individualism than the Truman
continuation of the New Deal, the discontented Southerner
must truly feel that he is being made welcome and can cast
an effective ballot. This is intelligent politics. Everywhere
the Republicans are sending top-rank campaigners into the
South, and the voters are listening eagerly. Texas, champ
ing for change, is particularly promising ground. Its leading
newspapers have announced for Dewey, and the indignant
Coke Stevenson has added to the confusion by proclaiming for
the Republican candidate for Senator. The power of example
is growing mightily. By the sum of Republican success be
low the Mason-Dixie line the South can judge for itself what
it means to vote with a lasting point.—Herald Tribune.

DEWEY ON LABOR
In his campaign to restore and affirm the basis of Ameri
can unity, Gov. Dewey has met his most difficult test in dis
cussing the problem of labor. It is in this field, more than
anywhere else, that appeals to special interest have been pro
vocative and damaging; yet any attempt to gloss over the

were colored leaves and bunch of
red berries from the black alders.
In addition, at one side of the sanc
tuary was a shock of corn and It
Congregationalists, Young was
surrounded by lovely large Phil Grover, Moving Away
by Henry Stiles.
From Camden, Abdicates
and Old, Are Busy As pumpkins loaned
o o o o
Bees These Days
Candlepin Throne
Late
registrations
yesterday
brought
the
total
enrollment
of
the
Last Sunday at the Congrega
The battle for the State Bowling
Church School up Championship is on again Phil
tional Church Harvest Festival Congregational
to 133. Next to the smallest class, Grover, Camden’s champ bowler,
Sunday was observed, with special Seventh and Eighth Grade girls,
who took over the crown last Fall
music and a sermon based on the have had perfect attendance and and defended it successfully in sev
phenomena of nature and life as their teacher Is Miss Laura Pome eral matches, has moved to Provi
referred to God and his plan for | roy. This class, composed of Doro dence, R. I., and thus has been
man. But the idea of harvest was I thy Green, Sally Cameron and Bar forced to withdraw from the com
even more apparent with the deco bara Boynton, continued the fel petition.
<■
rations. A lovely basket of Autumn lowship of the morning wtih a hike
As a result, Donald Coffin of
flora was furnished by the Men’s with their teacher up Mount Bat Freeport, and Bud Marsh of Ban
Association, and surrounding these tle in the afternoon.
gor, have been listed as the next
• • • •
Twenty Comrades of the Way two contenders to bowl for the
gathered at the Congregational title.
is too bad that Phil could not
Church Sunay evening, with Char beIthere
to defend his crown this
lotte Dean in charge of devotions season, for
he turned in some
and
Marie
Whalen
at
the
piano.
Offensive Of Rockland Team
mighty fine strings in previous
After a period of recreation, the year
’s competition, and he is known
Was Too Many Guns For group adjourned to business during
among the fans and competitors
which
plans
were
completed
for
Houlton Outfit
a forthcoming party, and the fourth alike as a top-notch bowler, a smil
The Rockland High School Ti Annual World Order Essay Contest ing loser, and a gracious winner.
However, Camden may soon be
gers made it three in a row Sat- 1 was announced. Those presesnt In
urday when they defeated Houlton cluded: Betty Crozier, Kenneth Nel able to boast of another champion
High School 19 to 0 at Community son, Corinne Edwards, Betty Grif t bowler. Gianina Ames is next in
Park. It was the first visit made fith. Stephany Lindquist. Jerry i line for a chance at the women’s
by the boys from Potatoland to Mahar, Barbara Boynton. Sallv ! State title. She will bowl against
this city, and though they were Cameron, Nancy Leach, Marcia Ora Mae Vachon of Waterville,
defeated It was not without a game Lindquist, Charlotte Dean, Malcolm who won her crown late last year.
fight, and In the opening half oft Morey, Catherine MacPhail, Marie All the fans are looking forward to
en stopped1 the onrushing jungle- Whalen, Emery Howard, David Bird, this match, and hoping that Mrs
birds.
Virginia Manning, Roland and John Ames will put Camden back on the
bowling map with another cham
Penalties cut a wide wrath in Ware, Pastor.
the progress of the Rockland team,
pionship.—Camden Herald
which was set back 60 yards by in
fringement of the rules.
o'clock Saturday at White Oak
Rockland scored two touchdowns
Grange, North Warren, for the ex
in the third period, the first being
ft ft ft ft
press purpose of conferring the
made by McIntosh, tlie Tiger full
ma from all af tbs Fafifth or Pomona Orange degree on
back. who plunged over after a
af Haataaodry am
! such candidates as wisli to be iseries of gains which had brought
I readiness to receive the State
the ball within scoring range. A
i Grange degree at a special meeting
quarterback "sneak" by Kaler add
for that purpose, to be held Oct
David Carroll. Grange deputy, j 27
ed another point
at Watts Hall, Thomaston.
The second touchdown in the announces a special meeting of
O • O 0
third quarter was made by Holden Knox Pomona Saturday, North
David Carroll of Union Grange
on a long pass by Deshon into the Warren to confer the fifth degree. Deputy,
inspect White Oak
end zone This time the Tigers It will be the last chance to receive Grange, will
Friday night, at North
failed to convert
tlie degree before the special meet Warren. The first and seccnd de
A pass from. Deshon to Galiano ing at Watts Hall. Oct. 27.
grees will be worked on candidates
paved the way for a third touch
The annual fair of Seven Tree
down in the last period, the score Grange of Union will be held Wed
The peccary is a distant cousin
being made bv Charlie Foote's gal nesday afternoon and evening.
of the domestic pig and the Euro
• ooo
lant plunge through the center of
pean wild boar, but seldom takes
Houlton’s line. Conversion failed.
Owl’s Head Grange met Oct 12 on fat. He is native to the Ameri
Houlton was in fine way to score with a Booster Night program and can Southwest and very difficult
in the last period when the ball open session held for visitors. Re for hunters to stalk.
was curved to Rockland’s 5-yard freshments were served. Guests were
line, aided largely by a flat pass present from Wessaweskeag, St.
American red foxes and gi*"
and a lateral.
George, Madlscn and Weymcuth foxes have different bone struc
Granges. The next meeting will be tures.
Oct. 26.
Mexico's government is trying to
• • 0 o
A special meeting of Knox Po teach taxpayers where their money
Watkins Cleaners Staff Held mona Orange will be held at 8 I goes.

Loses *A “Champ”

Church Activities

Tigers Win Another

GRANGE CORNER

They Talked It Over
“Success Dinner” at the
Rockland

Watkins of Camden, Inc., held its
fourth sales meeting with a dinner
at the Hotel Rockland. Oct 8. Wat
kins of Camden, the first inde
pendently owned unit using the
Watkins Cleansers franchise, has
been most successful during its
first year of business.
Albert B. Collins and Charles D.
Foss are sole owners of this new
business, and besides the modern
cleaning plant they operate on Bay
View street, Camden, they maintain
a store on Main street. Rockland,
for the convenience of Rockland
customers, and two routes operate
from Belfast to Thomaston, so that
this section of Maine can be served.
M. H. Watkins, owner of E. L.
Watkins and Company of Portland,
was the guest speaker at Friday’s
meeting.
Those present were: Albert B
Collins, president and treasurer:
Charles D. Foss, vice president:
Donald Bentley and Harry Smith,
routemen; Flora Carroll and Fan
nie Trainor, store managers; Bar
bara Sukeforth and Ruth Duff,
store assistants; Myrtle Waye,
Theresa Leland, Pauline Thompson,
Arthur Lunt and Robert Hare,
machine operators at the Camden
plant.

PUBLIC NOTICE!
PHONE NUMBER CHANGE
In the future all those wishing prompt, courteous and de
pendable heating service should phone

709 or 44-5, Rockland
“PERC” BOARDMAN
ROCKLAND,

HEATING ENGINEER

MAINE

RESERVED AUTOMOBILE REGISTRATION
NUMBERS
There will be no reserved automobile registration
numbers for the year 1949. All 1948 plates will be
validated by use of a metallic tab to be attached to
the 1948 plate.

MOTOR VEHICLE DIVISION
HAROLD I. GOSS
Secretary of State

9
WHEN WAS THE

LAST

COMPARE Duo-Therm’s
BIG Hepplewhite Heater

TIME

CLEANED

YOUR

COOLING SYSTEM

9

... with any other fuel oil heater!
Compare It for ECONOMY!
You get fuel savingj of up to 1 full gallon of oil

out of every 4 with Duo-Therm’s exclusive PowerAir Blower. You get more heat from every drop of oil
because the Duo-Therm Hepplewhite is built around

OVERHEATING WEARS OUT MOTORS

in amazing fuel-miser burner. The Hepplewhite
has a special built-in Waste-Stopper, too, that gets
more heat into your home , . . keeps heat from
flying up the flue!

PRESSURE

PURGE

AND SAVE MOTOR OVERHAUL

Compare It for COMFORT!
You get gentle waves of warm air circulating evenly
from floor to ceiling ... no cold corners ... no
cold floors. Finger-tip Control Dial makes it easy

Clean radiators and clean cooling systems save

gas, repair bills and motor overhaul expenses.

as tuning a radio to get just the heat you want!
Compare It for BEAUTY!

We Have Recently Installed Complete Equipment for
Repairing, Recoring, and Cleaning Radiators for all Makes
of Cars.
All Work Guaranteed

•

KALER, at Washington
Open week-days, evenings and

Maine’s Leading Low price

DODGE—PLYMOUTH—JOB BATED TRUCKS

Appliance Store.

TEL 720

cooling systems three ways:

1. BY HEAT
2. MECHANICAL AGITATION
3. BY CHEMICAL ACTION

Sundays

NELSON BROS. GARAGE
ROCKLAND, MAINE,

We PRESSURE PURGE your radiator or

see the Duo-Therm Hepplewhite Heater today at—

EXPERT RADIATOR SERVICE

515 MAIN ST.,

Purging is not a drain and water refill job.
b

You get fine period furniture styling. The Hepplewhite beautifies vour home as it heats it! Come in,

NOTICE!

YOU

Route 220 From Waldoboro

MILLER’S GARAGE
DeSOTO - PLYMOUTH
25-31 RANKIN ST. .
ROCKLAND,
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TALK OF THE TOWN Jesse E. Bradstreet. widely known
accountant, prominent in civic and
religious activities in Rockland,
yesterday assumed his duties as
cashier of The Courier-Gazette,
Inc., succeeding Miss Naomi Rack
liff. who will become the bride of
Hugh Benner of this city, Oct. 24
Oct. 19—Tenant's Harbor: Quarterly
meeting of the Lincoln Bapttst As
sociation
Oct. 20-22—State W C.T.U. Convention.

Ba'Jl

Oct. 20-21-22— Auction-Bazaar for char
ity at Community Building, spon
sored by Elks and American Legion
Oct 22 — Monster Charity Beano,
sponsored by Elks and American Le
glon at Community Building
Oct. 24—Ancient Accepted Scottish
Rite of Freemasonry. Valley of
Rockland, observes Its 50th anniver
sary at the Unlversallst Church
Oct. 27—General Electric’s House of
Magic at Community Building
Oct. 31—The Teltschtks (2 pianos),
/ Knox Community Concert Aasocla

1

tlon

Nov 14—Men and Missions Sunday to
be observed by Rockland Churches
Nov 25—Thanksgiving Day
Dec. 2—Annual Fair at the Meth

odist Church.

Dr. and Mrs R. N. Abbott of
Ash Point attended’ the New Eng
land Veterinary Conference at the
Hotel Somerset ln Boston on Oct.
14 and 15. Dr. Abbott participated
in discussions on medical, surgical
and nutritional problems of pet
and farm animals

Margaret Mae Vannest, 21 Tal
bot avenue. Rockland, is enrolled
this semester at the University of
Kansas. She is taking special
work ln architecture. She form
erly had attended Northern Illi
nois State Teachers College.

Morris Nute is in Boston on
business for the Crockett stores.
Mrs. Plorencia Roach, past noble
fcrand, Mr. and Mrs. Milton Rol
lins and Miss Doris Hyler motored to
Lewiston Monday to attend the Re
bekah Assembly which is being held
*Hhere Oct 18-16-2.

Arthur Wisner won first prize, a
substantial array of top quality
groceries, ln the city-wide "Prepare
Your Pantry for Winter" contest
conducted last week by Cummings’
Brothers' Market, 745 Main street.
Second prize fell to Charles A. Rose,
Jr., Summer street third to Percy
McPhee, James street; fourth to
Isabel Hodgkins, Pleasant Gardens
and fifth to Samuel Batty, Camden
street. “Might call this the Aunt
Jemima Parade" said one Northend
,<wag, noting the fact that of the
dozens of shoppers in sight, every
one carried a bag of that famous
flour. Free bags were presented to
the first 275 customers.

The Knox County Colby Club
will hold its Pall meeting tonight
at Hotel Rockland at 6 o'clock. The
program will include vocal num
bers and a talk on the progress of
the new Colby, illustrated with
colored pictures. Cecil Goddard,
widely known Colby executive sec
retary, will be present. A special
viewing of the Farnsworth Memo
rial has been arranged for the club
following the meeting.

Something new has been added
to the Eastern Division Rifle Club.
Last Thursday a Junior rifle team
was organized. Five boys of Hi®’
School age met in the club room
for their first night of instruction.
Safety rules and the proper hand
ling of firearms was discussed. The
boys were very enthusiastic and it
is hoped that a real rifle team will
develop. A large attendance saw
the showing of “Silver Tip She
Say Socko." "Cliff"
on hand to answer the boys many
questions.
Refreshments
were
served by Ernest Crie. Next Frida''
night shooting will be resumed.
Several new rifles haw made their
appearance and scores have shown
a decided improvement.

Gene Letoumeau. sports writer
for the Portland Press Herald will
be guest speaker tonight at the
Pall meeting of the Knox County
Pish and Game Association, which
will be held at the dining room of
the Masonic Hall in Warren, it is
announced by Lawrence Morton of
East Union, president of the As
sociation. Other features wiil be
the showing of colored moving pic
tures of hunting along the eastern
coast and bird hunting in the in
terior. A 6.30 supper will be served
bv a committee from Ivy Chapter.
O.ES. headed by Mrs. Leroy Mc A NEW QUIZ PROGRAM—THE
PRIZE IS COMFORT AND SAFETY
Cluskey.
Have you been out in the coun
A window display is being try lately? Does it seem nice and
planned for Navy Day. All Naval warm to you right now? Have you
veterans with medals, models or seen the bright new Fall foliage?
any articles suitable for the display- Is this an harbinger of what is to
are asked to notify Cleveland L. come? Just who is kidding whom?
Sleeper. Jr., at 72. Rockland.
Why Procrastinate?
Is YOUR smoke pipe right?
The ladies of St. Bernard's Par Should it be replaced? Is YOUR
ish will sponsor a rummage sale to furnace safe? Should it be re-ce
be held Saturday at 9 a. m., in the mented? Is YOUR Steam Boiler
store formerly occupied by C. t’ correct? Has it a Boiler Water Feed
Moor & Co. Those wishing to make er? How about YOUR Hot Water
donations may leave them at the Boiler?
Is circulation sluggish? Why
store Friday from 2 to 5. or tele
net have a Circulator? What about
phone 1535 or 411-R. and thev «•
YOUR old burner? Do you really
be called for.
think that you should not have a
Ruth Burgess, daughter of Mr. replacement? How about those old
and Mrs. John Burgess of Waldo controls? Shouldn’t one or more be
boro. has been chosen a member of replaced? Does the same thing ap
the choir at Bates College. Miss ply to YOUR Stoker? Have you had
Burgess is a Sophomore at Bates iYOUR chimney inspected? Will you
and majoring in English. She is a concentrate a few, minutes on
Dean’s List student and graduated YOUR heating problem? Why not
in June. 1947 from Waldoboro High consult your Fire Department it you
where she was valedictorian of her are not sure? Why not consult
Y-O-U-R
Heating Contractor?
class.
j"Your Heating System Is No Bet
The Baptist Men's League inau ter Than It is Engineered.'' The
gurates another season Thursday Peerless Engineering Company, 485
night, and it will start oil with a Main St., TeLs. 744 and 415, Rockfine supper and an address by Prof. , land, Maine.—adv.
Albert R. Thayer of Bowdoin Col
lege. His subject sounds interest I Overcooked oysters are always
ing — "Good Old Days." The tough.
brethren are urged to take new
members.

The newsreel pictures of the Baraca Class cooked food sale at
World Series will be shewn start Burpee's, Saturday. Oct 23. at 2
ing Tuesday and running through p. m
Saturday at Strand Theatre.
Gage Hats, just received at the
Vlalt Lucien K. Green * Sona, Clara W. Johnson Hat Shop. 375
wcona uoor, 18 School street. Odd Main Street, over the Paramount
Fellows Block, City, for Purs, Pur Restaurant.
84-85
Costs and Cloth Coats st moderate
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prices_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

UR. R. N. ABBOTT

DAVIS

Annual meetings of county Farm
Bureaus start this week. Hancock
County leads the parade with Umeetlng scheduled to be held Fri
day. at 10 a. m., at Ellsworth City
Hall. Other county meetings, all
beginning in the morning include:
Knox-Lincoln, Waldoboro High
School, Oct. 28 Election of offi
cers. a business meeting, enter
tainment. meals or refreshments
singing, and outstanding speakers
will feature these Farm Bureau
gatherings. All farm people are
invited.

RUMMAGE SALE
TEMPLE HALL
ROCKLAND

Licensed Lady Embalmer

Rockland Tel. 810

9.30 A. M.
Scholarship Fund Benefit
Woman's Educational Club

VETERINARIAN

22 Knox Street

k.
k

I0IN

^1

435 MAIN ST.

a

ROCKLAND

The date of the Methodist chick
en pie supper has been changed
from Nov. 11 to Thursday. Oct. 28.

BOYS’ BLUE MACKINAWS WITH HOODS

All Passengers Insured

38-tf

... with the famous Tracy Sink
in Lifetime Stainless Steel—at bargain prices

PHONE 701

HERE’S \ BC4 FOR THE MAN WORKING OUTSIDE.

BOYS’ LONGIES, heavy warm wool mix 0 QQ
falvO

TWO TONES. SIZES 36 TO 44.

PULL-OVER STYLE.

99c
Will/

REG. 4.45 AND 4.98. SALE PRICE

MEN’S MEDIUM WEIGHT UNION SUITS 1 ’n
1_1

1 10

..............

SALE PRICE

TO 17.

C qc

VwWW

Men’s AH Wool GABARDINE TROUSERS Q 1J5
ALL SHADES. REG. 13.50 TO 14.95. SALE PRICE....... .....................
MEN’S 15c GRADE WHITE KERCHIEFS

Ambulance Service

In Loving Memory
Honor the dead, as yon honor
the living. Inscribe your lasting
respect for departed loved ones on
a monument to endure through
future generations of your fam
ily.
Names and dates imposed with
classic dignity on any size or type
stone specified. Many varieties
in stock.

269

.00
Double bou l models available

SIZES 36 TO 44.

REG. 3.00.

4 t
1
’ ■"

SALE PRICE . .

>c
10

BROKEN SIZES
REGULAR
8.00
SALE'
TO
PRICE
9.00
GRADE

HUNTERS’
SPECIAL
HEAVY BREECHES

JACKETS!

FOR MEN AND BOYS

95

HUNDREDS OF THEM

RED AND BLACK PLAID
REGULAR 9.00 GRADE

BROKEN SIZES—ODD LOTS.

FOR THIS SALE

7.50

MARKED WAY BELOW THEIR ORIGINAL VALUES.

Complete with fittings and matching wall cabinets

KALER, at Washington
Open week-days, evenings and

MEN’S AND YOUNG MEN’S PANTS

NOTICE! NOTICE!

DON’T MISS THIS VALUE!

100% All Wool Glen Plaids and Checks. Sizes 28 to 36
Regular Prices 8.95 to 12.95
1 rtf"
NOW
4.UJ

THIS STORE WILL BE CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY
IN PREPARATION FOR THE SALE.

9 A. M. THURSDAY

Sundays

Appliance Store.

George R- Perry A Son, Prop*.
M LINDSET ST, ROCKLAND

Route 220 From Waldoboro

<S-tf

JACKETS!

ALL WOOL
HEAVY SHIRTS

Marble & Granite Works
TEL. 8M

PULL-OVER SWEATERS

WIEN’S

Maine’s Leading Low price

Rockland

C

.............................

SAVE! BUY NOW! TAKE ADVANTAGE! BUY YOUR WINTER NEEDS NOW!
- HUNDREDS OF TIMELY VALUES -

Now—with all-steel cabinets made by
the Tracy master craftsmen to Tracy
quality standards.
Durable, baked-on enamel. . plenty
of storage space . . . recessed center
panels with comfortable knee and toe
apace ... insulated doors and drawers
... sliding shelves ... concealed ven
tilation keeps interiors fresh . . .
streamlined faucet with handy spray
... new basket strainers ... plus many
other features.
Start your Tracy Customized
Kitchen this easy way—then select
additional cabinets, from the com
plete Tracy line.
Kitchen Centers
in 6 popular sizes
as lew as

7 7q

**■ I if

0 (
J .)5

SALE PRICE

SALE PRICE

Boys’ or Girls’ HEAVY WOOL SKI PANTS

TELS. 8M-1174-M
U8-11S LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, MK

Q I
J ■J5

MEN’S PULL-OVER SWEATERS
HEAVY SHAKER KNIT. WHITE.
PART WOOL. SIZES 36 TO 40. REG. 5.95

MEN’S AND YOUNG MEN’S. WOOL MIXED.

BURPEE

X.l V

REGULAR PRICE 2.98 ........................

REINDEER SWEATERS lor Boys or Girls 0 QC

REG. PRICE 5.44

1 7q

MEN’S DRESS SHIRTS
14‘

32 TO 36. 100G WOOL. ASSORTED COLORS.
REGULAR 7.95. SALE PRICE ..................................................................

ASSORTED COLORS. SIZES 6 TO 12.

’"‘

GRAY, BLUE AND GREEN COVERTS. BY-SWING BACK.
TWO-WAY ZIPS 8 POCKETS. SAN. REG. 4.95
.....................

YOUNG MEN’S GABARDINE SKI PANTS
REGULAR 12.95.

1 7q

*»WV

MEN’S UNIONALLS

UNGER TIP LENGTH.
.........................................................

BOYS’ GRAY COVERT DUNGAREES

26 TO 33.

SALE PRICE

LONG OR SHORT SLEEVES—LONG LEGS.
36 TO 46. REG. 1.95 TO 2.25 VALUE. SALE PRICE

BOYS’ ALL WOOL MIXED COATS

SALE PRICE

REG. 2.95 TO 3.95.

MEN’S LIGHTWEIGHT UNION SUITS

SALE PRICE

INCLUDING REVERSIBLES.
10 TO 16. REGULAR 12.88

1 Cq

MEN’S COAT SWEATERS

SHORT SLEEVES—LONG LEGS. SIZES 36 TO 46. SPECIAL—SALE

BOYS’ PLAID FLANNEL SHIRTS

WHILE THEY LAST. SIZES 4 TO 16.

• CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND. ME.
84-tf

Funeral Home

BUY NOW!
BUY NOW

MEN’S RAINCOATS

A DC

SIZES 10 AND 12. REG. 9.88. NOW

BOYS’ CORDUROY LONGIES

... with new, beautiful,
efficient cabinets

CARL M. STILPHEN
LADT ASSISTANT
M HOUR AMBULANCW
SERVICE

7 days.

THESE PRICES ARE EASY ON YOUR POCKETBOOK. RED HOT TIMELY SALE.
SAVE! BEGINNING WITH THIS SALE—54 SHOPPING DAYS UNTIL CHRISTMAS.
FOR CHRISTMAS...

BOYS’ HEAVY SHAKER KNIT SWEATERS 0 10
Funeral Home

MARRIED

Preston-Marr—At Thomaston Oct. 9,
Arthur W Preston of Rockland and
Barbara L. Marr of Thomaston.—by
Rev. H. W. Flagg
Wheat-Bailey—At Rockland, Oct. 18.
C ARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank my friends, relatives Homer Edward Wheat of Lafayette. R.
and the St. George Grange for the I., and Dorothy Jeanne Bailey of Quon
cards, gifts and flowers sent me dur set Point. R. I.—by Rev. George Gouding my stay at Knox Hospital, and reau.
Walsh-Poland—At South Portland.
thanks to the Missionary Society for
the Sunshine Box; also special thanks Oct. 15. Stanley H. Walsh, Jr., of Rock
to Drs. Allen. Dennison and Brown land and Miss Kathleen Evelyn Poland
of Camden.—by Rev. Winthrop E. Rob
and the nurses for their kindess.
inson.
Mrs Emma Kinney,
Snowdeal-Bryant—At Rockland. Oct
St. George. Me
15. Winfield Snowdeal of Camden ar.d
CARD OF THANKS
Lillian Bryant of Rockport—by Rev.
We wish to thank our friends and Alfred G. Hempstead.
neighbors for their kindness during
our recent bereavement also for the
DIED
beautiful
flowers.
Especially
Mrs.
Bessey—At Augusta, Oct. 18. Willis
Eunice King and Mr. and Mrs Ransford Poaly Dr Brown. Rev. Curtis L. M. Bessey of Friendship, age 65 years.
Stanley of Bath. Rev. Mr. Phillips, Mrs. 5 months. 28 days. Funeral Thursday
Munroe and Miss Alice Bragg; also Mr. at 2 p. m. at the Friendship Methodist
Andrews and attendants at the Burpee Church. Interment in Friendship Vil
lage cemetery.
Funeral Home
Robinson—At Lawrence, Kansas. Oct.
*
Mr and Mrs Charles McKenney.
12, Clara S. (Schouten) widow of Ed
ward
Robinson, aged 80 years, 5 months,
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

OCTOBER 21st to OCTOBER 30th- 9 DAYS

REGULAR PRICE 1.39.

RUSSELL

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to thank our neighbors and
friends for ali the kindness shown us
during our recent bereavment.
The family of the late Robert Walker

SALE STARTS THURSDAY- 9 DAYS

GREEN, BROWN AND PLAIDS. REG. 4.95. SALE PRICE

TEL. 1482-W

76‘104

Union. Oct. 16. to Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Johnson of Union, a daughter—Nancy
Marla.
Hooper—At Chicago. Hl. Oct. 10, to
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth A. Hooper, a
daughter—Cynthia Sue.
LeBlanc—At Knox Hospital, Oct. 18,
to Mr. and Mrs. Marc A. LeBlanc. a
daughter—Patricia May.
Adams—At Knox Hospital. Oct. 17. to
Mr. and Mrs Gerald A. Adams of
Thomaston, a daughter—Susan Elaine

Rev. Kennelh H. Cassens has re
turned from Effingham Palls, N. H.
He was guest preacher and singer
for Baptist Church of which Rev. C.
Wendell Wilson is pastor. Rev.
Wilson was a former pastor of
Rockland.

9th ANNIVERSARY SALE

TAXI SERVICE

ASH POINT, ME.

The age of miracles has arrived,
Everett N. Hobbs, postmaster at
or so thought Edward Baxter, a Hope, is attending the National
local carpenter when he fell 30 feet Postmasters’ Convention in New
from the roof of the First Baptist York.
Church yesterday morning and es
caped without broken bones. One
BORN
arm and a knee were injured.
Johnson—At Gould Maternity Home,

our ninth party

O’SULLIVAN’S

Tel. 1047-22

Ambulance Service

ECONOMY
Clothes Shop

, can Army. A detachment of sailors
and marines paraded with French
troops during the celebration.
He is serving aboard the light
cruiser USS Fargo, now cruising in
the Mediterranean Sea as a part
of the Sixth Task Fleet of Admiral
Richard L. Connolly's Eastern At
lantic and Mediterranean Forces.
Mediterranean duty offers oppor
tunities to visit many of the south
ern countries cf Europe and north
ern parts of Africa.
• • • •
MSgt. John Todd of the Rock
land recruiting station announces
the enlistment of three Knox
County youths in the Army.
• • • •
Harold J King. 18, of Lake ave
nue, Rcckland, enlisted as a recruit
in the 1st Infantry Division, Euro
pean Command, for three years
and was sent to Port Dix. N. J., to
begin his basic training.
• • • •
Eugene Staples. 18. of Vinalhaven
enlisted in the 1st Infantry Di
vision for three years as a recruit
and was also sent to Fort Dix N. J.
• • • a
Clifford Stinson. 19 of Camden,
enlisted in the regular Army, un
assigned as a recruit, for three
years.
Stinson was selected for
schooling under the Army Career
Plan. He reported to Port Dix for
basic training.

REG. 4.00—4.95 AND 5.50 GRADES. NOW

558 Main Street

Thomaston Tel. 192

In the Service

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 26
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FUNERAL HOMES

IN MUNICIPAL COURT

Robert Paul of Rockland was
Robert F. Watts, Jr., USN. son
found guilty of passing on a hill on
U. S. Highway 1 in Rockport and of Mr and Mrs Robert F Watts
of 11 Beechwood street. Thomas
fined $10.
ton. is undergoing recruit training
Myron Jones of Thomaston was at the world’s largest Naval Train
found guilty of driving a motor ing Center. Gieat Lakes. Ill Re
vehicle without a license on U. S cruit training is the sharp break
Highway 1 near Thomaston and between civilian and Naval life in
fined a total of 81270. State Po which the new Navy man learns
lice Trooper Henry Roper was the the fundamental principles of the
complainant.
Naval service.
• • • •
In the bourse of his training the
Rudolph D Hesselgren of St. recruit is taught seamanship. Navy
George was found guilty on a chgrae customs, terms, basic ordnance,
of drunken driving and fined $100 gunnery, signpiling and navigation
and costs of $2.70. He appealed and Upon completion of his training
furnished $200 bail.
the recruit is assigned either to
Hesselgren was apprehended on units of the Fleet or to a service
U. S. Highway 17 in East Union school for specialized training.
Saturday night by State Police
• • • •
Trooper William Upton.
John Edward Miller seaman ap
There will be a Scottish Rite prentice USN. of Beechwood street,
is serving aboard tlie
meeting at Masonic Temple Thurs Thomaston,
U3S Henley, now cruis
day night when the Lodge of Per destroyer
in the Mediterranean Sea as a
fection will confer the 14th degree ing
part of the Sixth Task Fleet of
upon a class of 40 candidates.
Admiral Richard L. Conolly’s East
Richard L Achorn has com ern Atlantic and Mediterranean
pleted his duties as ticket clerk Forces. Mediterranean duty offers
for the Maine Central Railroad at opportunities to visit many of the
Rockland and has been assigned to southern countries of Europe and
Africa.
the station at Thomaston at stu those of northern
• • • •
dent telegrapher.
Robert W. Cuthbertson, Jr., sea
Rockland City Band will give a man apprentice, USN. of Pleasant
free concert in front of Commun Gardens. Rockland, joined recently
ity Building at 6 45 tomorrow night with the citizenry of Nice. France,
to start the Elks-Amencan Le in celebrating the fourth anniver
gions charity auction. They will sary of the liberation of that famed
Riviera resort city by the Ameriplay later in the auditorium

ECONOMY CLOTHES SHOP

DOOR OPENS AT

W« 'oboro Dogs Won
In

the Saturday-Sunday
Stakes At North Man
chester

Dags owned by Dick Benner of
Waldoboro Sunday won two of the
five pjaees in the 15-inch open ai
age stake, feature event of a twoday field trial spensored by the
Central Maine Beagle Club.
Thirty beagles, a record field for
M line, were cast in tlie concluding
stake and engaged in a spirited
three hour drive after snowshoe
rabbits in the Batchelder Farm
covers off the Prescott road.
Biethclas Jasner Rocky took the
stake, mostly on points picked up
at checks or pack losses. Always in
the drive the youngster made sev
eral recoveries which accounted for
a slight r-;g» over Hatchet Cove
Tommy, owned by Ralph Simmons
of Friendship.
Besides Rocky. Benner placed
Jackson's Challenge in fifth or re
serve place while Simmons’ other
entry. Jeanlne’s Black Diamond,
game-ori third
Judges for the stake were Del
LeBlanc of Manchester, James Har
kins of Waldoboro and Arthur E.
Thibodeau of Waterville.
Headquarters of the trial was at
the North Manchester schoolhouse
where the 4-H Club served meals
to handlers from Maine and Ver
mont. In all 45 all age and 12
derby beagles competing in th,
three stakes for a record Maine
field, revealing a general increase
ln registered beagles in the State
within the past year.
Sunday: 15 inch all age open
stake: Won by Biethelas Jasper
Rocky, cwned by Dick Benner of
Waldobcro; Hatchet Cove Tommy,
owned by Ralph Simmons cf
Friendship, second: Jeanlne’s Black
Diamond owned bv Simincns,
third; Thel’s Bettv owned by Jack
Childs cf Manchester, fourth and
Jackson’s Challenge, owned by Ben
ner. fifth.
Saturday: Derby Stake: Won by
Jcanine’s Black Diamond, owned by
Simmons; Biethclas Jasper Rocky,
cwned by Benner, second; Hatchet

Cove Tommy, Simmons, third;
Cannibas Beauty, owned by Cannibas Kennels Reg., Augusta,
fourth; Tippy Topps, owned by
Benner, and Cannibas Pal, owned
by Charles Peddle of Augusta, tied
for reserve.
Thirteen-inch Class: Won by
Cannibas Pilot, owned by Lawrence
Libby of Waterville; Jeanlne’s
Black Diamond, Simmons, second:
Phil’s Eetty, owned by Jack
Childs of Manchester, third; Tippy
Topps, owned by Benner, fourth,
and Pine Beauty, owned by Wil
liam Sturtevant of Oakland, .fifth.

WALDOBORO
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay attended
a luncheon Friday of the Maine
Public Health Association at the
Augusta House.
Mrs. Harriet Gay and Miss
Katherine Gay of Damariscotta
have been guests at Gay Fields.
Louis Martin has returned from
Presque Isle where he visited his
parents.
Mr and Mrs. Edward Connor
and son Richard of Winchester.
Mass., have been visiting relatives
in town
Mrs. Howard Wass of Bangor has
been guest of her nephew Floyd
Benner.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard A. Marple
of St Louis, Mo., have been in
tewn, called bv the death of Mr
Marple's mother,
Mrs. Helen
Marple.
Mr. and Mrs. John Coffey are
in Safety Harbor for tlie Winter.
Mrs. Russell S Cooney was in
Boston • er the week-end.
Mrs. Louise Miller has been on
vacation from her duties at the
post off ce
Stuart C. Hemingway came F-’
day from Syracuse, N. Y.
Mr and Mrs. Carl S. Milliken
will be employed for the Winter in
Southern Pines, N. C.
.Lincoln County Union of Wo
men’' Clubs will meet Oct. 21 at the
Congregational Church Bocthbav
H.s-bor. The session wil! open at
10 a. m. The Club Institute will
be conducted by Mrs Maude Clark
Otn cf the local club Rev. Her
bert Craic will sneak at 2 o'clock
Mrs. Philip Simmons, director of
District 9, will be present,

STITCHERS

WANTED
EXPERIENCED OR LEARNERS
WORK UNDER IDEAL CONDITIONS IN A
DAYLIGHT FACTORY
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN

TPLY IN PERSON

VAN BAALEN, HEILBRUN CO.,
I

INC.
CAMDEN ST.,

TEL. 1385

ROCKLAND, ME.,
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Cranberry “Sass”

All Should Vote

FOR SALE

UNION

The Brotherhood of the Metho
dist Church will hold its first Fall
Should Be Lots Of It This A Massachusetts Woman meeting
Wednesday night, with la
Invited. Supper will be served
Coming Winter Season
Makes An Earnest Plea dles
at 686 Rev. Stanley Washburn of
To the Electorate
An all-time record crop of cran
Coopers Mills will present the story
and colored pictures of Alaksa
berries is forecast by the New Eng- Editor of The Courier-Gazette.—
The Auxiliary will meet tonight
j land Crop Reporting Service. The
In view of the unsettled condi
Service estimated that growers tion of the world today and of the with Mrs. Clarence Leonard.
Mrs. Norman Smith gave a party
would harvest 899,000 barrels of the important part that the United
States must take in an effort to Friday night ln honor of Mr.
little red berries this year—22,000 effect peace between belligerent i smith's birthday anniversary. The
barrels more than the 1937 record. nations, it is appalling and almost i guests were Mr. and Mrs. Henry
The service based the new esti unbelievable to learn the number Ijiukka, Miss Marion Farris, Ken
mate on reports of harvesting of of people in this country who have neth Farris and Allan Laukka of
early blacks, a variety which ac not the interest to vote
Warren; Mr. and Mrs. Howard
counts for more than half of the j The importance of every citizen’s Hawes, Mr. and Mrs. David Carroll,
crop.
vote in the coming Presiential elec Mr. and Mrs. John Burns, Mr. and
Wisconsin, second largest produc tion and in State and city and Mrs. Arnold Danforth, Mr. and Mrs.
ing State, showed a huge jump to town elections cannot be overesti Burgess Cramer and Mr and Mrs
225.000 barrels—almost half of tlie mated. Every person of voting age Miles Leach.
Massachusetts indicated crop of able to get to the polls on election
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McKinley
1540.000 barrels. Wisconsin had a dav, should cast his ballot.
returned home Saturday from Bos
record crop of 161,000 barrels last
It nearly always is well-meaning
year, and its 10-year average was people who fail in this public duty. ton, where they were called be
cause of the illness of their daugh
105.800 barrels.
The prevailing idea that an election ter Ruth, who is now a convales
Indicated crops in the other pro will be successful without energetic
ducing States now are fixed at: effort on tlie part of upright citi cent at the Childrens Hospital, 300
New Jersey, 67,000; Washington, zens is tlie cause of much poor gov ■ Longwood Ave., Boston.
52.000; and Oregon, 15,000.
ernment. Dishonest, people work I Mrs. Frederick Mossier returned
hard to elect men who will over home Sunday afternoon from St.
MRS. CLARA ROBINSON
Joseph's Hospital, Bangor.
look unlawful practices.
Mrs. Clara S. Robinson died Tues
Harlow Brown returns home to
There are many excuses.
day afternoon, Oct.. 12, at the Law
1 don't like to vote for any of the day from several days’ visit with
rence (Kansas) Memorial Hospital, i candidates as I have no way of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Brown in
after an illness of three weeks.
knowing that they are good men.’ Portland.
She was born May 5. 1888, at
“I wasn’t registered.”
Mrs. Lloyd Martin of Gardner,
Brockport, N Y., daughter of Orlo
"My vote won’t count for much Mass., is spending several days with
Schouten and Jane S. Thomsen one way or the other.” And worst her sister, Mrs Vivian Hills. Her
Schouten of Brockport. She was a of all, "I forgot all about it.”
; son Merrill has been with his aunt,
graduate of the academic depart
In strong contrast is the woman
Holman Robbins. Lloyd Marment of the Brockport Normal in Lynn. Mass., with no children of ! Mrs.
spent the week-end at the Rob
School and of Cornell Uni her own, who left her work and tin
versity, where she received her walked two miles in a snowstorm to bins’ home.
Mr. and Mrs Walter Burgess at
bachelor's degree with special hon vote for safe schco) buildings that
tended the 25th wedding anniver
ors in German in 1874.
the children oJ her city might have sary of Mr. and Mrs. John Burgess
In 1839 she did a year’s post- I protection.
graduate work ln Europe, study- j Citizens who do not vote take for Sunday in Waldoboro.
ing first at Gottingen, later at
The Rebekah Installation was
good overnment, good
the University of Berlin. During granted,
police and fire protection held Friday nlgilt. District deputy
the nineties she taught German, i schools,
i President Mrs. Annie Lehto and
French and Ens-lish in the high and all the benefits of a well-ap District Deputy Marshal Mrs Adele
school at Gouvemeur, N. Y., and in pointed city.
Doubtless many people who work Stanford and staff of Warren lnthe normal school at Potsdam, N. Y.
! stalled the officers: Noble Grand,
In 1902 she was married to Ed hard all day go home at night too ' Clemie Robbins vice grand, Phyl
ward Robinson, who from that year tired to read or even to think of lis Cunningham; recording secre
These workers
until his death in 1929 was head of political affairs
tary, Maxine Heath; financial sec
the Department of Mechanical En often seek a light entertaining pro retary, Linda Davis; treasurer,
gram
on
the
radio
to
pass
the
eve

gineering at the University of Ver ning.
Emma Robbins; appointed officers
mont.
right supporter to noble grand,
It
might
help
the
situation
if
Since 1930 she had made her
Clara D3y left supporter to noble
well
informed
people
would
make
home with her son, Edward S. Rob
grand, Grace Young; right supportearly
evening
calls
at
the
homes
of
inson, first ir. Cambridge, Mass., i
, er to vice grand, Sadie Cunning
then in Cambier Ohio, later at Stiff- ' these nen-voters and discuss with ham; left supporter to vice grand,
them
the
benefits
cf
good
govern

water, Okla , and recently at Law- j
Hazel Burns; chaiplain, Mrs. Lloyd
rence, spending many of her Sum ment and the urgent need of every Moody; musician, Blanche Robbins
man
’
s
vote
on
election
day.
mers at her husband’s old home in
We have never, in the history of Inside guardian. Zena Nelson; outThomaston. During the past ten
our
nation, been called upon to meet ; side guardian, Eda Goff, conductor,
years she had taken great pleasure
such
tremendous problems as those Myrtle Kirkpatrick; warden, Lila
in oil painting, a hobby which she
Morten. Refreshments and a prohad abandoned 50 years before, only that face us today. The times call ! gram followed the Installation. The
to revive it after so long an interim for selfless, courageous leaders and program consisted of music by Fran
with added freshness and unfail men of wisdom and faith who will ces Lucas; solo by Loretta Rich vowork shoulder to shoulder in the
ing zest.
: cal duet by Mrs. Lucas and Mrs.
She was a member of Kappa Al battle for the right.
Rich, and readings by several mem
Miss Bertha E. Stover.
pha Theta sorority and much en North Weymouth,
bers.
Mass
joyed her contacts with alumnae
groups wherever she lived. She was
MRS LYDIA .McKENNEY
WARREN
an honorary member of Friends In
Mrs. Lydia P. McKenney, 80.
Council, Burlington, Vt., and par
Kev. H. I. Peterson of Portland,
widow
of
Charles
A.
McKenney,
ticularly appreciated her active
superintendent of the Bible Society
membership in the like-named club New Portland, died at the home of of Maine, will conduct a series of
Mrs,
Eunice
King,
Pleasant
Gar

in Lawrence during the past two
five insiring services at the Warren
years. She was also a member oi dens, Roc kland; where she had been Baptist Church, starting Wednes
tenderly
cared
for,
for
over
a
year.
American Association of University
day, and carrying through Sunday.
Women's Club of Lawrence. She be Mrs. McKenney had been an invalid Services will star) each night
for
the
past
five
years.
longed to the College Street Con
at 7.30. with tlie exception of Sun
She was a graduate of Skowhegan day wlilch will be held at 10 a. m
gregational Church of Burlington,
High
School.
Class
of
1800,
and
at

Vt, and was a member of the His
and 7 p. m.
Saturday night no
tended Farmington Normal School, service will be held.
tory Club in Thomaston.
A popular
She is survived by her son. Ed and a graduate of American Corre speaker. Rev. Mr. Peterson will
ward Schouten Robinson of Law spondence Normal.
bring messages of vital importance
She was a charter member of the He formerly was on the extension
rence, and a sister-in-law. Miss
Allda Robinson of Winchester, New Century Rebekah Lodge, New staff of the Moody Bible Institute,
1 Portland.
Mass.
She was a teacher of the Grade
The funeral was held Oct. 14 at
APPLETON
her home. Rev. Edwin Price con Schools in Maine and New Hamp
The officers of Golden Rod Reducting. Her ashes will eventually shire, for a number of years.
Mrs. McKenney was a member of I bekah Lodge were installed Wed
be taken to Burlington, Vt., for in
the Baptist Church of New Pcsrt- nesday by Mrs. Annie Leitho,
terment
! DOT., and staff of Warren. Of! land.
Garvin Smith of Los Angeles City
She came to Rockland, July 6, I fleers installed were: Noble Grand,
College holds the world’s record 1944, to make her home with her Mrs. Ruby Chaples; vice grand,
for the 25-foot rope climb, at 4 8 son Charles, where she lived until Mrs. Mary Gurney; recording sec
retary, Maynard Brown; financial
seconds.
a year ago. She was loved by all secretary.
Mrs. Daisy Gushee;
who knew her and will be greatly treasurer, Mrs
Alice Hall; warden
missed by those who cared for her Mrs. Julia Mitchell;
conductor.
in her last days.
Mrs. Arlene Oollins; RJ5. to the
She is survived by her son, Noble Grand, Mrs Evelyn Pitman;
Charles of this city, six grandchil L. S to the Noble Grand, Mrs
dren of New Portland, five step- Linnebel Sprowl; Rfi to the Vice
grandchildren of Rockland; and Grand. Mrs. Frances Robbins; LB.
several great grandchildren.
to the Vice Grand, Mrs. Esther
Keating; chaplain. Mrs. Esther
THOMAS S. GROSS
Moody; inside guardian, Mrs. Far[ Funeral services were held at the ralin Jackson; outside guardian
Russell parlors Sunday afternoon ■John Chaples; musician Mrs Bes
for Thomas S Gross, whose death sie Jackson. Gifts were presented
That Cold
from monoxide gas poisoning, took the installing officer and her mar
place Friday Rev J, Charles Mac shal by the new Noble Grand who
Snowman Is Not
Donald officiated Burial was in also presented Mrs. Eva Briggs
Achorn cemetery
Junior Past Grand with a past
Far Away!
Deceased was born on Deer grand’s Jewel. After a short pro
Island, the son of Augustus Gross gram. with Mrs. Bessie Jackson in
and Mary (Trundy) Gross.
charge, refreshments were ser'ed.
He was a Masen and Odd Fellow. the committee being Mrs. Daizy
He is survived by tliree sisters, Clark, Mrs. Margaret Sprowl, Mrs
Mrs. Maude Dow of Rockport. Mrs. Gladys Bean and Mrs. Eva Briggs
Winnie Bracey of Yarmouth, and
Mrs. Rena Grindle of Blue Hill;
and by two brothers, James Oro-s
cf Stonington and Sterling Gross
of Rockland
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GET YOUR
STORM

SASH NOW!

OUTSIDE DIMENSIONS

4 LIGHTS
GLASS
PRICE

12 LIGHTS
GLASS
PRICE

2-1 x 3-6
IOV2 x 18
,$5.25
7 x9
2-1 x 4-3
IO1/2 x 221/2
6.15
2-4 x3-10
5.60 8 x 10
12 x 20
2-4 x 4-6
6.40
12 x 24
2-4 x 4-8
12 x 25
6.65
2-7 x 4-6
6.85
131/2x24
9 x 12
2-7 x4-10
7.00 9 x 13
131/2 x 26
2-7 x 5-6
............
8.25
131/2 x 30
2-8 x 5-2
.............
8.00
14 x 23
2-10x5-6
8.45
15 x 30
10x15
We Can Make Storm Sash In Special Sizes Not Listed.
HOW TO MEASURE
When ordering storm sash count the
number of panes of glass and measure the
glass size in the window to be covered.
The order should read, for example:
12” x 20”—4 lights of glass.

I bare two buyers waiting,
eager to buy dairy (arms. These
are spot sales.
Phone me at
once. I have a buyer who wants
to get into the lobster business.

8.85

Set, 50c

TEL. 14

savingsTbonos

OUR

CLASSIFIED

EXTRA SPECIAL VALUE
(Exclusive)

WE USE

GENUINE FACTORY
PARTS

Nice 5-room, modern bouse, 2car garage, large woodshed, nice
lot of land located at 11 Freder
ick St, Rockland. All contents,
complete, ready to start house
keeping, electric washer, white
range, dishes, everything—com
pletely furnished. $5,200.

Place. Rockland.__________________

’ BROWN *Winter fur-trimmed coat.
Rain coat, and Evening Gown, like new,
lor sale Sizes 16. Call at 359 Broadw.; ,
TEL 598 R __ ___________ 83 84
TWO BURNER Florence Oil ClrcuH.-atvr $30 00; 181 SO MAIN ST.
83*84

HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS

Special Notice! AI1 "blind ads” so called 1. e. adveriisemenv
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazeti
office for handling, costs 25 cents additional

LOSTAND FOUND

FOR SALE

white Kitten loft, 4
GRAY
months
on-wers to name ol
SIMMON'S, 20 Rockland
j Sammy.
GREEN Box Coat, size 20. for sale. $10 . St., city.______ _________________ 84*85
also Baby Stroller, $5. Both ln perfect
condition
TEL 598-W
84*It I NOTICE—Is hereby given of Hie lo
' of depo;»lt book numbered 37206 and
j the Treasurer ol the State of Maine a. Us
for duplicate in accordance with the
I provision of the State Law ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK by Sidney H Pl
e.
GIRL for general office work wanted Treas., Rockland, Me , Oct 5. 1948
80*T*84
at once. Typing and shorthand re
quired.
Good pay. AMERICAN LOB
STER CO Tel 209, Rockland
84*_1t

BABY Carriage and Stroller
bined for sale. TEL. 910 R.

com
84*lt

WANTED

TO LET

SALESGIRLS wanted at Senter
C nnes. Apply at THE STORE
84 85
HOUSEKEEPER wanted for home In
Newton, Mass., near Boston. Pleasant
home, own room and bath
No chil
dren.
Transportation paid
MRS.
GEORGE R KANE, 60 Homestead St..
Newton, Mass._____________________ 84 86

SINGLE Furnished Bedroom on bus
j line for working man or school boy,
j $4 a week TEL. 425 R
84 It

•
I
I
LEAVES Raked. Sto-m Window?, put j
on. Chimneys cleaned TEL. 597-R.
___________________________________ 84*86 !

GIRL or Woman wanted to go to
Massachusetts to work ln small fam
erences TEL 1496 J or write to X Y
care The Courier-Gazette
83*84
-""HOUSEKEEPER wanted for aduits
wouldn’t mind married couple or worn
an and cdtld TEL 1259-J
83-85
KNOX BUSINESS COLLEGE
Not too late to enroll for Day or
Night School Specializing in >hO£l
hand, typewriting and accounting TEI.
19L-W or 4O.i-W_______ 83 E6
WHY pay large prices on Main street
when you can get an Expert job at
Half the cost done on any size or kina
of timepiece. Free estimates, 24 hour
sendee, 256 Park St., opposite Oliver St
TEL 159 R Guaranteed
83*84
FOREST Brazier will buy your usea
car at the BEE LINE SERVICE. INC20 Park Place, Rockland
83-86
BABY Sitting wanted at night at
Owl’s Head MRB. GRACE KIRK Tel
3854
84 85
PIANOS and House Organs tuned,
«4 00 Pipe Organs tuned. $50 JOHN
HUBBS. 69 Park St., Tel 199 MK 83*85
SECOND-HAND Furniture and An
tlque Glass and China WEAVER, 15
Hyler St. Tel 149-3, Thomaston. 12
to 9 p. m.
84-85
I AM still Cleaning Chimneys, brushtype cleaner, furnace pipes cleaned and
Installed, expert work neatly done
Go anywhere, Including out of town
ALBERT E GROVER 4 Warren St
City. Tel. 1930 W
84*85
OLD Horses wanted for slaughter
muv be healthy. SPRUCE HEAD FUR
FARM
Tel 853 W4 or Tel 609i
___________
_
W
WANTED you to know the Mend-ItShop will do your altering and repair
ing promptly. EVA AMES. 102 Union
St, Grove St. entrance
Tel 94-W.
_ ________ __ ____________________________ 82*85

ANTIQUES, Glass. China. Furniture,
old Paintings, etc. wanted CARL E
FREEMAN. Glen Cove Tel. Rockland
10X______________ _
____ 69 100
BIKE Repairing, large stock of parts,
accessories New and used Bikes. Use
our EZ pay plan
BITLER CAR Ac
HOME SUPPLY. 470 Ma'n St Tel 677.
Rockland
2?'f

MISCELLANEOUS
ABSENT Businessmen’s and Doctor ’<•
Phone Calls and Appointments expert
ly and confidentially cared for by
hour, day or week For further infor
mat ion TEL. 425 B
84-1'
WOMENFhLLP FILL THE NEED~
FOR PRAC TICAL NURSES
Instruction—Easy to learn at home,
spare time. Good pay
Many earn
while learning No nigh school re
qulred
Information FREE
WAYNE
SCHOOL Oh’ PRACTICAL NURSING
care The Courier Gaze te
84*85
BICYCLES and Tricycles repaired and
palr-ed like new
RAYES CRAFT
SHOP, 14 Prescott St
73*T-84
CUSTOM Plowing wanted for trac
tor. Large acreage or small garden
Work promptly done at moderate price
NEIL RUSSELL
Tel. 493. Rockland
_ ______________________ ___________63*90
KENNEBEC Rooting and Siding Co
AU work guaranteed. up to three yean,
to pay
TEL. ROCKLAND 1368 W or
write P O. BOX 542, Rockland
78tf

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

FOR SALE
Several houses in good
locations.
Why not get
settled before the cold
weather?

Elmer C. Davis
REALTOR
356 MAIN ST.,
TEL. 77
ROCKXANT), ME.
74-tf

FOR SALE
three-quarter in. chain

ANCHORS, USED PIPE,
STERILIZED WIPING CLOTHS
FELT BASE RUGS
(CONGOLEUM, ARMSTRONG
BIRD)

MORRIS GORDON & SON
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TEL. 388-W'

64-tf

GET ONE OF OUR

Granite Moorings
and cease worrying
Let us quote prices on Granite
Moorings, complete with chain,
delivered.

WEST FARM AGENCY,

DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH

Charles B. IQng, Rep.

John Meehan & Son

SS.S1 RANKIN SI,

HOSMER FOND ROAD

BOOKLAND

PHQNE 8637. CAMDEN

Alfred C. Hocking, Supt
Telephones: Rockland 21-W2 or
Tenants Harbor, 56-13
81-tf

M-U

• LbBSTER Boat, 39 ft two years old
SiANij-.y SIMMONS. Friendship TM.
W i - boro 307-21_______________
LARGE' Type Gasoline Heaters. 15,000
B 1 U for tru-.ks or buses, $39.50 each,
BEE LINE SERVICE. INC.. 20 Park

Advertisements in this column not to exceed three linen in
aerted once for 50 cents, two times for 75 cenu. Addition*'
tines 10 cents each for one time; 20 eenla for two timea. Flv»
•mall words to a line.

MILLER'S
GARAGE

INC.

ADS

INEXPENSIVE-EFFECTIVE
For Selling, Buying, Renting Service!

BUYERS WAITING

7.45
7.75

Allow window to slip
on or off quickly.
Heavy Galvanizing
Easy to Fit.

BUILDERS’ HEADQUARTERS

ROCKLAND, ME.,

Don't let coughing wheezing, recurring at
tacks of Bronchial Asthma ruin sleep and
energy without trying MENDACO. which
works thru the blood to reach bronchial
tubes and lungs. Usually helps nature quickly
remove thick, sticky mucus Thus alleviates
coughing and aids freer breathing and better
sleep. Get MENDACO from druggist. Satis
faction or money back guaranteed.

STANLEY STORM
SASH HANGERS

W. H. GLOVER CO.
453 MAIN STREET,

ASTHMA

USE

j

FURNISHED Apartment, to rent
Bedroom living
room
comblnjtjon.
kitchen and private bath. .112 weekly
CALL 1315 M or Apply CH AMPLE. ?
Orange St
84*85
FURNISHED Rooms and Apartment
are available at the FOSS HOUSE Tei
8060
83*86

SMALL House, fu’nlshed. elect rifi^
low. rent., in Appleton Write to HILDA
KEMPTON. 2 Gibb Court v.ui h,. .:
Mass., or MARY TOWLE. 6 Brookside
Ave , Camden

PTOS-BOOM Hou e fo
St
HARVEY t’l.INE. Star fi-.iit- A .if
Point
81*85

ROOM io let, light hon,. k. -phii u
desired, 97 Union Street
TEE 970 M

j

WEBBER S TNN—Board and Room b
! day or week. Under new managemen'
CALL THOMASTON. 340-3
104*11 ltf
I !

FOR SALL

■
1
A WATER VIEW IN IENAN1
HAR
I BOR. This place ha;, got to ~o at ;
sacrifice price. A 10-room house wltl
electricity, corner lot about 200 Itei
| square, can be bought all furnished
excellent large riser:, w, . full eve;:
before the la : rain F A LAVENDER
Ll.'ensed Real Estate B. nicer Ib mas
ton. Maine
84 li

No 1
QUALITY Wood for sale
quality or number 2 qua 11 v. Dllverd
in Camden Rock,or:. Ru Hand. Thom
aston or Warren
EDW ARD C CUTI ING telephone Union 13-3 and W ir,en 8 21
84-86
MAN S blue-g ay O «• coat f<»r sale.
size 36. worn v«rv utile Will sell nt
reasonable price R J I JAIJL»‘ FN lei
i nomas;on 168 3
ASPHALT
Shingles
lor .,ulc. 6
•■quares blue blaca n» xa gon type. $2^
1EL 1490 M at'.’ a p 1.a
81*85
| SHOT Guns i-Vrnery Flow
iHUh C’ha.r
Cr4x
1 abb. . Chairs.
Rockers Drop head Sewin,* >
Cot Beds. Bureaus. Chf
A Drawn
. Buffet. Morr.s Chain. Breakfast Sets.
Floor and Table Lamps. Mantle Clock
j Dishes. BlrJ Cages. Circulating Heater,
| Round Parlor Stove, Tr ips, Glenwood
: Parlor Stave. Wood, an I many other
I Items
WEAVER 15 Hvlrr St. 1‘; ir
I a&ton
Open 12 to 9 p m
84-83
I SEVERAL Sheet of u’.ed Sheet ock
. Board Brass Pip- Fltt..
t . .j Car
| pt t for sale.
MAIN : 1 <1G
84*If

BECAUSE of moving to H- ri>;a 1
must sell my Household Furniture b«

; tween todsi and Od M
li\ ng room, parlor and
8U •
Range, many odd
rutun di-.he^ et
Will
lty stre*: every dry 8.39

... .•

kitchen Se s
r,:
u at 14 i. u.
until 2 p m

•

GENERA E Et. RCTR1C Ironer for
almost in
►•d very little. $12». also
three-piece Wa.iflu' b« Doom Set $50 for
quick sale 99 'Camden St TEL 124.1
HOUSE for sale
Good local 10 u
RALPH L wtcGIN. 14 Maple St Tfc'
1375
84tf

LINCOLN ZEPHYR : T
fo
Finished In black, radio, beater and
defroster. Very clean i i irte ...id out
Must be seen to be a .■ rju
quire at 642 OLD COUN I V ROAD
Rockland.
64*85
ELECTRIC Wi .king Ma •hint
A E BURNS, C. i Ty Hill. U,
USED Apex Waf-hlM) Machine, firs
class condition
WM
SAVAGE.
Main St, Thomaston
84 1
DODGE Pi-k-up (1947» lor sail > \
cellenx condition ROWLING’.'
GA
RAGE 778 M:un St < . ,
84 54
GLENWOOD Gfl Range for sale $35
for quick sale. MRS KENNETH LORD
JOu Beech street
34'it
ROOFING and Sid alls, combinatlon metal windows, inew line ot aid
ln'4 . free estimates. 1Tiree years to pay,
all Jobs guaranteed TRINIDAD RtHjlING CO. 11 Park St Tel. 1494
83 84
CIRCULATING fhater brown
rnel, wood or coal
TF'E 421 M
OLIVER Sulky Plow for sale in good
condition; also other farming t ciutp
menr.
TEL THOMAiSTON 150 J
83 84
MAHOGANY Dinin t room Se I. for
sale, table. 4 chairs and buffet. TEL
106 R or can at 63 PACIFK. 31
83 84
CIRCULATING Heater with *2 ’oil
burnt-s. TEE 8G5 R or ■ all at 23
COURT 8TREEI
83-84
L.ADY'S Mouton Lamb Coat
18
lor sale. TEL. 717 W
84*85
FOR SALE
Owner enters Army :uid offers for
quick sale, a 70-ac/e Farm extending
•o the water; 6 room house black road
location
Equipment and tools worth
$1200 Included Set up for broiler busi
ness; $3600 takes all
Double House, lately remodeled, oil
burning furnace; two new bathrooms,
fireplace; 4 rooms and bath new rent
ed for $.34; 5 rooms and bath now va
cant and available to new owner Price
$6500.
An Extra nice home of 7 rooms; Hot
watpr heat, (oil) complete bath ce
mented cellar, lnsulatd; large garden
spot; 2-car garage, $8500.
In Camden, a 7-room House with
H W. heat (Oil) complete bath; ce
mented
basement: some
hardwood
floors, garage, nicely located $8500.
We really want to sell, so lei
look
them over.
F H WOOD.
Court House.
Rockland
83 34
HOLSTEIN Bull. 14 month., son of
“Ace” Bull, his dam rated very good.
Will sell at good trade
HARRY F
STEWART. Union. Tel. 36 4.
63*84
TRACTOR Manure Spreaders. Fair
banks-Morse Scales, single or double
beam, $42 50 and up; Water Pumps and
Electric Water Heaters, outright and
Installed; full line of DcLaval Separa
tors and Milkers. When you buy Dela val you get service that counts, also
Rubber-tired Wheelbarrow.- or with
S'eel. several John Deere Tractors for
lmmed’ate delivery, new and usd. C
M. BURGED5 COMPANY, Union. Tel.

«-3.

•POWER Boat.' 28, ft.
.equliyed;
also Cordwood Saw, Table and Frame,
Cobk Stove wi’h tank
CECIL MOR;
Rj
j. nant-'h Harbor. Tel 6-2. 83 w

82*34

TO'J MODEL A~M»:d Tudor Sed.aU for
Excellent meclxanlcal condition
WM , i iMI PH. Jr . 114 Main St , Thom
aston
__
FORD Model a < 1931) Motor, for sale.
-mj.,,i , vudition. with shaft and hangboal
oo R S. J.ORD. . 6 E.< lie , Eane City_______ 83*84
Ai?(IE ’area Uo^d-built Bab7 Car
’) ' od condition TEL LINCOl^N-

_______ ty

light brown tweed, size 34, two
s,;ort Coa s, same size, and
dark blue Winter Coat with black
fu. ' lnunlngir, size 16
TEL. TH0M_______________ 83 85
GIRL.'; Gray Coat for sale, also tain
\.l' :
, 16, 7 Wadsworth St. TEL
THOMASTON 185 3 ____________ 82*84
PHOTO GREETING CARDS — made
fr.,.n your own .snapshots. This year
•nd Holiday Greeting Cards with a
MODfc&N PERSONAL touch that your
l i-I),1 will admire and long remember
tlx Photo Greeting kind Attractive
new a- igns, priced so reasonable that
even the youngsters can plan their own
p‘rt-’o greeting:
Envelopes Included
. .. ! ’ ..id
Send today for sample
ird
EASTERN ILLUSTRATING A.
P Ph! -KING CX>. Belfast, Maine Box
32 Ol
________________82 84
A ’ EVEN ROOM House hi Thomas
ton i .i .ae
Completely fumisMed.
uicjudiji# rugs, curtains, elec, refrig
. rat.,, new twm-burner parlor heater.
v bedroom furniture and dining
roohi -et bath tub and flush new, a
..... ,/t’^ house ready for occujSsncy.
ALBERT B ELLIOT Realtor
Wa 1'vbrth street Thomaston
Tei
ci D i 27
________ 81 87
iotL«;r,i,N oi Unproved Yellow Eye
Here or we de
n i
ulEiX’RfciSi Warren Tel. 35-41
81-84
HOi E 7 rooms. 2‘-j stories .new
bulb, hot air heal new furnace, blow
,.; <•!), bam and garage connected;
nance lor small garden, large, glassed
in p
MRS H F PERKINS, 4)
Fulton St Tel 1317 J
83*84
GREEN Moun am or Katahdln Po
ri
Grade a 1 quality. Best ever,
j . e aen very oo mainland, on dock
f i
r.land
$1 85 per bushel
“B”
. p i bu Write or phone HILLCRE-l Route i Warren Tel 35-41,
Wonen
80 96
DRY. siabwood, sawed stove ien:gth.
' iTl
tv. n

i

$1 (J

free

HtLLX'REKT, Warren. Tel.
41
80tJ
APPLE and Cider Time—Apples are
read . nice red apples for Johnnie and
Mary to take to school. Cider—fresh
from the prags. Macs, Wealthies. Wolf
f HURSTON ORCHARD6, R
E Thurston, just off Route 17, Union,

s

80

t»NE Mooring, used one year, %ln.
gn ch:.in, capable of holding 50 or 60
f» ixjat Located Just off Crockett’s
Rca-sonable price WHITMOYER
LABORATORY. 29 Wharf St Tel 1440
80 85

Where To Buy It?

"2
INSIDE OK OUT

I’AIS 1 ERS’ TRADE SOLICITED

United Home Supply
Co.
\ f FLOW and RANKIN
STREETS meet
579 M AIN ST., R(X KLAND. MB.
i

47-tf
OF J' CgaI Stoker (Llnkbelt) large
i a r
’omplete with electrical conBargain. GEORGE
fc WOOD 18 Talbot Ave Phon 832-W
__________ 77V
iTdVF ' of all kinds for sale. Radios,
Vlctroiu- Record Motors, Oil Burners,
u..d second hand. Folding Iron
Bed E.ectric 3tove, New White Stoves
and new Norge pot-type Heaters, one
; •« v . n/e Mattress TEL. 1391-W.
_____________ 76tf
.SAWED Dry Slabs, delivered, lagre
irink loud, approx 2 coids, $17; small
n ui, approx, l cord, $9.
LELAND
TURNER Tel. 406-J after 5 p. m.

82*84
li.MViAEN--1 will install a 24-Inch,
ca t iron Furnace ln your home with
i in* , pip. s for $250. cash. TEL 1091-W.
_______________________ 77tf
DRV Hardwood, mostly Beech, for
.de, 4 foot or sawed stove length. ED.
WOTTON Ingrahams Hill, City. Tel.
1386 M
70tf
PEYMOU rH“sedan (1941) for sale,
im. jianical condition, good rubbei
1 rm;. If desired. TEL 838 R.
65tf
via iTRESSES made over, like new.
1360 M or write 305
Main St Rockland, Me
33tf

Custom built for your
aluminum slats, colors white, eg)
r ivory
Tape colors: mingle,
ivory, brown mulberry,
radio blue or black. Call U
SUPPLY CO 57»-a» Uatn
10m BV. Bookland
Tel 939
fgrtf
OUTBOARD Motors, sales and service”
New and used motors in stock. BITLER*A CAR & HOME SUPPLY, 470
Main St Tel. 677. Rockland.
32tf

GRANITE^IJVBS FOREVER

“

Granite walks (any width), flmpleoee.
poets (any size) boat moorings, stems,
flagging chips, and dust for driveway*
(no more mud) rip rap for all kinds
Alls and dock work, pier stone, waUa,
foundations, curbing, paving
‘hTar and monumental stone poeta for
property markers and building rip*
ports We will deliver anywhere. Akfe
us about granite fill loaded on m»
ruck
Estimates gladly submitted. 8d
, obligation

JOHN MEEHAN

A 8081,
Ml

Clark Island. Me.
Tel. Rockland Ikdi
A O. HOCKINO.

*tl. Vtaaari

A
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and Erma Holbrook.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Amis and
son Kenneth of Miatmlcus are
visiting ner parents, Capt. and
Mrs. Thomas Polk.
Mrs William Gordon and chil
Visitors Saturday In Rockland dren, Sheila, Joan and John went
Included Mrs Vaughn Johnson. Monday to Wyoming where Mr.
Mrs. Vlnal Hopkins, Mrs. Scott Gordon has einplopnient.
Littlefield and Joseph Kittredge.
Mr. and Mrs. Langtry Smith re
Dr. and Mrs. Harry Reid and turned Saturday from Rockland
sons of Lisbon Palls were In town 'where Mr. Smith was a patient at
for the week-end.
I Knox Hospital.
Mont Roberts, U. S Navy, who I Dinner guests Thursday of Mr.
was home on 15-days’ leave, went and Mrs. Prank Thomas were Mrs.
Monday to Squantam, Mass.
Cora Carlon, Mrs. Minnie Smith,
Mrs. Margie Chllles entertained and Mrs Allle lane.
Mr, and Mr:. Lloyd Webster
Saturday as supper guests, Mrs.
Cora Carton, Mrs. Minnie Smith have returned to North Weymouth,
Mass., having spent a few weeks at
and Mrs. Allle Lane.
Mac Gilchrist visited his cousin. their Summer home.
Douglas Stone In North Haven, | Mrs. Clyde Macintosh was week
over the week-end
end guest of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Mr. and Mrs. Max Conway aTe ,Ames of North Haven
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Dypr returned
enjoying two week’s vacation trip
In Portland, Boston and Hartford. Saturday from Rockland
Officers of Ocean Boimd Rebekah
Guests registered last week at
The Islander were: Miss Prances Lodge were ably installed Friday by
loud, Morristown. N. J.; J. Rosen- deputy president of District 16. and
gard. Brookline, Mass.; A. Manila, Mrs Margaret Reid of Camden.
Winthrop, Mass.; A Daniels, Long Mrs. Nema Smith, marshal, also of
Installed were: Noble
Island. N. V.; Buddie Miller, Don Camden.
ald Kalloch, Rockland; William grand, Mrs. Hazel Roberts; vice
Halloway, Saddleback Light House. grand, Mrs May Lawry; recording
Mrs. Mildred1 Wood has returned 'secretary. Mrs. Villa Ames: finan
cial secretary, Mrs. Hilma Webster;
home from Belfast.
Miss Norma Skoog Is visiting In I treasurer. Mrs. Sada Robbins; conj ductor, Mrs. Carrie Bennett; warBangor.
Union Church Circle will meet den, Mrs. Florence Lawsen; chapThursday; supper at 5 30 served by ;laln, Sophronia Tolman; pianist,
the housekeepers. Margie Chilles, Flora Brcwn; Inside guardian, Ruth
Grace Lawry, Lottie McFarland Billings; outside guardian Kath

VINALHAVEN

erine Smith; right supporter noble
grand, Mrs. Margie Chllles; left
supporter noble grand, Mrs. Mabel
Dunlap; right supporter vice grand,
Glaslps Coombs; left supporter vice
grand, Cora Peterson Mrs Rob
erts presented a past noble grand’s
jewel to Mrs. Vera Boinan, the re
tiring noble grand and also gifts
to the Installing officers. Lunch
eon was served by the committee,
Nellie Nickerson. Katherine Smith
and Abby Hutchison. The install
ing officers were overnight guests
of Mrs. Katherine Smith.
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OWL’S HEAD

Ffof

spent the week-end at the Homer many young friends sat around a
BETWEEN THE HOOK ENDS
Yates cottage.
gaily decorated table laden with
“David Copperfield”
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Giesemau of cookies, ice cream and birthday
This book is one of a series se
Dayton, Ohio, who have been visit- ; cake Favors were lollipops tied
Ing at the home of their son, Rob- with ribbons and tiny baskets of lected by W. Somerset Maugham Nature Has Used the Planters
ert Gleseman, have returned candy. Linda received many lovely as the 10 greatest novels of the
In Splendid Fashion
home
|gifts.
Invited guests were; An- world. Each novel has been de
This Year
Alvin Perry, who suffered severe drew Peterson and Mike Rawley of
and edited for modern read
injuries to his right arm while Long Cove; Suzanne and Sonny signed
Witli
a
record
crop volume prac
ing
enjoyment.
In
some
cases
Mr.
working on the motor of his boat, Oakes, of Crescent Beach, Donald
has felt that abridging tically assured for this year, farm
has returned from Knox Hospital Heal of Camden Jill Farrell of Maugham
the stories by elimin ers already are turning their at
and is convalescing at his home Rockland; Virgihia Willis, Suzanne, strengthens
cumbersome dissertations. In
here.
Alma and Loriner Walker, Jr., Bon- ating
fact, he has frequently alluded to tention to planting for another big
Mr- and Mrs- A- B- Borgerson are nie Dyer and Linda Curtis of Owl’s "The Art of Skipping.”
output in’ 1949. The Agriculture De
in N€W Ycr>t attending the annual Head, Jill Robertson. Pamela Stone.
To each novel Mr. Maugham has partment reported this in a har
i convention of the National Associa- Cheryl Harvey, Bobbie Stone, Billy
APPLETON
, tion
postmasters. They also will Willis, Richard Lewis and David written a critical and biographical vest-time statement estimating this
plants.
visit their daughter Margaret and Small. Others present were Mrs. introduction. Each book has been year’s total crop production will ex
The Mildred Stevens Williams house
illustrated by a noted artist,
Memorial Library realized about The Sewing Circle met Friday Mrs. Borgersons brother. Leon Lola Willis, Mrs. James Farrell of newly
ceed the 1946 record by 8 percent.
at the home of Mrs. Rose Learned.
Rockland; Mrs. Virginia Heal and who was selected by the publishers
$40 from the one-act play "Elmer” night
Favorable weather in September
as
being
particularly sympathetic
Mrs.
Carmen
MacLeod
of
Camden;
and other entertainment In Com White. Sewing was done for the
Ash Point
to the story. The French and virtually nailed down earlier fore
Mrs.
Roger
Peterson
and
Mrs
B3eamunity Hall Plans are being Christmas sale to be held In De
Mrs. Theodocia Faster Is in
novels are presented in cast.- that 1948 production will top
made to repeat the play elsewhere cember Others present were Mrs. Lynn, Mass., visiting at the home nor Rawley of Long Cove; Mrs. Russian
new and entirely original transla all others. Surpassing the 1946
Alice Woodman, Mrs. Kay PhilBernard
Oakes
el
Crescent
Beach;
in the near future.
record by 19 iiercent the new corn
brook, Mrs. Alma Walker, Mrs. I ol her sister, Mrs. Josephine Mrs. Alma Walker, Mrs Francis tions.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Pitman and Grace Kirk, Mrs. Mary Dyer, Mrs. j O’Brien.
"David Copperfield" has been crop opens the way for a big boost
Dyer,
Miss
Dora
St.
Clair
of
Owl's
son Arnold spent Sunday with Eugene Calderwood
universally acclaimed as one of in production of meats, dairy and
The next' Alta Shuman has closed her Sum
their son, Johnson in North Vassal- meeting will be held O t. 22 with mer cottage on the Creek road ajid Head; Mrs Mildred Robertson, Mrs. Charles Dickens' greatest works. In poultry products. Consumers should
Muriel Stone. Mrs. Helen Harvey,
boro.
Mrs. Grace Kirk.
will spend the Winter in Rockland. Mrs. Rita Willis. Mrs Edna Willis, this story Dickens has successfully feel flip benefits In the farm of
lower prices by late 194". officials
Royce Miller recently visited his
Mrs. James Farrell and daughter
Mrs. Rodney Weeks entertained Mrs. Ruth Lewis, Mrss. Jean Small portrayed a class and an era that said.
parents, Mr and Mrs. Barcley Mil Jill of Rockland, were week-end at dinner recently, Mrs Hervey A1 and Mrs. Kathleen Stone.
he knew intimately. The charac
With term prices in general now
ler.
ter of David Copperfield is one of
guests of Mr. and Mrs Francis Dyer. len, Mrs. Russell Bartlett, and Mrs.
our great literary treasures—we down about five percent from the
Mrs. Sheila Hart, Mrs. Ruby Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Lindsey Knott Rankin of Rockland.
THORNDIKEVILLE
meet him as a child, we laugh with Januaiy peak, an Agriculture De
Chaples. Miss Esther Hart, Roland and children, Wayne and Sada,
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Ginn of
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Lothrop visit- him, we cry with him, and when partment economist said a further
Gushee and daughter, Faustina, Dorothy Maddocks and Fred Mad- Rockland, called Saturday on Mrs.
~ .
ed relatives in Portland and Eliot we leave him as a young man we drop of 15 percent may come by
and David Murphy attended 4-H docks motored Thursday to Port Effie Dyer.
are satisfied that his struggle for the end of 1949—if pence prospects
Leaders and Assistant Leaders par land.
Miss Hazel Kimball of Massachu- the past weekbrighten.
ty Monday in Union.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Norton have setts is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Otis
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pushaw were ! happiness has not been in vain
Aidin com in establishing a pro
! in Waterville Friday, the former re- ’ "David Copperfield" is in great duction
Will Wood is building a new closed their Summer cottage “No Lewis.
record this season were
Perhaps
mad” and returned to their Winter
Mrs. Mary Brown who has been ceiving treatment for an ear infec- part autobiographical.
home in North Appleton.
' this is why Dickens chose this as record outturns of soybeans, pea
ill Is much improved In health.
tlon
Mrs. Bessie Jackson ol North Ap home In New Brunswick, N. J.
nuts pecans and cranberries; nearMr. and Mrs. Gray of Massachu- i Mrs. Howard Moody, Caribou and his favorite. The famous charac- re «rd
pleton was dinner guest, Sunday, Mr. and Mrs. Erwin Chase, Cres
i
vheal oat . flax
| ters of the story are so consistentol Mr. and Mrs. John Chaples. cent Beach, entertained at supper setts, who were guests the past Mrs. James Moody and son Edward I ly presented with so much veri seed, rtc-1, ■ orghum „ra,,i, ary
. for seasonal needs
Other callers at the Chapels’ home Saturday, Mr. and Mrs. Adriel week of Mrs. I.ollie Robbins and of East Union called recently on similitude and conviction that, you beans, and citrus fruit, and above
. to consolidate debts
included Mrs. Martha Kalloch and Pales, Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Dakes. Margaret Perry, have returned Mrs. Emily Pushaw.
believe in them, and when you average crops of cotton barley, all
Mr. and Mrs. Lorimer Walker.
Mrs Aleda Gordon of Warren.
...
.
,,, . .
,
Gilbert Wheeler and daughter, have once come to know them you
■■ ' 1
'
■“
uga route
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Chellman of lloP?e'
Mrs. Ervina Ames of Matinlcus Wollaston, Mass., are guests of Mr »Mfi mnd Mr "' Ifer°y Webster of Mrs Wilbur Senter of Rockland can never forget them.
sugar brets hoos, , eaciies, cher
Get • cash loan here on the
Fairfield
were
guests
Saturday
night
vlslted
Saturday
at
tbe
,
10mp
of
Mr
CASH
ries
and
apricots
Island
is
guest
of
her
aunt,
Mrs.
hek Your Own PafuwnU
Everett Shinn, whose beautiful
and Mrs. Avard Walker.
YOU
friendly basis that made ‘Petof Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Fredette and Mrs
Merrll,
Hugh MeCorrison.
'illustrations both complement and
12M« IS NUk 28 NU *
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas James, Mr.
aon&}’ the choice of over a
Charles
Harvey
Is
111
at
his
home.
Mr and Ml" Roland Edgeeomb and Mrs. Joseph Banks, Mr. and
Mrs. A. Leroy Croteau spent the compliment Dickens’ lies' loved
PORT CLYDE
I 6.72
million persons last year.
UM
S10.0S i 8.38
and Mr, and Mrs Frank Hart and Mrs. Donald Farnsworth, Mr. and Ingraham Hill.
19 88
past Keek in Gardiner as guest ol work "David Copperfield' 'The
24J6
29 87
AM
Mr and Mr- Howard Monaghan
Mrs.
Martha
Sleeper.
Mrs.
Lillian
Simple T« Gei
30.58
on
FraokiP
were
visitors
Saturda
38.81
u*
47.28
John C Winston Company. Phila will attend the cep mv annual con
Mrs Delmont Meader, Mr. and Mrs Rackliff, and Mrs. Effie Dyer, mem Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Soule
chorawi 3% per month on baloncw up I© V 50,
in Camden
If you can make monthly in
Karl Wilson of China and Mr. anc bers of Forget-Me-Not Chapter.
Russell Upham of Rockport was delphia. $3,501, is already well vention of the National Associa
' ?*/,% per month on or.y remo.nder ol loch bolcn.-er op
stalments -don’t hesitate to see . to VZ# loom 1350 to $1000 mode by New England
Mrs. K. W Bragdon of Wain vfile O.E.S. attended Past Matrons' overnight guest Friday of his known tor in. character drawing: tion rf post mu 1 ‘-i’., a( the Pennsyl
loo..» exempt *io.w
Peraonefa YES MAM. Come in | fas Qotp or lower lore •Applet iofed
of “The Christma Carol," 1 he vania Hotel in New York Oity.
• ROCKVILLE
keq W
(IT,
Night,, Thursday, of Orient Chap brother lewis Upham.
or phone today.
Happy Prince" and "Rip Van
Mrs Harold Dunn and sister.
Mr and Mrs. Jesse Keller, Mrs. with Mrs. Frye’s brother 111 Hamp ter, Union.
Mrs. Lester Merrill was a visitor Winkle." Mr. Shinn had Ins first
IOANS $25 to $900 gi More
Noyes Parmer and daughter Joyce ton, N. H.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Merrill and Thursday at the home or Mrs. Clar one-man show at the age of 22 and Mrs Miller of Metchuen. N. J
spent
a few day- at their cottage
spent two days last week at Range, i Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Hallowell Mrs. Barton Merrill of Dover-Fox- ence Leonard in Union.
coaeaMvJy in At UKIS TO SAY rff
today is successful not only as a recently.
ley Lake
and family went Monay to the! croft, were guests Sunday of Mr.
Mrs. Kenneth Becker and son painter and illustrator, but also as
Mr Zella Anderson went Sun
FINANCE CO.
Miss Martha Hallowell and Miss I naw home in Granville, N. Y. Mr ill Mrs. Alfred Fredette.
Wayne, have returned to Staten
playwright and designer. U. il day to Pelfast to visit her father,
Donna Leonard spent Saturday with ! Hallowell has been working in
3nd Floor e FAINSWODTH MFMORIA1 BLOC
Linda Stone, daughter of Mr arid Island, N. Y. after seven weeks’ alustrations
in this book show Ever Fore- Hneper at Bradbury Memo
Mrs Carl Tulloch In Glen Cove.
336 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINI
Granville this Summer and cam Mrs. Augustus Stone, observed her stay at the Ettlinger Summer home
rial He i.it I 11t-r Mi's, Lucy
Mr. and Mrs. William Frye and 1 home to spend the week-end befcr first, birthday, Saturday, with a Mr Becker came for them and re ett Shinn at his best.
Rhone 1133 • John Sawyer, Jr., VES MANagci
Marshall also visited him.
Leah R. Fuller.
Mr and Mrs. James Roberts trav j returning there permanently with party at the home of her grand mained over the week-end.
Smoll toon Slotut. 1it,nr« No. 15 • 100.11 modi to residents of all sunoondin, loons
The Baptist Sewing Circle met
eled by car to spend the week-end ‘his family.
mother. Mrs Ethel Whalen Linda’s
Robert Pushaw. student at IJ ol
'Tlie name oi cannel ,-oa' winch
on vv.
i,
M, was home for the week-end
I bums will a bright smoke ess Tin- Fir,- Department was called
: name is believed to lie a corrup Frida1 lo extinguish a fire at the
tion of the word candle
home of Fred Beavey
TENANT’S HARBOR
Everett Watts and son Lawrence
attended the first and second
world series game at Baston.
Mr. and Mrs. L. O. West. Mir.
and Mrs Carl Farwell and Mrs.
Douglas Proctor of Fitchburg,
Mass., were recent guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Benjamin Murch.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Richards of
Rockland were guests Sunday of
Mr. and Mrs, Henry Allen.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Watts and
Errol Wiley attended the sixth
world series game at Boston, re
cently.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gregson of
Worcester Mass., have arrived at
On October 15, 1940, as “ result of an increasingly serious financial situation, the New
their home lor a short vacation
Herbert. Davidson hl- returned to
I ngland Telephone anti Telegraph Company filed new rates with the .Maine Public CtiliSomerville, Mass., after spending
ties Commission. We believe that it is our responsibility to keep our customers in Maine
the week-end at his home on Main
fully informed at all tunes of important changes in telephone servile.
street.

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Erickson and
son Ivan of Rockland passed the
week-end with her parents. Cant
and Mts. Lerorp Nickerson.

Record Crop Volume

The Village Garden Club met
Wednesday at the home of Mrs.
Albert MaePhail. Work was done
on the Wild Flower Scrapbook. Re
freshments were served
Present
were Mrs. Ernestine Tinsley, Mrs.
H. S. Miller, Mrs. Ruth Wheeler,
Mrs. Bertha Borgerscn, Mrs. Cath
erine Hallet, Mrs. Edna Wotton,
Mrs. Mary Dyer, Dr. Cora Gross,
Mrs Albert MaePhail, Mrs. Eugene
Calderwcod
and Catherineu Macii mi
kt
in . .u t ntXt
lnl.j
be N0V'
10 at the home of Mrs. Edna Wotton.
prepare papers on
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The Telephone Company
in Maine

Delicious — Always

pm a v a at am

TEA

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette I

Part and Parcel of

Telephone Rates Are Up

What We Have Done

the Maine Way of Life
E BELIEVE that the Tele
phone Company is as much a
part of Maine — and the way
of life of the people of this State
the Kennebec River, the pine forests,
and the rock-bound coast In Maine,
there are about 3,300 telephone men and
women, and we are proud of the service
and accomplishments of these telephone
people

W

You, as well as we, remember the
many times of heavy snow and ice,
spring floods, fires, and damaging winds
— and how telephone people have
stuck to their jobs far beyond the call ol
ordinary duty. They have served Maine's
most urgent needs. Equally important
to Maine is then conscientious handling
of almost a million calls a day so vital
to the social and economic life of every
community throughout the State

Only through the modern miracle of
the telephone, established and main
tained by telephone people, are Maine's
great far-flung industries possible on
their present scale. Lumber, paper, ship
building, agriculture, fishing, canning,
and the tourist business — to name only
a few — rely on the telephone ... a vital
means of communication. Yes, the
Telephone Company and telephone
people are part and pat cel of the Maine
way of life

to Meet Maine’s Needs

Less than Most Other Prices

Since the war ended, more than
80,000 people in Maine have asked to
have telephones installed. Only 2,200 of
as
these orders remain to be filled

How can anyone believe that the
Telephone Company can continue to
give quality service with rates fixed at
only 16 per cent above prewar levels
when the prices of many commodities
and services have increased over 100 per
cent and ihe overall cost of living has
increased 75 per cent? Other businesses
have been able to adjust their prices to
meet increases in their operating ex
penses, while telephone rates have lag
ged far behind.

To provide improved quality of tele
phone service to all people in Maine we
have installed huge amounts of addi
tional operating equipment and other
telephone facilities in Maine, we have
built 11 new buildings and made exten
sive additions to 6 existing buildings.
We have placed in service, overhead
and underground, 123,000 miles of wire,
most of it in cable, and have erected
56,000 poles The installation of aerial
wire alone, principally to improve
service for Maine farmers and rural
residents, has been enough to go nearly
around the world'
To provide this improved service, the
Telephone Company has employed and
trained many hundreds of Maine men
and women toengineer, build, maintain,
and operate the enormously enlarged
plant and service

In Maine during the last three years,
gross telephone construction was more
than .$21,000,000. Much of this money
was spent right here in Maine in the
many communities where the work was
being done.
The supplies bought and wages paid
on these projects added millions of
dollars to the purchasing power of
Maine construction and trades people
and together with wages paid to tele
phone employees, which are now run
ning at the rate of about $9,000,000
per year, contributed substantially to
Maine's prosperity.

INCREASE IN PRICES
August 1941 over the 1935-1939 Average
0
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30

73

100
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The Telephone Company has no way
of avoiding the inevitable effect ol post
war economic conditions The Com
pany's financial position has become
critical and would become even worse
without the income from the rates
now filed.

Costs of supplying you with tele
phone service have continued to rise
since we first applied for increased rates
in December, 1946. While some relief
was obtained by new rates which be
came effective about a year and a half
ago, further rate increases were denied
last July.
Linder these conditions the Company
has had to finance its new constiuction
by borrowing huge amounts of money
and as a result it has gone deeply into
debt, and its credit has become seriously
impaired. This shows conclusively that
telephone rates now in effect in Maine
are entirely insufficient and are con
tributing to one of the most serious
financial situations this Company has
ever had to face.

It is absolutely necessary therefore, for us
to hate a further increase in rates, if
we are to continue to serve the people of
this State adequately.

DON’T TAKE CHANCES
II your goad lirtt art almply
worn smooth . . . I«l us replace
tho non-skid surface with a new

The driver ol this car

DOUBLY

took a chance. He was

GUARANTEED

SEIBERLING
Thermo Wclo
recap

lucky to live, but . . he learned never to

Every SEIBERLING THERMOWELD re

capped tire bears the eured-in-signature
of “SEIBERLING THERA1OWEI D” in
the sharp, clean-cup non-skid tread and
is covered by a written double Guaran
tee. This guarantee is backed by us—
the SEIBERIJNG THERMOWELD Certi
fied healer—and also by the SEIBEftLING RUBBER COMPANY—and the
recap must make good or we will!

trust old worn treads.

Wltap
GUgmc«&
Oes Svmnodk '‘li'Htd ?

ISO

REDUCE ACCIDENTS—LIVE LONGER--FUtMSMMSS

Have Your Tires Retreaded Today With
SEIBERLING 2 IN 1 SNOW TREADS.

AUTOMOMUS
evil AU COM
of uvere

remoNf

bath

□ UY 39%

bMAItt
Source (excopt Maine telephone roles) Bureau ol Labor Slotislks — U. S. Deporlmenl of Labor

EASTERN TIRE SERVICE
24 HOUR RECAPPING SERVICE

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH COMPANY

700 MAIN STREET

TEL. 1555.
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Methebesec Club

-t_..

Dolls Of Many Lands Ex
hibited At the Opening
Meeting

News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
•
or telephoned to

MRS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET, TEL 113-3

The Garden Club held its clos
ing meeting of the season Oct 14
with Mrs. McCabe. At the recom
mendation of the nominating com
mittee the election of officers was
postixmed until the first Spring
meeting. Mrs. Singer, the president,
passed cn the request made at the
Medomak Regional meeting for a
count of the elm trees in the town
to aid in precautions against the
invasion of the State by the
Dutch elm beetle, and several mem
bers volunteered to conduct such
a count. Mrs. R. O Elliot gave
reminiscences of the club's oldest
member Mrs. Aroline Gorwaiz. who
retained her keen interest in the
club past the age of 90
birthday on Oct. 11 was always
considered as celebrated in the fi
nal meeting. Each member jotted
down anonymously what to her
had been the highlights of the past
season and her suggestions for next
year's programs, which were filed
fbr the benefit of the planning
committee A rhymed quiz on
"Trees" was conducted by Miss
Margaret Ruggles Mrs R O El
liot poured Russian tea. and re
freshments were served by a com
mittee headed by Mrs. Leila Smal
ley.
Mr. and Mrs Stephen Danforth
have closed their heme on BeechWcori street and are enroute to
Rio deJaneiro after spending the
Summer here.
The Star Circle will meet tonight
at 7.30 with Mrs Leila Smalley.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Cullen and
family have bought the Dr. Hodg
kins house on Main street.
Mrs. Arthur Bucklin was guest
of honor Thursday at a stork
shower given by Mrs. Martina
Bourne and Mrs. Frances Ward.
Invited were Mrs. Martha Wilson.
Mrs. Marion Vinal. Mrs. James
O'Neil. Mrs. Sadie Foster. Miss
Joan Vinal. Mrs. Helen Sawyer, all
of this place, and Mrs. Rosyln Mc
Lain of Rockland.
The second in a series of card
parties will be held Thursday at
Masonic Temple
Mrs Adelaide Hanley is a patient

at Knox Hospital, as a result of
a recent fall in which she suffered
a fractured hip.
Orient Lodge F.A.M. will con
duct an inspection and work the
Master Mason degree tonight; sup
per at 6.30.
Mrs. Jesse Elliot and Mrs. Bessie
Atkins have returned to Marlboro
N. Y.. after visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Melvin Pendexter and sister Mrs,
Thomas Horsley.
Mrs. Lawrence Chapman enter
tained Sunday night, the occasion
being Mr. Chapman's birthdav
Present were Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
St Clair, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Chapman. TSgt. and Mrs. Rich
ard Moore. Mrs Maxine Wood,
son Jack. Miss Vera Chapman. Wil
liam Young. Lloyd Maloney of
Rockland. The repast included two
birthday cakes.
Ladies Circle will meet Wednes
day at 2 o'clock, with supper at 6.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Libby enter
tained Saturday at their home in
honor of Mr and Mrs F Crockett
Brown of Newton Center. Guests
were Mr. and Mrs. Edward Elliot.
Mr. and Mrs. Myles Weston and
Mr. and Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton.
Mrs. Marion Grafton was re
elected secretary of Past Patrons
and Matrons Association Thursday
In Union.
Music Sunday at the Baptist
Church included the standard fa
vorite, "Seek Ye the Lord” (Rob
erts) with the appealing tenor solo
by Alfred M. Strout; the melodic
chorale. "O Saviour of the World”
(Goss) harmonized by William C.
MacFarlane; and an arrangement
of “Quisest Homo" from Rossini's
"Stabat Mater" by the organist.
Mrs. Grace M. Strout.
The annual inspection of May
flower Temple. Pythian Sisters
which was to have been held Fri
day night, has been postponed to
a later date.
The executive board of the State
Federation of Music Clubs met FriTUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
Universol-
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After a week's absence. Miss
Margaret Adams, dietician, re
turned to work on Saturday.
The regular monthly meeting of
the board of directors, was held on
Friday, with Seth Low. president,
as chairman The auditor’s annual
report and the monthly balance
sheet were discussed. The following
members attended: Messrs. Grif
fin. Brooks. Charles Berry. Leigh
ton. Curtis Payson T. Bird and
Matthews.
Albert Emery was absent on
Monday due to illness. Mrs. Knowl
ton relieved in the business office
for the day.
Dr and Mrs. Freeman Brown
Jr., and family leave Wednesday
fcr a two weeks’ vacation.
Thursday afternoon. Dr Brown,
Jr., the anesthetist in the hospital,
demonstrated how to use the new
anesthesia machine to a group of
nurses.
Blackboard instructions
were given in the classroom of the
Bok Nurses Home. With this ma
chine. nurses were shown how to
use ether, nitrous oxide, and oxy
gen This makes the delivery rocm
complete and modern in every re
spect with this last piece of equip
ment.

Jointly Installed
Waldoboro Odd Fellows and
Rebekahs Take Vows Of
Office
The new officers of Good Luck
Rebekah Lodge and Germainia
Lodge, I.O.O.F. at Waldoboro, were
inducted into office Thursday night,
the former by District Deputy
President Annie Lehto and staff,
and the latter by District Deputy
Grand Master George Buck and
staff of Warren.
Rebekah officers are: Past Noble
Grand, Mrs. Edna Creamer; noble
grand, Mrs. Henrietta Collins; vice
grand. Mrs. Frieda Gibson; financial
secretary. Mrs. Gertrude Benner:
treasurer, Mrs. Olive Crowell ward
en, Mrs. Myra Cooley; conductress.
Mrs. Marjorie Martin; chaplain.
Mrs. Mary Hilton; musician, Mrs.
Mildred Eugley; right supporter to
noble grand, Mrs, Evelyn Spear,
right supporter to vice grand. Mrs
Lyia Moore; left supporter to vice

Twenty-five members were pres
ent to enjoy the first Methebesec
Club meeting of the Fall season.
The meeting was held at the home
of Mrs. Irene Walker. Friday aft
ernoon.
Mrs. Litsa Vardavoulis, Intro
duced Paul Halligan. who played
three numbers: Polonaise in A flat
by Chopin. Revolutionary Etude by
Chopin and Valcik by Mokrejs.
The members are grateful to him
for much pleasure he gave them.
Mrs. Mary Avery gave an inter
esting report of the Federation
meeting in Bangor. The increase
shown in membership, the use made
of the scholarship funds, plus the
fact that the 1948 meeting will be
held at the Samoset helped to dis
pel the more serious part of the
report. The club Is fortunate to
have a delegate that can paint
such a vivid picture of so many
lectures for them.
The Social Committee with Mrs.
Katherine Haines in charge served
tea. Mrs. Jane Beach and Mrs. Ed
na Monteith poured.
The dolls of many lands were
unusual. They were brought home
by Capt. Thomas J. Sweeney. Mrs.
Walker's son-in-law. There were
dolls dressed in the native costume
of Japan. Turkey. Greece. Russia,
France, Italy, Holland. China, with
Patricia Sweeney in costume as
hostess.
Albee.
grand. Mrs. Thelma Moody; inside
guardian, Mrs. Edna Brann; out
side guardian. Mrs. Florence Daw
son and left supporter to noble
grand, Mrs Ruth Luce. Recording
secretary. Mrs. Virginia Bragg .will
be installed at a later date.
Gifts were presented to installing
president and her marshal. A Past
Grand’s jewel was given Mrs.
Creamer.
Officers installed for Germania
Lodge were: Noble Grand, Ainsley
Moody; vice grand. Eldred Soule;
recording secretary. Howard Sproul;
financial secretary, James Calderwood; treasurer, Roland Creamer;
warden. Clifton Brann conductor.
William Gibson; chaplain, Arthur
Kennedy; right supporter to noble
grand, George Soule, Jr.; left sup
porter to noble grand, Norman Ben
ner; right supporter to vice grand,
Ralph J. Benner; left supporter to
vice grand, Dwight Sewell; inside
guardian, Frank Wilson; outside
guardian George Soule. Sr.; right
scene supporter, Milton Creamer;
and left scene supporter, Harold
Kennedy.

Read The Courier-Gazette

day at the home of Mrs. Guy P.
Gannett, Cape Elizabeth.
Mrs.
Grace M Strout attended as State
chairman of the committee on
"Music in Hospitals."
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FOR SALE

Main St.,
Thomaston
Tel. 20

FLORENCE ELDRIDGE

RAW AND PASTEURIZED

JOHN CALL DONA DRAKE

MILK AND CREAM

THURS.-FRI.-SAT.

WILLIAM VINAL

TEL. THOMASTON 190-12

7
/
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TODAY- WED.-THURS.
DOUBLE FEATURE
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SoftSpoken

-MSXWELLMACRH
fJ

Suede...

WALLACE

MMlRBR0S:>r,r\2 /

BEERY

SHOW SHOURDS

JANE

SECOND BIG HIT

POWELL

THE DRAMATIC LOVF STORY OF

The picture above is
ridiculous isn’t it?
But
really, men, that is the
the only way we figured
we could draw your atten
tion to our water repellent
Raincoats for fall.

ELIZABETH

TAYLOR
CARMEN

MIRANDA
titmutw

J ft *

Shows i 2.00—6.30—7.50
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

XAVIER

CUGAT,X
ROBERT

STACK
A Metro GoldwynMayer Picture

JAOI N«. I

i^r

WORLD SERIES IN THE
PARAMOUNT NEWS

--- -c
Also
BRAND NEW SERIAL!
Federal Agents Vs. Underworld

Imagine Being
Stylish In the Rain

KlEECE
TELEPHONE 892

with

such

lovely
fall
lines

SURPRISE SHOW
AT THE

RAINBOW ROOM
OF THE

THORNDIKE HOTEL
DANCING

MUSIC

NEW AND DIFFERENT ENTERTAINMENT

DIRECT FROM BOSTON

Our new Raincoats are
rugged,
he-man coats.
Made to withstand the
rain and a "stand-off”
of that uncertain fall
weather.

Just try one on.
We
know your answer al
ready.
“This is really
THE Raincoat of them all.
Wrap it up.”

HIGH SCHOOL HU
Mike Di Renzo addressed the
Senior High School assembly Mon
day morning. The subject of his
talk was “Recreation for the Boys
and Girls of Rockland." A group
of six students of Rockland High
were appointed and five were se
lected to aid in the running of the
program. The councillors are res
ponsible to “Mike" who in turn is
responsible to the City Council. The
councillors drew up a set of rules
for Ihe building. The first group
concerns the protection of the
building; the second, protection of
equipment : and third, time limit on
playing games. Mr. Di Renzo in
troduced the members of the coun
cil: President, James Connellan,
Secretary. Joan Prock: Enis Pettis,
Junior representative. Joan Cham
plin. Junior; Charles Heino, Senior;
Ronald Thurston. Senior: Robert
Gardner. Freshman. Joanne Gard
ner. Junior: Dino Galiano. Junior:
Richard Robarts. Sophomore; John
Stevens. Junior.
Meet the New Teachers

Miss Martha Morrill, born in
Portland, is a graduate of Deering
High School and Colby College.
The past Summer Miss Morrill at
tended the University of New
Hampshire for both sessions. At
Colby, she was a member of both
the orchestra and the Glee Club, a
member of the Student Christian
Association's Cabinet, a member of
the International Relations Club
and of the Deutschverein the
German Language Club. She Is
the freshman English teacher for
the high school.
Miss Eleanor Thompson is a
graduate of Westbrook High School
and University of Maine where she
was interested in the Maine Chris
tian Association and Women’s
Forum work. She is a Past Worthy
Advisor of the Order of Rainbow
for Girls and a member of Pi Beta
Phi sorority. Miss Thompson en
joys research, writing and art as
outside interests.
• • • •
The masquerade social sponsored
by Mr Knight’s room 10 Friday
night Oct. 11 was a great success.
A short program of songs and read
ings was enjoyed by all. Dancing
and refreshments followed the eve
ning’s program. Prizes for the fun
niest and best costumes were award
ed to “chorus girl" Ronald Marsh,
“a quaint old couple” Joan Talbot
and Shirley Nelson, and last but
not least “Meena and Mona from
Mars" Charlotte Brackett and
Ellen Sulides. A box supper is being
planned for a future date.
• • ••
Christine Flood and Jcann Ed
wards assisted Principal Clunie in
the office the past week. The office
messengers were Edith Dennis.
Faith Melvin, Isabel Firth. Diane
Merrill, Lawrence Heard. Mary J.
Glendennine. Christine Roberts and
Nancy Hamlin.
• • • •
A band and orchestra social was
held at the High School Friday
night. The profit will be used to
buy new uniforms for the band.
Grinell’g orchestra provided good
music for this occasion. Ice cream,
brownies and candy were on sale.
• • • •
The Junior Class had a meeting
last week at which plans for the
annual Junior Prom were dis
cussed. Various committees and
chairmen are: Co-chairmen of
Prom: Norene Bart'ett Robert Van
Fleet; decoration. Peggy Eagan, mu
sic
Edwin Hustus: adverO''"
Richard Jones: tickets. JoAnn
Champlin: check room. Ruth Ma
honey: clean-up. Dino Galiano and
Jack Smith The prom will be held
Nov if- at the Community Building.
Miss Marion Tracy is on the ad
vertising committee.
The following students have been
elected to serve on the Student
Council:
Seniors: Lois Tootill Bettv Cro
zier. Dorothy Curtis. Richard Har
per. Richard McIntosh. John Beneon. and Charles Foote.
Juniors: Walter Smith .Janet Pulldes. Cvnthia Hallowell Weslev
Hoch. Claire Brlckley, and Dean
Deshon.
Sophomores Ronald Tolman. Ja
net Weymouth. Wanda Bradbury.
Richard Baum. Carol Huntley, and
Donald Johnson
Freshmen: Robert Annis. Billy
Schofield. Robert Gardner, and
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Billy McLoon.

• • • •
The menus for last week were as
follows:
Monday

Minced Ham
Mashed Potato
Squash
Cole Slaw
Apple Sauce
Peanut Butter Cookies
Wednesday
Macaroni and Cheese
Green Beans
Tossed Green Salad
Peanut Butter Sandwiches
Milk
Ice Cream
Brownies
Thursday

Pot Roast of Beef Mashed Potato
Cranberry Jelly
Buttered Carrots
Bread and Butter
Milk
Jello with Cream
Friday
Fish Fillets fried in batter
Whipped Potatoes
Mashed Sweet Potato
Mlashed Turnip
Bread and Butter
Milk
Chocolate Cookies

MATINICUS
Mr. and Mrs. Daniels of Wellesley.
Mass., have returned home, after
spending a vacation at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Pliilbrook.
Mr. and Mrs. Ainsworth have re
turned to the home of their daugh
ter. Mrs. Ivan Philbrook after
several days on the mainland.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Ames have
moved into the upstairs apartment
in the Palmeter house.
Mirs. Rena Bunker and Florence
Bearce recently entertained at the
Bunker cottage at a picnic lunch,
Marian Young. Mrs. Lydia J. Mil
ler, Della Ames. Isabelle Ripley.
Flora Philbrook. Mabel Long and
Ellen Wallace. Tea was served ind
“Aunt Mabel" told fortunes from
the tea leaves, much to the en
joyment of all.
Hilda Ames went to Vassalboro
to be present at Parents' Day
which will be observed at Oak
Grove.
A birthday picnic was held ln the
K P. hall Oct 15. honoring Isa
belle Ripley whose birthday was
Sunday Sandwiches, coffee, pickles,
date pie. brambles and five beauti
ful cakes were enjoyed. Mrs. Rip
ley served one of her famous "gift
pies.” in which was a gift for
everyone present. She was the re
cipient of many gifts, cards and a
sum of money. Present were:
Della Ames. Ellen Wallace, Flora,
Grace. Wilma-Jean, and Verna
Philbrook. Rena Bunker. Florence
Bearce. Maud Wallace. Grace and
Krvena Ames. Carrie Ripley’ and
Pearl Bickmore.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Philbrook
and Mr. and Mrs. Orris Philbrook
went Saturday to Massachusetts.
Ervena Ames was week-end guest
of relatives in Appleton.

Students At Simmons
Attending Simmons College this
year are the following students
irom this area:
Hester Hatch, daughter of Mrs.
Bernice A. Hatch address. 45 Mid
dle street, Rockland (live with
uncle Leroy F. Chase), class, grad
uate Entered Simmons from Colby
College.
Lois A Nichols, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Benjamin H. Nichols.
Address. Union. Class 1948. En
rolled in School of Nursing. Honors
and activities. Simmons School of
Nursing in connection with Chil
dren’s Hospital.
Lucille Ada Newbert. daughter of
Mr and Mrs. Bernard Newbert.
Address. R.F.D. 2, Waldoboro. Class
1951. Enrolled in School of Nursing.

Delicate echoes of fashion's
own most feminine mood . . .
these slim, young suedes by
Gold (Red) Cross. You'll love
their lithe grace . . . their
quiet elegance. And every
fashion is Fit-Tested.

Others From
$12.50 to $29.50
Some Special Values in
BOYS’ MACKINAWS
In sizes 12 to 20

At $10.00

America'. unthoflana^H
shea valve

$8.95 - $11.95
X-RAY FITTING

Qualify Shot Shop
JIO MAIM ST.---- ROCKLAND

f

rockiqnd

Miss Nancy Hobbs is visiting in
j Boston.
Miss Marie Holt of Thomaston is
guest of Casper Larrabee, Limerock
• street.
Dr. David Mann gave a talk on
Socialized Medicine before the Ro
tary Club last Tuesday, explaining
the pros and cons of such a pro
gram. Out-of-town guests at the
meeting were Harry P. Forte of Bos
ton. Rev Frank A. Putnam and
Kenneth C. Lovely of Bellast; Wal
ter E. Morse, Jr., Walter P. Conley,
Herman Weisman. Kelley B. Crie,
Ray Thurston. Robert C. Burns and
Alan Bird of Rockland. Henry
Bickford, Jr., is the Junior Rotarian from Camden High School for
[ the month of October.
Inez M. Wood
Inez Munroe Wood, wife of
Charles C. Wood, died Oct. 14. She
was the daughter of David Bates
Withington Munroe and Ida Ce
leste Wooster, born Sept. 15, 1875.
on the Belfast road, Lincolnville
At the age of two the family
moved to this town where she at
tended the public schools and
graduated from Camden High
School in 1892. For a time she was
employed at the Boston Shoe Store,
owned by Frank Russell of Boston,
and later in the store of Follansbee
& Wood. Sept. 15. 1910. she was
married to Charles C. Wood who
survives.
Although an invalid for tlie past
few years, she retained an active
interest ln civic and benevolent
work in which she had' been so
long associated and every worthy
cause knew her helpful support
For many years. Mrs. Wood was
an active member of tlie Baptist
Church, having been treasurer of

GILBERT

C.

I

ANOTHER OLD HOUSE
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I was reading in the last Cou
rier-Gazette about old houses. The
house in the rear of the Park The
atre now built over with a garage
on the first floor is one of the
oldest houses in Rockland. The en
trances were witch doors with the
sign of the cross supposed to keep
out evil spirits. Wide floor boards
and corner posts.
Mrs. A. J. Vasso

Backache

For quick comforting help for Backutw.
Rheumatic Pains. Getting Up Nights, strong
cloudy urine, irritating passages, Leg Pain,
circles under eyes, and swollen ankles, dne
to non-organlc and non-syatemlc Kidney and
Bladder troubles, try Cyatex. Quick, complaU
satisfaction or money back guaranteed. Aafc
your druggist for Cyatex today.

LAITE FUNERAL HOME

9 MOUNTAIN ST., CAMDEN
ROBERT E. LAITE

DOROTHY S. LAITE

TELEPHONE 8225
WM"*#"’"**' rwswse'

nowh«£j

81-tf

NORGE

OR” REFRIGERATOR *

■ V-

*

ATABARGAIN!^

/. SELF-O-FPOSTER

We have six of these Fireplaces
which we do not wish to earn
over into next year. Delivered
and set up at a great saving.
Give us a ring, or better still,
rome and see them.

. refrigerator defrosts it

self-every njght at midnight

2.

'/» MORE ROOM

in ..no rpore floor space than o

JOHN MEEHAN & SON

pre-war

Alfred C. Hocking, Supt.
Telephones: Rockland 21-W2, or
Tenant's Harbor 56-13
83-tf

3.

6 .

GIANT SIDE FREEZER

holds up to

37

pounds of

W
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Can you afford Meat, Butter, Clothing?
Do you want a World War III. to kill
your son, your husband, yourself?

HEAR

HENRY WALLACE
Every MONDAY night, 10.30, WCSH WRDO
WLBZ
Every WEDNESDAY night, 10.30, WGAN
Every THURSDAY night, 8.30, WPOR, WLAM
WTVL, WGUY

41. SLIDING COLDPACK
deep dish-far extra chil

Holds up to 12 lbs

*

exceptional convenience such as: DOUBLEWIDTH HYDROVOIR to keep more fruits and vege
tables moist and garden-fresh. BIGGER BOTTLE
STORAGE on unusually spacious shelf.
DRY
STORAGE TILTABIN — a handy cupboard for
staple items.

These are only a few of the thrilling features
found in this glamorous Norge refrigerator.
There are many more you don't want to miss.

COME IN TODAY! EXAMINE! COMPARE!
See for younolf tho groat value found
only in a Norgo

Progressive Party of Maine,
L. Hunt, Sec.
236 Federal St., Portland, Me.
84’lt

MAIN 5T.HARDWARTT0
H. C. LITTLE And DUO THERM
Gravity and Winter Air Conditioned Furnaces
HOT WATER HEATERS
SPACE HEATERS
H. C. LITTLE FLOOR FURNACE AUTOMATIC
IGNITION
CONVERSION BURNERS
The Burner with no Moving Parts to Wear Out.
Burns Low Cost Fuel Oil.
Seven Sizes—One to Fit the Needs of Your
Boiler or Hot Air Furnace
FREE ESTIMATES GLADLY GIVEN AT YOUR REQUEST.
FINANCIAL TERMS IF DESIRED.
INSTALLED AND SERVICED BY

(1)1

MoCobb.

ROCKPORT
Mr. and Mrs. Douglass Payson of
Wevmouth, Mass., and Mrs Maude
Stahl of New York City are at their
Pascal avenue home for a short
stay.
Miss Fannie Fuller of Boston ls
visiting Miss Marion Weidman.
Mr. and Mrs. James Miller have
returned from a short visit in
Methuen, Mass.
Frank MacDonnell left Friday for
Miami. Fla., where he will attend
the Legion convention.
Mrs. Blanche Nash of Weymouth.
Mass., spent the week-end in town
The Athletic Ass’n. held a public
supper Friday at the Masonic rooms
Mrs. Cora Upham. Mr. and Mrs
Harold Morton, Mrs. Amy Miller
and Mrs. Theresa Edgecomb, at
tended the Eastern Star meeting
Friay in Tenant’s Harbor
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Graffam and
two sons were in Boston over the
week-end.
£
Mr. and Mrs. Everett E Libby
and daughter Katherine of Man
chester, N H , were at their Amsbury Hill cottage over the week-end.
The Thimble Club will meet Wed
nesday with Mrs. Myra Giles, Rus
sell avenue.
The Camden and Rockport Teach
ers and officers of the Methodist
Sunday School will hold a confer
ence Thursday at the Methodist
Church with a supper at 6.30
o’clock.
The Wesleyan Guild met Monday
and cleaned the church. The next
meeting will be on Oct. 27 with Mrs
Beatrice Richards.

Outdoor Fireplaces

$16.50

CROSS
SHOES

the Ladies Circle for 24 years and
treasurer of the Sunday School for
34 years She was a charter mem
ber of the Beard of Directors of
the Community Hospital, also be
longed to the Community Hospital
Club the Elm Street Reading Chib.
Garden Club and' Maiden Cliff Re
bekah Lodge.
Besides her husband, she Is sur
vived by a sister, Mrs. Lloyd L>.
Sykes, and several cousins.
Services were held Saturday from
the residence, Rev. Melvin Dorr of
ficiating.

CAMDEN
Miss 3usan Curtis was given a
surprise birthday party to greet
her seventh year, at the home of
her grandparents. Mr. and Mrs.
John Gray of 30 Chestnut street.
Misses Arlene and Judith Gray of
Rockport. Barbara Smith, Judith
Wiggin, DorothV Dyer Bruce Gray,
Alton Gray, of Camden. Marilyn
and Jonnie Brann of Rockland, and
Donnie Dyer of Lincolnville were
present. Refreshments were served
and many nice gifts were received.
Miss Myrtle Haskell of Brooklyn,
N. Y„ Is guest of her sister, Mrs.
Alton French. Lincolnville Beach
Dr. Fox Is a medical patient at
Knox Hospital.
Mrs. Maud Lawson was winner of
first prize at the Grange Whist
Party last week Mrs. Lettie Bagley,
second, and Mrs. Agnes Gott, con
solation.
Miss Harriet Sheldon and James
Sheldon are in New York to spend
I the Winter.
Mrs. Frank Cornell and daughter
Penelope are guests of Mrs. Co
ndi's sister, Miss Helen Rich.
The Good Cheer Class will meet
, Wednesday, at the Congregational
\ Parish House.
Miss Harriet Sheehan of Bangor
1A guest cf Mrs. Eunice Gale McI Cobb. Miss Nellie Gale of Banj gor was a week-end guest of Mrs.

HAH & CAIN

PA'NT

• STOVES

• HOUSEWARES

44 1 MAIN ST.
ROCK LAND

D€LIVED

ALBERT E. MacPHAIL

PLUMBING AND HEATING
445 Main SL, Rockland, Phone 738-W

PHONE ROCKLAND 35-M—CAMDEN 2206
W-tl
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Social Matters

Miss Melzine MoCaslin and Miss
Athlenc Nile, both teachers at Hig
gins Classical Institute, were week
end guests of Miss MoCaslin’s par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Melzar MoCas
lin, Willow street.

Mrs E. Carl Moran entertained
T Club Thursday night at her heme
Mr. and Mrs. Walter S. Tripp of on Chestnut street at a picnic sup
The Highlands enjoyed a very per.
happy week-end. Thursday being
their 52d wedding anniversary they
EF.A Club will meet at the
were the guests of their son, Fred home of Mrs J. s. Jenkins. Pleas
Tripp, Mrs. Tripp and daughter ant street. Wednesday, Mrs. Lizzie
Mr. and Mrs. E. Carl Moran at Sandra on a motor trip to Bar Har French, hostess.
tended the Bowdoin-WiUiams game bor. Friday was Mrs. Tripp’s birth,
in Brunswick Saturday and were day and Sunday Mr. Tripp’s. Sat
Mr. and Mrs Horace Cutler, who
dinner guests of Prof Albert Abra urday, their son. M Leslie Tripp were week-end guests of Mr and
hamson and Prof. Livingston at arrived from Portland, remaining Mrs. H John Newman have re
the Eagle Hotel.
overnight and taking them to Port turned to Malden. Mass
land Sunday for a family dinner
Miss Helvi S. Laitinen has trans
Rose-Ann Small celebrated her party. Present were: Mr. and Mrs.
eighth birthday Saturday by enter M. Leslie Tripp. Portland, Mr. and ferred from the Veterans Admini
taining friends at the home of her Mrs. Ralph Spiller and children stration Center at Togus. to the
parents, Mr. and Mrs Harvey Small, Skipper, Barry and Judith Ann. Veterans Administration Office,
Yawn avenue. RoseAnn received Westbrook and Mrs E. W. Powers Bridgeport, Conn.
many lovely gifts. Games were and children William and Thomas
Anderson Auxiliary meets Wed
played on the lawn with Linda of Norfolk, Va. A telephone call nesday
night. Supper at 6. In
Morey and Mary Lue Cole winning was received from another daugh spection All officers and members
the prizes. The refreshments in ter, Mrs. Fred Sparrow of Need please be present
cluded two birthday cakes, one dec ham, Mass., who was unable to be
orated in pirik and the other in present.
Opportunity Class of the First
blue to carry out the decorations
iBantist Church held its annual
used in the dining room. Guests Mra. Pauline Schofield entertained j birthday party Thursday night in
were Carolyn Bird, Gail Ladd, Anna the Elite Club at her home on Oak the vestry. The money derived
Coughlin, Judith Carver, Aloha street Thursday night. A social 1 from the party will be used for
Athearn, Priscilla Newbert, Ann evening with refreshments was en class missionary work Mrs Mil
dred Havener presented this pro
Reichel, Carol Cross, Linda Morey joyed.
gram: Plano duets Mrs. Nellie
^»d Mary Lue Coke of Rockland
*Wid Patricia Opham and Aurora
The Rubinstein Club meets Fri Magune and Miss Charlotte Cook:
Sprowl of Thomaston.
day night in the Universalist vestry readings. Mrs Francis Sherer, Miss
at 8 o'clock. Miss Marion Ginn is Alice McIntosh and Mrs Clara
Tlie committee for the Masoni program chairman and scheduled to Gregory vocal solos Mrs Chloe
Assembly Thursday. Oct. 21, Mr. take part are Miss Ruth Rogers. Mills. “Lost Sheep'- and “Old. Old
and Mrs. Leland Drinkwater, Mr. Mrs Nettie Frost, Mrs. Mildred Story;” vocal solos, Raymond
and Mrs. Kenneth George and Mr. Berry, Mrs. Mary Hudson Mrs. Anna Pendleton "Think On Me’’ and
and Mrs. Lealand Drinkwater. All Varricc’hio, Miss Margaret Sim “Singing." Remarks by Mrs. Clara
Masons and friends are cordially mons, Mrs. Raychel Durant, Mrs. Emerv Refreshments were served
bv Mrs Ethel Colburn assisted b"
invited.
Edna Rollins, Mrs. Faith Berry. Mrs. Frances Sherer, Mrs. Clara
Mrs.
Ruth
Dalton.
Mrs.
Helen
Clifford Melvin, proprietor of Wetnworth, Miss Edith Dondis and Gregory. M>rs. Corrls Randall and
Mrs. Hattie Richards.
Haskell's Pish Market, is a medi Mrs.
Woodrow Mercier.
cal patient at Knox Hospital
Miss Margaret Huntley, whose
Mrs. Bernard Bishop and Miss marriage to Theodore Allard takes
Mr. and Mis. Vesper Packard
have returned from a vacation mo- Carole Clarke have returned to place In the near future, was hy>r trip to Montreal and Quebec. Island Falls after visiting their ncr guest at a miscellaneous bridal
father, Ralph C. Clarke and rela shower Friday night, given by
Lady Knox Beauty Shop opened tives for the week.
Mrs. Lawrence Blood at her home
July 1, in its fine new home at
on Granite street. Miss HuntleyMrs.
Pauline
Schofield
returned
190 South Main street. Old
received many lovely and useful
friends and new are cordially in to her duties at the Rockland gifts Buffet lunch was served the
vited to visit the new shop. Wholesale Grocery Company yes dining room charming with decora
Charlotte Alley Betts, proprietor. terday, following two weeks' vaca tions of Autumn leaves.
Invited
54-tf tion.
guests were: Miss Patricia Adams.
Mrs. Rov Fstes. Miss Sylvia Adams
Mrs. Donald Slocum. Miss Vina
Delmcniro. Miss Eleanor Weed,
ANNOUNCING
Mrs Albert Havener. Miss Ann
Tootill. Mrs. Sandra
Heal. Miss
Della Morrison. Mrs. Fvelvn Clark
and Mrs. Barbara Moulaison of
Rockland. Mrs Donald Morang of
Owls Head, and Mrs. William
Johnson. Belfast.
. Please phone IM4 or 1593, Mrs Mll■Rted Richardson, for parties, weddings,
guests and social events of all types
The earlier an Item Is phoned 01
mailed in, the more readily It appears
In print

Our Annual Display and Sale Of

FURS AND FUR GARMENTS
All New 1948 and 1949 Models

You are cordially invited to make an early inspection
Quality Furs at Moderate Prices!

Mr. and Mrs. Allston Smith mo
tored to Portland Friday and on
their retun were accompanied by
Pasquale Tranquillo their protege,
and Riohard Senter. students at
Portland Alt School The boys
spent the*, week-end at their homes
here with the Smiths and Mr. and
Mrs. Wilbur Senter, respectively

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON

Mr. and Mrs. John K Laitinen
and family are presently residing
in Bridgeport. Conn, where Mr
Laitinen has employment.

New Sleeves, New Collars, New Fullness
New Length

FURRIERS
Your Dependable Home Town Furrier for 40 Years

16 SCHOOL ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

Mrs Jake Smalley has returned
home from Boston where she has
been a surgical patient at the Beth
Israel Hospital followed by several
weeks of convalescing in a nursing
home.

Mr and Mrs Herman Simmons
arrived home Friday from a two
weeks' vacation They were joined
’ In Boston by Mrs. Simmons'
mother and step-father, Mr and
Mrs. Charles Mixer
From there
they entered the Mohawk trail and
Mrs. Archie Bowley and Mrs. ; so on to New- York State, across
Ralph Smith have returned from a the State to Niagara Falls into Ca
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth nada, back through New York via
Spear at Newfound Lake Bristol, Bear Mountain bridge into Con
necticut and Boston
N. H
-----I
Members of Edwin Libbv Relief
Martha Lowe, daughter of Mrs
Margery Lowe, celebrated her sev Corps met Thursday night and
enth birthday Friday, by entertain made arrangements for official visi
ing friends at the home of her tations and enjoyed a social hcur
grandparents, Mr and Mbs. Russell and refreshments. Mrs. Rose Saw
E. Bartlett. Old County road. yer and Mrs. Velma Marsh acted
as hostesses. Mrs. Addie Kaler will
Lunch was served by Martha’s be
of the supper Oct. 28
mother and grandmother including andchairman
Mildred Sprague will
a beautiful birthday cake made by take Mrs
charge of the dining room
Mrs Bartlett.
Tlie guests were: Guest- are expected. Special en
Patricia Stratton. Pamela Gay. tertainment and initiation of can
Carolyn Biro. Lenda-Mae and didates are being planned.
Ruth-Ann Jackson. Gail Ladd. Lin
da Mountfort. and Janet Lowe.
I Mr and Mrs Hallowell of Ed
munds, Maine were week-end guests
The Odds and Ends of the Con of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hallowell
gregational Church met Thursday and Mr. and Mrs. George Hallowell.
night in the vestry for a covered
dish supper with Mrs. Mildred Ed
Shakespeare Societv met last
wards. Mrs. Ann Karl and Mrs night at the home of Miss Alice
Rachel Hill as hostesses. There Erskine Beech street, with Mrs
were seven guests. Mrs Erleen Jane Beach leader
Miss Ellen
Harden, Mrs. Peggy Ladd. Mrs. Cochran gave a paper on the His
Dorothy Stevens, Mrs Ethel Hor torical High Spots of Henrv the
ton. Mrs Dorothy Borgerson Mrs Sixtli Act two of the second part
Ruth Whitin and Mis. Maricric of King Henrv the six'h was read
Hvbels. Members present were: by Mrs, Gladys Burns, King Henry:
Miss Mary Wasgatt, Mrs Gloria Mrs Dora Bird, Queen Margaret:
Gifford. Mrs. Inez Harden. Mrs. Mrs Eleanor Wasgat* Suffolk: Miss
Delia Iowell. Miss Hilma Brad- Mab'-l Snow. Gloster: Mrs. Nettie
street. Mrs. Helen Plummer Mbs Frost. Cardinal: Mrs. Dorinda
Svbil Orne. Mrs. Eleanor Wasgatt. Coughlin. Simpcox; Mrs. Ruth Al
Mrs. Florence Post. Mrs. Elzada bee. York. Miss Belle Spring, Salis
Barstow. Mrs I.uella Post. Miss bury: Mrs Irene Walker. Warwick:
Madeline Philbrick. Mrs Ccrice Mrs Elizabeth Pomeroy, Duchess of
Leach. Mrs. Athleen Pease. Mrs
Mrs Madlen? Jackson, Sir
Jean Hodgkins. Mrs Marleane Gloster
Stanley. There were 16
Smalley, Mrs. Eleanor Glover, Mrs. John
Edith Billings, Mrs Laura Cum members present
mings Mrs Mabel Barnard. Mrs.
Charles H Gifford, who is at
Virginia Kunesh. Mrs. Sally Has tending the Massachusetts Marikell. Mr'. Agnes Brewster. Mrs Ed 'ime Academy in Hyannis, Mass.,
na Monteith. Mrs. Lenora Beals. was a week-end guest of his par
Mrs Janet Dean Mrs Dorothy ents. Mr and Mrs Clinton B Gif
Bird Mrs '"a Ware Mrs Mary ford.
Old County road.
Eurenius. Mrs* Helen Leach. Mr?
Ann Karl and Mr-. Rachel Hill.
Mrs Kathleen Fuller is a patient
at the Eastern Maine General Hos
Lynne Raekliffe celebrated her pital. Bangor.
second birthday recently at the
home of her grandparents, Mr. and
The first circle supper of the
Mrs. George Hallowell. Traverse Season will be held Wednesday
street, bv entertaining some play nigh' at 6 15 at the Congregational
mates Lynne received l ively gifts. Church Mrs. Earle C Perry and
Refreshments including birthday Mrs Erwin Spear are co-chairman
cake were served
The young assisted bv Mrs. Henry Bird. Mrs.
guests were: Elaine Merchant Everett I. Spear. Mrs Eva Sleeper.
Julia Payson. Charlena Whiteliill Mrs Harriet Frost. Mrs. L A.
were: Mrs Robert Merchant, Mrs. Thurston Mrs. A J. Bird, Mrs.
and Edward Hallowell. Other guests Clarence Joy. Mrs Kennedy Crane.
Harold Whithill Mrs Clara Pay- Mrs. Alan Bird. Mrs. B B Smith.
son and Mrs. Susie Karl.
Mrs Francis Pearson Mrs E. J
Hellier and Mrs. William Spear

STYLE
Goes To Your Head

This is to notiiy my customers
and friends that Marian Smith will
be located at the Peter Pqn Beau
ty Shop Elm street, on Monday.
Tuesday and Thursday beginning
Oct. 18. Tel 996
83*84

TEL. 541

61-tf

PERMANENTS

HOW THE SENSATIONAL NEW

Westin^ousei«^

saves S10 gallons*water a load

$5.00. $6.50. $7.50 up
COLD WAVES
$7.50. $10.. $15.
FINGERWAVE
with Shampoo
$1.00
SCALP TREATMENTS
$2.50
MANICURES
75c

GILBERT'S
BEAUTY SALON
Helen Oldis Kniglit, Prop.
375 MAIN ST , ROCKLAND, ME

Laundromat

PHONE 142

WALSH—POLAND

A Happy Function

Miss Kathleen Evelyn Poland.
daughter of Mr and Mrs Leon L. I
, -----Members Of Knox-Waldo Poland of Camden and Stanley H The Courier-Gazette Force
Association Have Dinner Walsh Jr., son of Mrs Adella Walsh Honors Member At Din
of Old County road, this city, were
Meeting At the Hotel
ner At the Rockland
married Friday night at the Baptist
Rockland
parsonage in South Portland, Rev.
The Courier-Gazette staff handThe Fall dinner"meeting of the
„nv R"b,nson pe,forming ed over one of its popular members
i riv ceremony.
,
_
Knox and Waldo Hairdressers As
The bride wore a street length 0 ber biisband-to-be last night at
sociation was held at Hotel Rock cocoa brown crepe dress with gold a rollicking farewell dinner party
land Thursday night. There were accessories and corsage nt talisman at Hotel Rockland Twenty-three
75 present, members and guests roses Mr. and Mrs Donald Mac- of t]le Courier-Gazette’s family sat
Donald of South Portland were the
from this unit numbering 55 B attendants. Mrs MacDonald wear- at one long table with Editor Frank
Louis, one of America’s outstanding ing a taupe satin dress with black A Winslow as master of ceremonhairstylistdemonstrated the latest ' accessories and corsage of red ies at one end and the honored
in hairfashions
Proses.
couple. Hugh Benner and Miss
. . ' Thecouple spent their
honey- Naomi Rackliff retiring cashier, at
™e„mOd~u ,We‘X “1S a .<
moon on a motor tour through the 'he other.
Todd, Mrs. Charles Clark and Mrs. White Mountains
A charming brides cake and
Nettie Bird Frost
Mrs Walsh graduated from Cam- bowls of gladioli decorated the table
Out-of-town guests were: Miss den High School in the Class of and Miss Rackliff wore a corsage
Clare Cyr president of the State 1948
of fed roses, gift of her fellow
Association. Janet Boucher and
Mr. Walsh graduated from Rock- workers. Mr. Winslow reached Into
Dick Shetra of Biddeford; June land High School in the Class of his vast store of anecdotes to propDaust Mrs. Natalie Aclia. Edna 1948 and is employed at the Rock- erly prepare the blushing bride-to
Marshall, vice president of the la nd Wholesale Grocery Co
be for the group's gift, a handsome
State Association and president
The couple will make their home Pa'r of blankets.
elect for 1949 and J. C MacPherscn for the present in Camden
A' table in addition to those
of Portland, Armand Bison and
- —
mentioned were: Mr. and Mrs
Robert Portier of Lewiston. June
WHEAT-BAILEY
Jesse Bradstreet. Mr. and Mrs.
Iandry. Viola Hamel and Helen S
Miss Dorothy Jeanne Bailev, H G- Cole, Mr. and Mrs. H. John
Waller, treasuier of State Associa daughter of Mr and Mrs Clyde O Newman. Mrs. and Mrs. John M
tion of Waterville: Alice Coffey. Warner of Quonset Point. R I . and Richardson. Mr. and Mrs. Shirley
Philip Vigue and Cecile M. Parent Homer Edward Wheat, son of Mr D. Barbour. Mr and Mrs. Kenneth
of Augusta: Shirley Elms. Priscilla and Mrs. Oliver J. Wheat of Lafav-,Orcutt. Mrs Alta Dimick, Mis;;
Howard and Jennie Miller cf Bel ette, R. I. were married yesterday Katherine McDonald. Mrs. Mar
fast and Tony Venson of Boston. morning at 10 o’clock in St Ber guerite Johnson. Raymond D
Rev. Fr. George Anderson. Kenneth Morang. Wil
Mr and Mrs. Albert Hallowell of nard’s Church.
performing the double liam McLellan. Gordon Wotton and
Lynn. Mass were week-end guests Goudreau
Alan Wilkie.
ceremony.
of their parents, Mr and Mrs ring
—By M. R
Baskets of white gladioli. Oregon
George Hallowell. Traverse street, ] ferns
and candelabra were used ef
and Mi and Mrs Ervin Hustus, fectively
in de orating the church were done by The Clark Flower
Sweetland street They were ac
and made an attractive setting for Shop.
companied by Paul F. Raekliffe who the
ceremony
The couple left for a wedding
was the guest of the Hallowells On
Ray Fcley. organist, played trip to Montreal by way of Niagara
his return he was accompanied by theMrs.traditional
wedding
marches
Mrs. Raekliffe and daughter Lynne and also sang Shubert's "Ave Falls. Mrs. Wheat traveling in a
who will make their future home in Maria" and an Old English Hymn. seal gray gabardine suit with gray
feather hat and wine suede acces
West Lynn. Mass, while Mr RackThis Day. Oh Beautiful sories and white orchid corsage
lifle is attending senool in Boston. "On
Mother."
They will make their heme at Quon
The bride, given in marriage by set Point. R. I.
Mrs Donald Neal, who has been
her
father,
was
lovely
in
white
satin
Mrs Wheat is employed at Ships
making her heme on Upper Limerock street for several years, left brocade gown made entrain with Service Naval Air Station. Quonset
yesterday for Washington. D C. 1 sweetheart neckline outlined with Point. R. I. Mr Wheat attended
where she will join her husband, j cultured pearls and long sleeves, Lassell Academy and Bryant Colwho is located there for the present ®be wore a finger-tip veil edged 1-ge. Providence. R. I. He Is asso
with lace and pearl corcnet which ciated with his father in the barMrs. Mina Burgess, who has been was worn by her cousin. Mrs Newall i Bering business,
spending a few weeks in Portsmouth Hodgkins (Gloria Studley at her' Out of town guests were: Mr. and
; has returned to Rockland and is wedding in June. Her only orna Mrs. Stephen Vosburgh. Portland.
passing a few days with Mrs, ment was a string cf cultured pearls, Mr and Mrs. Oliver J. Wheat. Sr.
the gift of her grandmother. Mrs. and Mr. and Mrs. Oliver J Wheat,
Maude Coombs.
Jasper Akers, who brought the ma Jr.. Lafayette. R. I.
Mr and Mrs. Lester Greenlaw of terial for her dress from China. She
North Haven are guests of Mrs. carried a prayer book with a white
Gage Hats, just received at the
Carrie Waltz.
Clara W Johnson Hat Shop. 375
orchid
Mrs. Oliver J. Wheat. Jr. was ma-_________
Main Street, over the Paramount
Mr. and Mrs Oscar S. Duncan , trGn of honor. She wore a gown of Restaurant
84-85
have returned to their home on peacock blue satin with matching
Read
Tlie
Cour'er-Gazette
Main street, having spent the Sum- mitts, shoulder veil and braided
mer at Holiday Beach.
| coronet and carried a pink and
_, . ... ,
__ „
white colonial bouquet. Oliver J.
The Frederic Birds are occupying
Clyde Yorke is in Togus_ Hospital ;wheat Jr brother of the brideCLEANING
was best man The ushers
their new home on Limerock street. for surgical treatment and will be ,
glad to hear from_hls friends.
^re Vernon R studley and „
AND
Mr. and Mrs. Earle C. Perry were
MacDonald Class of the First ! Pearl Studley.
weekend guests of their daughter.
Mrs. Warner, mother of the bride
Miss Earlene Perry in Syracuse. N. Baptist Church met recently at the
I am prepared to rlean. paint
Y. Miss Perry is a Fine Arts stu home of Mrs. Margaret Dow. with : wore a dark green faille two-piece
dent at Syracuse University. On Mrs. Muriel Thurston in charge cf ! street-length dress, cocoa feather and renovate homes, offices or
devotions.
Following
the
business
I
bat
and
bronze
shoes
and
corsage
business establishments, large or
Saturday the Perrys attended the
meeting, work was done on the bl yellow roses Mrs. Wheat, mother small, at a moderate expense and
Syracuse-Cornell game
layette project Refreshments were I °f 'be bridegroom, wore a green at an absolute minimum of dis
dress with black accessories I turbance to your business or
Mrs Edward H. Wiswall of Wel served by the hostess to the gatn- i
lesley. Mass., returned home today cring which included: Mrs. William j and corsage of yellow roses.
household routine.
Expert, careful, considerate
following a week's vsit with Mr. and Brown. Muriel Thurston. Shirley | Following the ceremony the
Mrs George Wood. Talbot avenue. Billings Blanche Gardner Jeanettel bridal party was joined by the
workmanship, modern equipment.
Bickmore. Mildred Hart Marjorie | bride s and bridegroom s mothers
Linoleums and floors washed and
Mrs George Wellman and Mrs. Argyle. Bertha Bell. Virginia Stod- i and greeted the guests informally waxed electrically.
Ervin L. Curtis of Rockland and dard, Marion Goss. Dorothy Mac- j ,n "le vestibule of the church.
No job too large or too small.
A wedding breakfast was served
Miss Leola Wellman of Portland Pherson. Margaret Dow and Mar
Ask for an estimate. No obli
at
the
Thorndike
Hotel
for
mem

have returned home from a motor jorie Blackman.
gation to hire.
bers of the immediate family and
trip which included New Hamp
shire. Vermont. Connecticut and
Mrs. William Todd has arrived bridal party. Champagnne toast
New York via the Mohawk Trail. from Randolph, N H.. and is guest was accorded the bridal couple The
ROCKLAND
for a few days of Mr. and Mrs. table decorations were low bow ls of TEL 1423,
Homer E. Wheat of Lafayette. R Philip Howard before going to St. Fall shades of mums. The decora52-T-tf
1. was a week-end guest of Mr and Petersburg, Fla.
tions for the church and the hotel
Mrs. Kenneth Wiggin. Fulton
street.

RENOVATING

LOUIS BOSSE

All Prices

COME IN AND SEE

Hairdressers Met

78-T-tf

Clyde O. Warner and daughter
Miss Dorothy Jeanne Bailey of
Quonset Point. R I joined Mrs.
Warner and sen Dicky a* the home
of Mr. and Mrs H Pearl Studley
for ihe week-end.

SENTERdCRANE'S
OPEN ALL DAY WEDNESDAY

The Mission Circle of the First
Baptist Church will hold a special
meeting Wednesday. Oct. 20 at 2
o'clock for White Cross Work
Mr and Mrs. Clarence F. Joy and
Mrs Frederick M Newcomb are
spending a few days in Boston.

.»

f

Mr and Mis. Ray Webber of
Prospect were recent guests of the
Paysons, 81 Grace street.
Albert M. Rogers and his room
mate Duane Phillips of New Haven.
Conn., were home from Bowdoin
for the week-end

Automatic Woihor

.,1

<
\ «*v
•ml

«**•» you Ht« Mw

WATER $AVER

ySZ CUTS WATER CONSUMPTION
TO THE BONE

installs anywhcmi
SAVES WATER

NO BOLTING 1
NO VIBRATION I

Exclusive Water Saver meastirf* HsfcMT
to t he size of tbe load. AM you da ta
set the dial!

WASHES CLEANER

to

Exclusive, gentle but thorough wasbrng
action. Soiled water drains areay from
clothes, not through them.
ENOS WASHOAY WORK

Washes, triple rinses, damp-dries, cisaM
Itoeif, shuts ofl .. .

y
“Our vacation at the beach has certainly ruined my hair
... but AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON can restore its natural,
gleaming beauty ... so I’m not worried.”

PERMANENT WAVES $5.00 AND UP
It may be a Cold Wave or Remote Control Permanent, what
ever Is best fitted to your type of hair.

CENTR J

I

AINE

AL'S HAIRDRESSIN6

LRAN V

SALON

BARBER SHOP
-

926

284-296 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

The event of the season—our beautiful new winter coats luxuriously
trinwried with handsome furs ... at amazingly low prices. 100% all wool is
the labric . . . Persian, beaver, mink-dyed muskrat are the furs... full rippling
backs as well as fitted. Coats you’ll wear everywhere all the time and love
every minute in them. Come in today and select the coat you prefer... at the
price you want to spend!

Psijfi

RgR

Tuesday-Friday
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Mission Sunday

HERE IS THE TELEPHONE STORY

Amoco Agents Club

Necessary To Its Existence

William L. Hopkins, local Agent
for the American Oil Company,
will attend the annual outing of
the Amoco Agent's Club to be held
at the Mansion House, Poland
Spring, on Oct. 19 and 20. The
Club is composed of all agents of
the American Oil Company in
Maine and New Hampshire.
The program for the two-day
outing will include talks by various
officers of the club and American
Oil Company officials. The prin
cipal speaker Tuesday wlll be Bert
Stanton, New England Manager of
Transportation for H. P. Hood &
Sons. Mr. Stanton will talk on the
Operating Phase of Modem Trans
portation.
Wednesday, speakers will include
Mr. Hopkins, and Messrs. H A.
Mapes, Sanford; J. S. Wadlelgh.
Augusta; C. F. Stafford. Laconia.
N. H.; H. T. MacDuffie, Nashua,
N. H.; and N. E. Whitney, Bangor.
R .H. Tyler and F. A. Brown, Di
vision Manager and Assistant
Mlanager, respectively
of the
American Oil Company in Maine
and New Hampshire, will be guests
of the Agents at this outing. An
address will be given bv Mr. Tyler,
on the progress, "Oil Progress."

Abnakf s Annual

1 Oil Marketers Met

Workshop Planning

To Be Observed Oct. 24 By
Agent William L. Hopkins Is Planned For Nov. 10— Walter Barstow Elected Vice Mrs. Parker Tells Of Work
Catholic Churches Ot
Attend Annual Out
President Of Independ
Senter Presides Over Pre
Performed By the Cam
Company Tells Why Increases In Rales Is Will
Maine
ing In Poland Spring
ent Association
liminary Meeting
den Unit
Catholic Churches in Maine and
throughout the world will partici
pate in observance of Mission
Sunday, Oct. 24, the Rev. John T.
Arsenault, Diocesan Director of the
Society for the Propagation of the
Faith, announces.
A letter from the Mast Rev
Daniel J. Feeney, Auxiliary Bishop
of Portland was read at all Masses,
Sunday, Oct. 17, calling attention
of catholics to the mission efforts
throughout the world. last year
the Catholic Church had 287,KO
men and women engaged in mlsslonary work at 500 separate •‘spiri
tual battlefields in home and for
eign missions" Father Arsenault
revealed!.
Radio programs of general mis
sion interest have been arranged
during the current week in Augus
ta, Bangor, Lewiston. Portland.
Presque Lsle, Waterville and Edmnndeton. New Brunswick. Pro
minent radio personalties prepared
the transscrlptions
Iff Eminence. Francis Cardinal
Spellman. Archbishop of New York
will speak on Mission Sunday on a
coast-to-coast network at 1045 m.. Friday.

Financial Picture
Gov -Elect Payne Not Pleased
With What He Found At
the State House
Governor - elect
Frederick O.
Payne was given a preview Tues
day of the State’s probable iinanclal picture for the biennium start
ing .inly 1 1949 and, by compari
son it didn't look at all promising,
says The Kennebpc Journal
Tax Assessor Ernest H. Johnson
and Liquoi Commission Chairman
Elford A Stover, who head the
State’s major revenue producing
department- told Payne and the
Legislative Budget Committee that
income would be off in the cate
gories or clgaret. tobacco products
and gasoline taxation and liquor
'ale profits.
At day's end, a tabulation showed
a predicted revenue loss of $713 Odd,
exclusive of the gasoline tax and
against this, departmental heads
filed requests for legislative appro
priations of $7,800,000 in excess of
the estimated income for the bien
nium.
The figures reduced themselves
to simple facts—either budgetary
demands by departmental heads
will have to be pared and sharply,
or new Income will have to be
found by expanding present taxes or
Imposing new ones.
Pavne who assumes office in
January, freouently during his
campaign, cited personal oppo
sition to new forms of taxation.
As. a matter of record he has fa
vored reduction of current taxes.
There could be nothing conclu
sive about the figures which
Payne and committe members.
Brooks N. Savage. Harry M Brown
and Edmund S. Muslde had before
them today because some were ac
tual and some were mere estimates.
A combination of actual and es
timates, however, showed that
general fund revenues for the
biennium ending June 30. 1949
would amount to $47,113,090 and
fcr the succeeding two year period
would drop to $+6,400,005—a loss of
$713.000.
On the score of expenditures, the
fiscal biennium will witness an out
lay of $44,049,000 and for thp next
two years departmental heads have
asked for $54 200,000—an increase
of $10,151,000. Application of some
reserve funds would reduce this
proposed outlay to $7 800.000.
The fact that demands for ap
propriations, above revenue, of
$7,600,000 were made by depart
mental heads came as no surprise.
They always ask for more than
ultimately is granted. Two years
ago they asked for $7,000,000 mer
estimated income, but didn't get it.

Tlie executive committee of the
Abnaki Area of the Pine Tree
Council, Boy Scouts of America,
met at the Worster Hotel in Hallo
The quality of telephone service, plant to place 53.000 new telephones
well, to plan for the annual meet
the security cf telephone workers in service and to convert 21,000
ing of the Abnaki Area. The meet
and the savings of thousands of in manual telephones to dial operation.
ing will be held Wednesday, Nov.
“That the job is still far from
vestors will be endangered by the
10. at the Worster House at 7 p. m.
continuance of inadequate tele done is indicated by the fact that
This is the first time in several
phone rates now in effect in this facilities are lacking to fill 2.200
years that the large scale plans for
State it was announced by the orders for new telephone service,
such a meeting have been pade.
New England Telephone and Tele 6,100 orders for lines with fewer
This vear it is expected that the
graph Company today as it filed parties on them, and 4,000 orders
attendance will reach tlie ICO mark
for
changes
of
equipment.
new rale schedules in Maine,
and that many of the spw •'
"The
Maine
Public
Utility
Com

Rhode Island and Vermont,.
wives will take the opportunity l >
mission
on
May
23,
1947,
authorized
Thomas C. Cochran, Maine Man
accompany their husband:
All
rates
to
yield
approximately
$1,350,ager, issued the following statement
Seouters and their ladles are in
000
in
additional
revenues
or
85
relative to the filing:
vited.
The speaker of tlie evening will
"The credit of the New England percent of ihe amount set, forth in
the
application.
Because
of
further
bp Governor-elect Frederick G
Telephone and Telegraph Company
Payne, who Ls a member of ti e
has been so seriously impaired by increases in operating costs the
Scout Troop Committee in Waldo
low earnings that it lias been forced Company again filed for new rates
boro and is a holder of the Silver
to go deeply into debt to finance Ihe December 31, 1947, which were de
Beaver award lor Seouters, the
unprecedented construction needed nied on the basis that sufficient
highest award given to any volun
to meet service demands since the time had not elapsed to determine
teer worker in a Scout Connci'
war.
Only increased telephone whether the rates in effect at the
Wilbur F. Senter. Jr. of Rock
rates, adequate to meet the in time were adequate.
land. the Aiea Committee Chair
"Thus 16 months have elapsed
creased costs of providing service
man,
presided' over the meeting end
and sufficient to provide a return during which the Company has op
was aided by Cleveland Sleeper, Jr.,
high enough to attract new money erated with totally inadequate
Chairman of Knox District, of
into the business, can restore the rates in the State of Maine and
Rockland. John Glidden. chairman
during which it became necessary
Company’s credit.
cf the Lincoln District: Kenneth
"For residence customers in to increase basic wages to tele
Groder, chairman of the Otykwa
creases in mon'hly base rates phone employees in this State by
District of Randolph; Harley Ste
would range from 25 cents to $1.25, about $750,000 annually.
wart, DLstrict Commissioner of the
DUTCH NECK
"As a result of rising costs and
with most residence customers pay
Augusta District, and Icon A War
ing an increase of 75 cents or less inadequate revenues in each State ! The annual meeting of the ren.
Field Scout. Executive of the
a month. In general Ihe proposed in which the Company provides Cemetery Association was held Pine Tree Council.
Increase in base rales for business service, earnings have fallen to Monday night at the Community
customers would range from 50 about the lowest point in the Com House. Officers elected: President.
pany’s history, and the market Mrs. Arthur Chute; vice president. and Mr. and Mrs Bert Fletcher cf
cents to $4
"The proposed schedules, com price of the Company's stock has Austin Wallace; secretary Mrs Camden were guests Sunday ot Mr.
bined with increase;: effective since been below its par value for the i Herbert Stahl; treasurer, Miss Ada and Mrs. Melville Davis
sexton,
Merton
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Stahl of
May 1947, would increase the Com past 18 months. The Company Is , Winchenbaugh;
Damariscotta Mills were recent
pany’s revenues in Maine by 39 per legally unable to issue stock for less , Benner.
cent. Against this overall inerea.se 'han par and additional perma I Mr. and Mrs. Harry Blown of iruests cf his parent-., Mt and Mi.
in telephone rates in this State nent capital cannot presently be Lexington, Mass, were guests Fri Herbert Stahl
Miss Kath°rine Farman ol Derby
there are rises of 75 percent in liv successfully obtained by attempting day of Mr. and Mrs. Melville Davis.
M?r. and Mrs. A. J. Harrison, ac IJne, Vt,, accompanied bv vfi and
ing costs. 117 percent in the cost to issue new stock. Under these
of food, 100 percent in the cost of circumstances the Company has companied by Mrs. Harrison’s sis Mrs. Edgar Hill and son Tonunv of
clothing, 96 percent in home fur been able to finance new construc ter, Mrs. Stewart Landon, who has Rock Island Quebec •• rent the
been their guest for three weeks, week and the Canadian Thanks
nishings since before the war. ac tion only by borrowing money.
, have closed "Larchwood" for the giving holiday at the home cf Mr.
cording to the U. S. Bureau of La
1 season, and went Thursday to their and Mrs Melville Davis
bor Statistics.
PLEASANT POINT
home at Port Washington. long
"Immediately after the war the
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Paulsen are I Island, N. Y.
A review of the world’s motor
Company embarked on a plan of preparing to move to Thomaston.
J J. W. Vanderpool Is on a busi laws indicates that 101 nation re
expansion throughout five New
quire driving on the right hand
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Carle spent ness trip for several days to Bt>
England Slates to provide telephone
side of the street while 8. enforce
service for over 500,000 new cus the week-end in the White Moun ton and other points.
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Jenkinus of a left hand rule
tomers and to improve the qual tains and visited the summit at Mt.
Stonsham, Mas«„ were callers Mon
ity of telephone service for over Washington.
Americans bought more than 21
Evelyn Lufkin of Fairfield Ls vlslt- day on friends in this vicinity.
2,000,000 customers who now have
billions of life Insurance durin
Mr.
and
Mrs.
S.
B.
Haskell
and
! ing her mother. Mrs. James Seavey.
telephones.
1947.
In making these large construc 1 Mrs. Alvah Carle spent several Mrs. M W. Davis and two daughters
were
visitors
Thursday
in
Damari

tion expenditures, so necessary to 1 days recently with her sister Mrs
Purchase by hunters of firearms
give proper telephone service, the Etiiel Thompson in South Portland, scotta.
and ammunition account for twoSt. Paul’s Chapel Society met thirds of the business done by
Company had every confidence while Mr. Carle made a business
Wednesday with a good attendance sporting goods stores in tht U. S
that recognition would be given to trip
of members and visitors.
Games
these rapidly rising costs and that
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Seavey spent were enjoyed. The refreshment
rates would be autorized sufficient the week-end in Portland.
committee
was:
Mrs.
Esther
Van
to meet all the costs of furnishing
Mrs. Leslie Morton of Friendship, derpool. Mrs. Della Black. Miss
service.
was guest la«t Tuesday of Mrs. Maud Ada Winchenbaugh nncl Mrs. Bea
“Actually, however, net earnings Stone.
trice Chase.
in 1948 for the Company as a whole
Mr. and Mrs. Melville Maloney
A large number from the sur
were $800,000 less than in 1940. in and Mr. and Mrs. Fred McGluffin rounding communities attended
spite of an increase in the Com were visitors in Boothbay Harbor, the baked bean supper at the
pany’s plant for the period of $215 recently.
Community House Thursday, spon
million. Therefore, the return on • Mrs. Susie Davis fell recently and sored by the St. Paul’s Chapel Sothis huge investment is less than suffered a broken wrist.
icety.
it was in 1940, and in effect there
M!r. and Mrs. J. Strout of Bruns
Janies Seavey injured his hand
has been no return whatever on while hauling his lobster traps Mon wick are spending several days at
that portion of the plant that was day.
the home of Mr and' Mrs. 6. Aus
built during the last eight years.
Mr. and Mrs Ansel Ome had Mr. tin Wallace.
"Included in this construction are anti Mrs. Philip Broughton as supJ. Vanderpool accompanied by
17 new buildings and additions ner guests Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Wallace
to existing buildings scattered
spent several days last week at
throughout the State, as well as the
Florida waters produce nearly Farmington and other points.
operating equipment and outside half of the country’s shrimp
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Griffin

Maine Independent Oil Marketers'
Association, holding annual meeting
in Bangor Thursday, went on rec
ord as planning to do everything
possible to reduce highway fatalities
during the coming year. The asso
ciation will award plaques and
prizes to drivers who operate during
the year without accident.
The more than 100 delegates at
tending the convention elected
Raymond M. Rideout. Augusta, as
president
Other officers named
were Walter Barstow, Rockland,
ice president; Roland Genthner,
Waldoboro,
treasurer;
Kimball
A.n< . Bethel, secretary, and Harry
8. Kearney, Augusta, executive sec
tary.
To further implement the plans
for insuring safety on the highways
ol Muine towns and cities served
by tlie oil association, a safety
committee was named with George
W. Scott of Belfast as chairman.
Serving with S:Ott are John J.
Orinc, Jr., of Rumford and John
Rige of Portland
Recognizing the place of the pub
lic in the picture of fuel for home
consumption, the Association went
on record unanimously expressing
its desire of operating in such a
manner that the public will be
properly served at all times both
from the angle of deliveries and
ol safety on the highway, according
to the associations executive sec
retary.
The evening session was addre. ed by Fred N. Beckwitii of
Be ton, executive seeretarj of the
Oil-heat Institute of New England,
win) uiscii ed association work and
fan trade practices.

Camden, Oct. 15.
In the workshop Program Plan
ning, the members were turned into
a model PTA program committee
by its leader, Mrs. Philip Scheid.
Under her able direction, assisted
by Mrs. Joseph Smith, the numer
ous details of planning a year's pro
gram was very pointedly demon
strated. Actually, in the limited
time for shop work, only the first
foir montlifc were planned, bnt
enough groitnd was covered to es
tablish an adequate working plan
for the rest of the year’s program
The mast salient points impressed
upon the members in planning a
year’s program were:
(1) Base your whole year’s, pro
gram on a central theme, or goal,
such as "Health,” "Co-operation
between Parents and Teachers,"
"Know Your Community ” Each
program should' point up some phase
of this theme. If possible, the
theme should be chosen as a result
of a survey among the members or
in the town. In order to evaluate the
actual needs of the community.
(2) Vary the presentation of
each program tr meeting according
to the subject matter to be empha
sized. Speakers, panel discussions,
demonstrations are all good ways
to spark the interest of the mem
bers. Sometimes, as in the case
when the results of a survey are to
be presented, the members of Hie
survey commit tee may form the
panel, and the business meeting and
actual program can be combined
It, Ls aLso possible to use students in
a program, provided they are not
exploited, and that their role in the
program actually is essential to the
Cancer .the second most frequent points to be emphasized.
In planning a program make use
• ause of death in America. L one of
file eldest, diseases known to man. of as many holidays or national
It w i. named by Hippocrates in
the fourth century, B C.
5e nsafioncU Sale

occur ions as meet the needs of the
PTA Such occasions may be Na
tional Education Week, Fire Pre
vention Week, UN Day, as well as
Christmas or Thanksgiving. Also
make list* of simple ceremonies and
songs which may fit Into a well
rounded program.
(4) Consult with as many com
mittees in the local unit as possi
ble. Each one may have something .
to add to tne program and should N
be encouraged to take part Mem
bership committees.
Hospitality
committees, and
Home Room
Mother Reprerentatives should all
have their place in program plan
ning
_ . ,
(5) Use die material offered to
you by your State and1 National
PTA offices, or found In the Na
tional PTA magazine, and State
Bulletin. You will find excellent
reference material In all of these,
particularly for work ln panel dis
cussions
(61 Make the titles to your programs catchy and appealing. The Y
underlying theme may be serious,
but attract your audience by the
light touch in a title
(7) Plan the year's program sev
eral months in advance of the first
meeting. Secure all speakers by
that time, or at least indicate to
them your desire to have them
speak on a certain date. And take
your time in planning—several
weeks of discussion and revLslon
among the members of a Program
Committee are not too long.
Helen K Parker

y

NORTH WARREN
Perley Cnlderwood of Rockland Ls
! working lor Mr and Mrs. Charles
I Erickson.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Mank and
| family of Rockland were recent
1 visitors here
Stillman Whitney and bride are
j visiting his parents, Mr and Mr.
C. P Whitney
Mr. and Mrs Undley Wiley visit,ed Thursday with Mr and Mrs. v
Donald Mank.

...TNif. Week Only
THIS ■ COUPON WORTHlS4.02

NEW, STREAMLINED REERLESS

_

BALL POINT PEN

Ig

WITH A Ift

TEAR WRITTEN GUARANTEE

WRITES TO 3 TEARS WITHOUT REFILLING

Tki*

f$up«o and only 98p •ntitlcn b*ar*r Io Ihe lamoue nationally advertised
Peerleaa Bew hall point pen ($5.(Hi value). Smooth-flow ing, precisiondeetgned. Can't scratch, can't leak. Instant drying. Make*
to a carbon
capiea. Smart streamlined plastir-barrei, metal rap. Looks like a $15.00 pen.
10 year written guarantee. Mail orders filled 15<* extra. Hurry. Supply
limited. Ask for Peerless pen at

i

IlGOODNOW S PHARMACY,

main

and

park sts.||

CKY YOU!
SAVE

1-2 S !

DURING OUR

Cs

Mr
w

OCTOBER

FUR SALE
-='Z.

/j

CARTER FURS

MARTINSVILLE

Mrs. William Cook was recent
guest of her daughter, Mrs. Robert
Gilley, In Southwest Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs Warren Scholls of
Natick, Mass., passed thp we-k-enri
with Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hupper.
Mass Edith Murray is spending a
week in South Hiram with Miss
Fdith Gilmore.
Mr. and Mrs R. G. Leonard of
Himpden were at The Head over
tne week-end.
Miss Margaret Partridge of Au
gusta spent a day recently at her
home "The Town Hall.”
The Earnest Grangers, the sew
ing circle of Ocean View Orange,
met last Tuesday with Mrs Ger
trude Itupper.
“Pardon my

Bun

P«x.theBELL-ANSuUet»l«HEARTBLRYl
When excem atnniaeti arid c&umr painful, sufforasfM-sour stomach and heartburn, doctors usually
prescribe Che faateeO-actlna medicines known for
lymptomatic relief—medlctoeB like tho* In Belinas
Tablets No laxative. Bell-ana brings comfort In a
(Iffy or return bottle to ua for double money back©

YOUR FORD DEALER KNOWS YODR FORD BEST!
Get off to a smart start this winter. Bring your Ford "back

home” for a check-up and save time, worry and money with
this 4-Way advantage of Genuine Ford Service:
1. Furd-Tralned Mechanics
2. facfury-Appreved Method*

Arthritis Pain

ROADS, DRIVEWAYS,
CONCRETE
LONG COVE QUARRIES
BAST BOOTHBAY, MAINE
TH.: BeeLhbey Harbor, 2S1-M2
(Werta et St George, Me.)
56-T-tf

MUSKRATS

BEAVERS

Co0e

PERSIAN

WHAT wonderful fur coats! WHAT BUYS! When you

see them . . you 11 KNOW you couldn't duplicate them
for three times as much. They could well be priced at
CHICK
DISTRIBUTOR

WINTER LUBRICATE |

ant

CLEAN ANB ADJUST
(PARK PLUOS «

THREE TIMES AS MUCH . . . and still be terrific values

■i-T

I

I

at that! All these coats have the new lovely, rippled
back, the new shoulder and cuff treatment . . . adorable
Pilgrim and Shawl collars. Come in NOW . . .and get
the "pick” of the lot!

THURSDAY, OCT. 21

let

9 A. M. TO 5 P. M.
FLUSH RADIATOR
AND
ADO ANTI-FREIZI

CRUSHED
GRANITE
AU Sizes For

Genuine Ford Fart*

MOUTONS

BELL-ANS for Acid Indigestion 25|*

RUr quick, d«U»htfullj comforting tulp for
*eho» and palna of RboumatUm, artbrttla.
Nburttto. Lumbwo. Sciatica, or Neuralfl* try
ReaUad. Works tbraugh the Mood, Flrit dou
usually Marta alloviatin* pam ao ?ou can
work, tafoy lift and aleep more comfortably.
Dot Remind at drufflat today. Quick, complat* aaUafacUon or money back puarantoed.

3. Special Ford Iqulpment

4.

$5 RESERVES YOUR SELECTION

Two Year Guarantee! Liberal Allowance

until you’re ready to wear it
CHARGE OR BUDGET THE BALANCE

Made On Your Old Fur Coat!

"plus tax
|

ADJUST CARBURITOR

SEE YOUR FRIENDLY FORD DEALER

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO. 32 Park St, Rockland

MILLINERY MFG- CO.

421 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLANO, ME.,
______

TELEPHONE 8002

4,
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Waldoboro; Philip Lee, Waldoboro; field; Betty Marr, W. Southport;Joan Ann McLain, East Edge- Candace Alexander, Simonton;Fran
comb; Phylliss Pinkham, East Edge- ces Reed, No. Appleton, Violet Mitch
-----ell, Warren; Nancy Snowman,
Awards Made To 4-H Mem- comb; Natalie Biake, Edgecomb. Southport;
Joan Mathews, Warren; Central Maine Wants to
hprg 'lA/hitp flak Won
Corn—Robert Benner, Waldoboro. Ruth Gamage,
South Bristol; Mari
Dispose Of Common
uei a
VVIlllc UdK vvuil
Dairy—Faustina Gushee, Appleton
Benner, Thomaston Helen
Courier-Gazette Plaque . Frank Hart, Appleton; Atwood lyn
Stock
Shields,
No.
Haven;
Jane
Quinn,
-----Moody, Jefferson; Gordon Perry,
White Oak 4-H of North Warren jr„ Jefferson; Alton Gammon, North Haven; Agnes Beverage,
Central Maine Power Company of
won The Courier-Gazette plaque as North Warren; James Moody, Jef- North Haven; Jenny Blair, White- Augusta has asked the Securities
Ellen Reed, North Appleton
the outstanding 4-H Club in Knox. Jerson> Howard Simonton, Simon- field;
Sukeforth,
Waldoboro; and Exchange Commission for au
..
,
_
..
, .
ton; Arthur Lanpher, Jefferson; Glenda
Lincoln Counties during 1948. Kenneth Gould> Jefferson. CUnton Janet Beane, Warren; Blanche thority to sell approximately $5,Twenty-one projects were complet- Jewett, Whitefield; Mary Jane Spencer, King Mills; Carlene Pow 000,000 in common stock
ed with an average score of 92%. Webb, Edgecomb; Kenneth Bartlett, ell, Washington Fern Thayer. West
The company said the securities
Eugenie Woodward.
All other requirements were also Union; Herbert Martin, Warren; Southport;
will first be offered to present hold
completed 100%.
Joseph Russell, Whitefield; Herbert Walpole.
ers of preferred and common stock
Georges Valley Boys of Warren, Annis, Jr., Simonton; Robert RusYoung Farmer Blue Ribbons
Unsubscribed shares then will be
Earle Moore, leader, won the ban- sell Whitefield
Canning—Athelene Blake, North sold publicly. Coffin & Burr. Inc.,
ner Tor third highest scaring 4-H Food preparation-^eanette Up- Union.
of Boston, is listed as underwriter
Club in the county. Nine projects ham Union;
w d
Chick Raising—Athelene Blake, of the proposed transaction.
were completed with an average Union
Qammon, NorthVWar.
The sale will involve an estimat
requirements ren; Maida Jenkins Thomaston; North Union.
Dairy—William Annis, Simonton. ed 300,000 shares of Central Maine
completed 100%
Ruth Sawyer. South Bristol CarQ.
Garden—-William Annis, Simon common stock. Proceeds will be
• Senior Blue Ribbon Winners
lyn Payson, Warren; Avis Gammon, ton's Comer. .
used to reduce outstanding bank
Blue ribbons were won by the fol- Warren;
Gwendolyn
Norwood.
loans incurred to pay for new con
Camden-Rockport Lions
lowing group of boys and girls, who Hope; Janet Beane, Warren; Gail
struction.
scored highest in their 4-H projects. Partridge, Warren Bernice Hunt. Nancy Andrews of West Rockport
Bean—Donald Reed, North Apple- Thomaston; Frances Reed, North and Margaret Erskine of Camden
ton; Earl Gammon, Warren.
Appleton; Ellen Reed, North Apple- won the Camden-Rockport Lions er; Jolly Hustlers of Burkettville
Doris E. Munro
Canning—Nancy Andrews. West ton; Judy Peters, Dresden; Violet awards of $10 each. Alden Davis with Mrs. Marjorie Hutchins as the
new
leader;
Campanwagan
Girls
of
and
Elsie
Andrews
of
West
Rock

Mr and Mrs. Sidney F Munro
Rockport; Viola Starr, West Rock- Mitchell, Warren. Carolyn Kelsey,
port. Faith Ludwig, Hope; Esther South Bristol; Joan Mathews, War- port, Ralph Miller of Simonton’s W. Southport, Mrs. Violet Smith, announce the engagement of their
leader,
Pownalboro
4-H
of
West
Corner
and
Annie
Erskine
of
Cam

daughter. Doris E. Munro, to War
Hart, Appleton; Eini Riutta, North ren; David Murphy, Appleton; PaWarren; Margaret Erskine, Cam- tricia Perry, North Appleton Beryl den were awarded $5 each by the Dresden, Mrs. Winifred Houdlette, ren E. Dorr, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Camden-Rockport
Lions.
leader;
Happy
Workers
of
Edge

Warren K Dorr. Miss Munro is
den; Jane Robbins, Hope; Edith McFarland, South Bristol.
comb, Mrs. Edith Chaney, leader employed at the M. and G SportCash Prizes
Hunt, Thomaston Faye Payson, Garden—Alden Davis, West RockWawenock
4-H
of
Walpole
led
by
wear Company and Mr Dorr at
North Warren; Phyllis Payson, No Port Kenneth Starrett, Warren;
Cash prizes were awarded to
Warren; Louise Richardson, Hope. Herbert Annis, Jr., Rockport; John Nancy Andrews of West Rockport Mrs. Natalie Koch; Jolly Sea Bees Britto’s Market.
Chick Raising—Eini Riutta, North Gould, Jr., Jefferson; Frances Reed, in Senior Canning; Carolyn Luf of North Haven led by Mrs Ken
Warren; Herbert Lee, Waldoboro. North Appleton; Adney Peck. Jr., kin of East Warren and Phyllis neth Gillis; Tip Top 4-H of Thom
Salary Is Doubled
Corn—Walter Lind, Appleton; Nobleboro; Joan Ann McLain, East Payson of North Warren in Senior aston with Mrs. Kathleen Hunt as
leader;
Coggan's
Hill
of
North
I Donald Reed, North Appleton.
Edgecomb Valerie Robinson. War- Pood Preparation; Jeanette Upham
Dairy—Esther Hart, Appleton Ten; Walter Campbell, Hope; Ralph and Mildred Upham of North Union led by Norman E. Smith; Maine’s Governor To Re
Morgan Barbour, North Warren; Miller, Camden; George Jacobs, Union in Junior Food Preparation; Orff’s Corner 4-H led by Mrs. Mar
ceive Pay Comparable
Allan Martin, Union; Laurence Hope; Philip Robinson, Warren Faustina Gushee of Appleton in garet Havener George's Valley
Nichols, North Nobleboro.
Ralph Bennett, North Edgecomb; Junior Dairy and Esther Hast of Hustlers of Appleton with Rupert
To Other States
as the new leader; Alford
Food Preparation—Carolyn Luf- Henry Jacobs, Hope.
Appleton in Senior Dairy Elsie An Fish
Lake
4-H
led
by
Mrs.
Lura
Nor

Governor-elect
Frederick
G
kin. East Warren; Phyllis Payson, Pig — Gilbert Martin, Warren; drews of West Rockport in Junior wood; Megunticook 4-H with Mrs.
Payne will be the first Maine chief
Warren; Marita Butler, Thomaston John Gould, Jr., Jefferson; David Poultry and David Hodgdon of Wis
Elizabeth Erskine as leader; and executive to receive an annual
Esther Hart, Appleton; Edith Hunt, Hart, Union.
casset in Senior Poultry.
The White Cloud Boys’ 4-H of West $10,000 salary—an increase of $5000.
Thomaston; Evangeline Barbour, Potatoes—Frank Mank, North
Garden Awards
Southport.
The doubling of the salary for
Warren; Natalie Payson, Hopd Appleton, Herbert Martin, Warren;
H. Bailey garden awards went
Governor was approved by the
Gold Pins Awarded
Faye Payson. Warren; Lois Colburn, Oscar Upham, North Union; Avis to L.Andy
Peck,
Jr.,
Nobleboro;
Joan
Warren; Eini Riutta. Warren; Mar- Gammon, Warren; Mervyn Mank, McLain, East Edgecomb; Valerie
4-H leaders with two years or 1947 Legislature after the proposal
jorie Lane, West Rockport Freda North Appleton.
experience were awarded gold had been rejected by several Legis
Warren; WalterCampbell, more
Mills, North Haven; June Eugley, Poultry Management—Raye Col- Robinson,
leaders’ pins at the county exhibi latures at previous sessions
Hope;
George
Jacobs,
Hope.
Philip
When the Executive department
South Bristol; Vera Pease, Thom- burn, Warren,
tion. Twenty-four leaders received
presented its appropriation requests
aston.
Home Improvement — Herbert Robinson, East Warren; Ralph pins as follows:
North Edgecomb; Henry
Garden — Irving Lufkin, Jr., Martin, Waldoboro; Richard Mer- Bennett,
Mrs. William E. Humason. Aina; for the 1949-51 biennium Wednes
Jacobs, Hope.
Warren; Donald Reed, North Ap- rifield, West Rockport; Mary Jane
Mrs. Lillian Reed, North Appleton day the additional $5000 was in
Reorganized For a New Year
pleton; Andrew Williamson, Jeffer- Webb, Edgecomb Malcolm Smith
Mrs. Phoebe Farrin, South Bristol; cluded.
The Department said that “is the
son; Faye Payson, Warren.
Warren, Frank Hart. Appleton; DaTwenty-two 4-H Clubs have re Mrs. W E Shackleton. Boothbay:
Pig—Earl Gammon, Warren; Irv. vid Murphy, Appleton Robert Pack organized for a new year with en Mrs. Bernice Robbins, Hope; Frank only increase of any size in our
ing Lufkin, Jr., East Warren; Don- ard, Jefferson; Robert Harshall, rollment cards in the county office. Flagg Jefferson; Mrs. Edna Jack- budget.” It added, however, that
White Oak 4-H of North Warren. son. Orff's Corner; Nancy Andrews, $4000 had been set also for a new
aid Reed, North Appleton.
Camden.
official Maine car—that used by the
Potatoes — Donald Reed, North Sewing—Faustina Gushee, Apple- Mrs. Hazel Gammon, leader, started West Rockport; Mrs. Charlotte Da Governor.
Appleton.
ton; Judy Peters, Dresden; Avis off the new year with Appleton vis, West Rockport; William Annis,
Payne did not indicate whether
Rockport.
Gammon, Warren Adele Rice, Wal- Boosters, led by Mrs. Sheila Hart a Simonton's Comer; Mrs. Violet
would eliminate that item when
Poultry—Henry Kontio, Jr., West pole; Maida Jenkins, Thomaston; close second. Others organized be Smith, Southport; Mrs. Sheila Hart, he
drafts the budget he will submit
Rockport.
Elsie Andrews, West Rockport; fore County Exhibition are: Sing Appleton; Mrs. Kathleen Hunt, he
the Legislators the middle of
Home Improvement — Andrew Patricia Staples, North Haven; Bev- ing Sewing Girls, Nancy Andrews, Thomaston; Mrs. Athlene Blake, to
January.
Willlamson, Jefferson; Walter Lind, erly Curtis, Walpole Marian Lane. leader and Amateur Farmers, Mrs. North Union; Mrs. Philip Lee. Wal
Appleton; Maynard Tolman, West West Rockport; Maxine Dyer, Wal- Charlotte Davis, leader, of West doboro; Earle Moore, Warren. Mrs.
Rockport.
doboro; Bernice Hunt, Thomaston; Rockport; Georges Valley Boys. Edna Moore, Warren; Mrs. Hazel
Sewing — Nancy Andrews, West Gwendolyn Norwood, Hope; Elsie Earle Moore, leader and Warren Gammon. No. Warren; Mrs. Esther
Rockport; Viola Starr, West Rock- Lee. Waldoboro Nola Castner, Wal- Wonder Workers, Mrs. Edna Moore Durkee, East Warren Mrs. Lucina
port; Esther Hart, Appleton. Edith doboro; Priscilla Allen, Dresden; of Warren Hurricane Boys, Donald Tarr, Whitefield; Clinton Jewett
Hunt. Thomaston; Eini Riutta. No. (Theodoro Hicks, Hope; Sandra Hatch Reed, leader and Sunshine Girls. Sr., Whitefield; Mrs. Winifred
kTo relieve miserWarren; Dottie Peck, Nobleboro; Southport; Phyllis Simonton, Sim- Mrs. Lillian Reed, leader of North Houdlette, West Dresden; Mrs.
lies, rub throat,
’chest and back
Jean Fish, Appleton Jane Robbins, onton's Comer; Betty Creamer. Appleton; Eager Beavers of East Natalie Koch. Walpole; Mrs. Lura
with comforting
Hope; Edith Douglas, W. Rockport; Whitefield; Nancy Anderson; White- Warren, Mrs. Gerald Durkee, lead- Norwood, Affords Lake.
Alice Miller, Appleton; Margaret
Erskine, Camden; Joyce Fish, Ap
pleton Marita Butler, Thomaston;
Marjorie Tarr, Whitefield; Eunice
- Ross, Waldobcro; Carolyn Lufkin,
East Warren; Leatrice Dolham,
Warren; Lois Colburn, East War
ren. Eldie McDonald, North Haven.
Room Improvement—Edith Hunt,
Thomaston; Esther Hart. Appleton.
Baby Beef— — Dwight Howard.
Union.

The Season’s Climax

"

V’

■

-tfr

THE GREATEST WASHDAY AID
SfNCE THE INVENTION OF SOAP!
'"’f.

.% •;

-'i..v\

MTS CLOTHES
• WHITER-BRIGHTER

FASTER!

'T'HE new Easy Spindrier solves your
rinse problem once and for all!
Fresh rinse water surges up through the
hollow cone, needle-spraying the entire
load! At the same time the whirling
basket spins off all the suds and scum.
No hot water is wasted because you con
trol the tap from start to finish.
It’s faster! Two tubs work at once to
do your week’s wash in less than an
hour. One tub washes a full load while
the other super-rinses and spins a full
load damp-dry.
wringer! No laborious wringer
feeding. Instead, your Spindrier whirls
out up to 25% more water so clothes
dry fasre— indoors and out!

No

central\maine
M P ANY

POWER

Authority To Sell

'4-k 'd it (4-/ j/l tny

Junior Blue Ribbon

60

while the goinS^
The eeason’s just beginning
for
theatres,
night life,
sightseeing, shopping.

NEW YORK ..... $ 8.25
BOSTON
.......... $ 4.25
WASHINGTON . $11.35

VACATION

She Is Engaged

a/uatt

The modem design for'49

Bean — Bruce Jones, Jefferson;
Gilbert Martin, Warren; George
Ogilvie, Jefferson.
Canning — Frances Reed, North
• Appleton; Avis Gammon, Warren
Sadie Gammon, North Warren; El
len Reed, North Appleton; Jean
Jackson, Orff’s Corner; Gloria
Jackson, Orffs Corner Patricia
Perry, North Appleton; Emily Rich
ardson, Hope.
Chick Raising — Elsie Andrews,
West Rockport; Rosslyn Castner.

new Hudson

voUCM’TW*

RESORTS

Activities galore — fishing,
riding, loafing — but more
room • • • often lower rates.

LAKE GEORGE $ 9.35
ATLANTIC CITY $10.30
WATERTOWN .. $10.55
Come in and see the new Hudson-"
the lowest-built car on the high
way, with beauty, riding qualities,
comfort and safety only possible
because of a new “step-down” de
sign, offered by no other automobile!

Head South for balmy days
of sunshine and refreshing

water and beach sports.

NEW ORLEANS

MIAMI

............

ATLANTA

STATE NEWS COMPANY,
. .J

I

THE ROMANTIC WEST
The West’s at its best for a
“close-up”
of
the
Dude
Ranch and Indian country.

LOS ANGELES
$51.75
PHOENIX .......... $46.40
SAN ANTONIO $33.65
Plus U S. Tax. Big EXTRA
Savings on Round trips.

GREYHOUND BUS STOP

~~

rjr

PHONE 563-R

<t,

7for/V*

•or your Home.”

LOOK. BETTER LONGER!

FALL VACATIONS
Find out for yourself why more and more people are discovering
that Fall’s a superb Vacation Season! Then, the countryside is
aglow with Autumn colors! The weather’s tangy and invigorat
ing! Nights are cooler, more restful . . . and there are so many
exciting things to do! You’ll find oat, too, why more and more
people are going by Greyhound. Schedules are convenient . . .
modern coaches reach all of America’s playapots with armchair
comfort—at fares still amazingly lowl

Come m today
for FREE booklet,
“Color Dynamics

PITTSBURGH PAINTS

Everybody’s going for

by Greyhound

You never saw any
thing like the new
Waterspar
Enamel
tor furniture and
woodwork—one coat
hiding quick drying
-—excellent mar and
chip
resistance —
beautiful
decorative
colors.

Only once in a blue moon does a car
step so far ahead that it is a protected
investment in motor-car value! You are
invited to see just such a car—the New
Hudson with “The modern design for
’49”—and for years to come!

GO GREYHOUND

United Co-Operative
Farmers, Inc.
New County Road

ROCKLAND, MAINE

BEWARE OF

Here is truly streamlined beauty—a
stunning combination of free-flowing,
low-built lines that develop naturally out
of a recessed floor which is the key to
a basically new and exclusive design
principle. The New Hudson is the only
car you step doirm into.
The development of a “step-down” zone
in an exclusive, all steel Monobilt bodyand-frame* permits Hudson to build the
lowest car on the highway—only five feet
from ground to top—while maintaining
more interior head room than in any
mass-produced car built today!
But streamlined beauty isn’t the whole
story of Hudson’s modem design.

the embarrassing, nagging rectal itch.
After centuries of Pin-Worm distress a
really effective way to deal with them has
been established through JAYNE’S P-W,
the new Pin-Worm treatment developed
in the laboratories of Dr. D. Jayne & Son.
The small easy-to-take P-W tablets give
satisfaction or your money back. So why
take chances on Pin-Worms! If you sus
pect this ugly infection, ask your druggist
for P-W and follow the directions.
It's easy to remember; P-W for Pin-Worms I

These remarkable riding qualities are
largely due t< the fact that the New
Hudson provides the lowest center of
gravity in any American stock car—yet
road clearance is ample! It is a widely

recognized fact that the lower to the
ground a car can be bdilt, the wore sta
bility it will have and thc safer it will be.
Such a delightful conformity to the road,
coupled with the protection of riding
encircled by a sturdy box-section steel
frame, gives to everyone who rides in a
New Hudson a grand feeling of safe well
being! This feeling is further enhanced
by the ease with which this car is oper
ated, and by the restful quiet with which
Hudson glides along—thanks to the sup
erb sound control engineered into this
advanced automobile.
See “The modern design for
’49” today! Come in and let
us show you the many advan
tages of Hudson’s fabulous
“step-dow n” design principle.

The only car you step

PIN-WORMS
Medical reports reveal that an amazing
number of children and adults are victims
of Pin-Worms.
Watch for the warning signs, especially

Hudson has a hug-the-road way of going
on every conceivable kind of highway.
The way in which this car takes even
the sharpest curves makes it a “stand
out” for roadability in any year!

down into
COME

NEW

MODERN

HUDSON FLOORS are recessed down within the frame (as
shown above), full-height seats are lowered, so you get uniple
head room in tliis car with the new, lower center of gravity.
YOU RIDE down within a base frame (as shown above),
and rear seats are positioned ahead of the rear wheels so that
full body width becomes available for wonderfully roomy
seats. Box-section steel girders completely encircle and pro
tect the passenger compartment.
TRY AUTOMATIC gear shifting in forward speeds as provided
by Hudson's Drive-Master transmission—by far the easiest
of all ways to drive. You can accelerate as long and as fast
as you like in pickiqi gear, then lift your toe momentarily,
and you’re in high. The shift into high conrs only when you
are ready! Button control on the instrument panel provides
instant change to conventional driving if ever desired. DriveMaster transmission is optional on all New Hudsons at
small extra cost.

•Trade-mark and patents pending.

Hudson
DESIGN

ROCKLAND AUTO SALES
ROCKLAND, MAINE
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Time For Action

Soil Conservation
By Roy Gross, Soil Oonserva
tlon Service, Waldoboro.
A meeting of the Supervisors of
the Knox-Lincoln Soil Conserva
tion District was held recently at
the Soil Conservation Service Of
fice in Waldoboro. Those present
Included Ray Thurston, Chairman,
of Union; Donald Johnston, secre
tary-treasurer. of Jefferson; Roy
Brown of Nobleboro; Schuyler
Hawes of Union; and Henry Kontio
of West Rockport.
Also present
were Roy Gross and Howard For
sythe of the Soil Conservation
Service
According to Ray Thurston, the
chairman the District owns and op
erates the grader which is rented
to fanners to help them build wa
terways, drainage ditches and other
conservation measures. It was also
reported that the District has pur
chased a bog harrow which is now
available for use by District ?o-operators and which is rented to them
by the District for a small sum.
It was reported that the District
now has nearly 200 applications for
assistance on file,, and that new
requests are coming in daily. A
large number of farms have already
been planned and several plans were
reviewed and approved by the Su
pervisors at this meeting. The Su
pervisors are planning to inspect
the field work Oct. 21, at which
time co-operating farms will be
visited and the conservation meas
ures established will be inspected.
In making plans for the District’s
Annual Report, Chairman Thurs
ton appointed a committee of Roy
Brown and Schuyler Hawes to work
with Rov Gross of the Soil Conser
vation Sen-ice in preparing this re
port.

Their Annual Tour

The TylerP. T. A.

Railroad Changes
p

____

A Generous Act

Howard Jones Chosen

When Parents Are Afraid To Mr. and Mrs. Everett Davis Hill Of Melrose Becomes Rev. Mr. Monteith Discusses Swan’s Island Man Loans Will Head the Maine Coast
Outstanding Paintings To
Craftsmen the Coming
“Religion In Your
the Publicity Manager Of
Of Pleasant Point Visit
Have Children On the
Farnsworth Museum
Year
Community”
B. & M. and M. C. Roads
the Summit of Mount
Streets
Washington
It was announced yesterday that
The first meeting of the Maine
Tyler P.T.A, held its first meeting
Following a recent meeting of the

board of managers of the Maine
Congress of Parents and Teachers,
Inc., in a move to reduce the grow
ing number of highway accidents
and fatalities, it was voted to in
vestigate the cause, and strive to
institute correctional
measures
Howard P. Sweetser of West Fal
mouth was appointed State chair
man to head-up the new safety edu
cation program.
He stressed the point that the
general public is urged to attend
these meetings, "and their ideas
and suggestions are solicited.''
Sweetser remarked that anyone
who is interested in children, re
gardless of whether they are par
ents or not. should become affiliated
with the PTA., particularly if they
are interested in the safety of
Maine's future citizens.
Sweetser stated that "it is my
opinion the only cure for auto ac
cidents is education."
He added that drivers must be
educated to the extent that they
must drive with due regard for the
rights of others, they must be
taught that the use of the highways
is a privilege, not a right.
"They must either be taught good
manners, or, if they already know
them, made to realize that they
should practice them Just being
polite would go a long way in re
ducing accidents. We must educate
to the extent that there is a de
sire to avoid an accient,” Sweetser
urged.
He said that when the time comes
when a parent is afraid to have his
The earliest known surgical in child on the street for fear he will
struments w-ere copper knives be maimed or killed by a reckless
driver, as he feels today about his
found in a tomb of 1500 B. C.
children’s safety, the line has come
Large scale manufacture of to take strong measures to correct
the situation.
grease began in the 1880’s.

Pleasant Point, Oct. 14.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
Mr and Mrs. Everett Davis left
Friday for one of their annual tours
This time they hied themselves to
the White Mountains, and landed
on the summit of Mt. Washington,
where they were up in the clouds
for a while and felt they were on
top of the world. But it was a bit
chilly with the temperature at 32
degrees and the wind blowing about
30 miles.
It seemed as if nature was trying
to outdo herself in giving all visitors
a welcome, by dressing in all the
beauty of Autumn colors on all
sides wherever you might look, all
over the State.
The driver of the bus to the sum
mit said the day before a big black
bear walked across the road as they
were going up, and Canadian lynx
are very often seen. But it was per
fect anyway, and (the Roving Re
porter should have been there to
give the folks here a real account of
it). They finished by traveling
through the mountains, to Ply
mouth and across to Vermont where
they followed the Connecticut River
to Brattleboro, and spent the night.
But no beautiful foliage did they
see there, the leaves were all sort
of dead looking, but the grass was
as green as it is in the Spring. They
arrived back home Monday night.
F. D.

tenantTharbor
Mr-, and Mrs. Albert Swanberg of
Waldoboro were guests Sunday of
Mrs. Elizabeth Bradford at Wallston.
Mrs. William Janieson and two
children of Waldoboro were guests
Friday of Mrs. Henry Bryant

JOINS SCOTT

SAVITT’S

NEW ENGLAND’S LARGEST FURRIERS IS

CELEBRATING THEIR

ANNIVERSARY SALE BY OFFERING OUTSTANDING SAVINGS ON

FAMOUS SCOTTSUPER-BILT FUR

COATS

ONE DAY ONLY THURS-, OCT. 21

George II. Hill

George H. Hill of Melrose, who
for the past five years has been
official photographer for the Bos
ton & Maine and the Maine Cen
tral Railroads has been appointed
as publicity manager of the two
roads.
At the same time it was an
nounced that Clifford A. Somer
ville of Melrose, w-ho has been edi
tor of the monthly magazines pub
lished by the two railroads has
been named editor-in-chief in
charge of the publications and
that James R. Doty of Winchester
has been named advertising ag?nt,
with supervision of the advertis
ing of the two roads.
Hill, who for 25 years had been
a news photographer in New Eng
land for the Boston Pest, Globe
and Herald and later as New Eng
land Manager for Wide World
Photo Service, resigned the latter
position in 1944 to become asso
ciated with the two railroads. He
filmed “Summer in New England."
“Industrial New England” and
“The Snow Train" in colored mo
tion pictures and his films were
among those shown in the theatre
section of the Easterti Railroads
Exhibit at the recent Chicago Rail,
road Fair.
Somerville has been associated
with the two railroads since 1944.
He was formerly city editor of the
Evening Express at Portland, and
later seived as chairman of the
Maine Unemployment Compensa
tion Commission.
Doty has been associated with
the Boston and Maine since June
1947 entering service as Advertis
ing Assistant. He was promoted to
assistant advertising agent the first
of January this year.
Pennsylvania has the second
largest rural population of all the
States and its agriculture repre
sents a larger capital investment
han either its mining or manu
facture of primary metals.

• ALL FURS •

Trust Scott, a specialist in furs and New England's Largest Furriers,

TAX INCLUDED

to bring you truly top quality furs at exciting Anniversary savings.

According to National Safety
Council tabulations, the highest
death rates from accidents were
reached in December and January
last year.

of the year Monday, Oct. 11 at the
Tyler School building with a good
attendance. Presiding officers were:
President, William Cummings; vice
president, Carl Griffith; secretary.
Richard Spring; and treasurer. Ed
ward C. Cross.
A business meeting was held
Miss Doris Coltart, new Tyler
School principal was welcomed and
Mrs. Carr, new Sub-primary teach
er was Introduced.
Rev. Charles R. Monteith of the
Rockland Congregational Church,
gave an interesting talk on "Religion
in your Community” which was di
vided Into three parts. The aim?
of religion; how organized religion
in Rockland seeks to achieve these
aims and everyone’s part ln this
process. He said:
“I wish to consider this rather
large assignment, as part of your
year’s program of ‘Know Your Com
munity" under three heads: the
aims of religion; how organized re
ligion in Rockland seeks to achieve
these aims, and your part in this
process.
"Religion, as I understand it, seeks
to aid man in making himself at
home in this universe, making him
‘at-one’ with his creator; also.provides a basis of reference from
which to consider his fellows, ant
a spirit of approach; and does many
things which affect the individual
himself. Among these are: worship,
private and public; fellowship, with
his God and with others, in small
groups and large within the frame
work of his own church or syna
gogue; information, at each level of
his development; and opportunities
for action. These are provided,
ideally, at every stage of each in
dividual’s life-span.
“How does religion as it is or
ganized in Rockland seek to make
concrete these ideals? Please note,
first, that people are not all alike.
We can divide our churches Into
different classes on a number of
bases, but perhaps the most satis
factory method Is by a considera
tion of the type of worship service
employed. We note those where the
characterization
is
emotional;
others where the service is stately
and symbolic; mr.ny that are less
formal, though dignified and those
which place the emphasis on the
application of religion to health,
mental, and physical. We have
those in Rockland which fit in each
category.
“How well are we told to serve?
Well, It is hard to say. However
note these ways in which part or
all of our groups do manifest religion s concern for individuals and
groups. We have nurseries, church
school, youth fellowships, young
adult and couple’s clubs, men’s
groups, and many women’s groups,
in addition to our regular services
of worship. The college group is
not in town enough to lend itself
to anything except the worship
services.
“Where do you fit in? First, sup
port your own church, whatever
its name and organization. Do this
for the sake of the organization,
but more especially for your own
sake, and the sake of your loved
ones. Support it in four ways.
Money Is needed, especially extra

Francis M. Turner, vice president
of the Reinhold Corporation in
New York has generously loaned
his entire collection of outstanding
Contemporary American paintings
to the Farnsworth Museum for an
indefinite period.
Mr, Turner lives in Great Neck.
N. Y , and on Swan's Island. It
is his feeling that the Farnsworth
Museum, being relatively close to
Swan’s Island is a most suitable
place for his collection to be ex
hibited.
A chemical engineer by profes
sion he holds a most responsible
position In the Reinhold Publish
ing Company which publishes
scientific, technical, and art books.
The collection, both oils and
water color to be on exhibition at
the Farnsworth Museum from Dec.
15 until Jan. 30 will include oil
paintings by such noted artists as
William Thon George Ault. Gladys
Rockmore Davis, Glen Coleman.
Guy Pene Du Bois, Harry Dix Ar
thur Goodwin. Bernard Karfiol,
Harold Bombach. Lloyd Goff and
Dorothy Sherry.
Mr. Turner, although scientifical
ly trained, has always been inter
ested in paintings, having worked
himself in various mediums, and
has always been interested in col
lecting His collection is a con
stantly changing one, paintings
which have not stood the test of
time in his eyes are eliminated and
others added so that the collection
as the public will see it in Decem
ber may very well present an en
tirely different appearance within
several years.
Mr. Turner says. "One great
thing about being interested in
painting rather than architecture is
that it Is easier to collect and
easier to dispose of.”
money to do these other things be
sides the bare business of salaries
and maintenance. Attend its serv
ices, both for the inspiration you
get and the encouragement you
lend your spiritual leader and the
rest of the congregation. Be loyal
to the highest and best that your
form of organized religion seeks to
show and teach. Also, do over
look personalities in the sense that
you concentrate on what people
seek to be, not their failures—you
need sympathy and understanding,
too. Lastly, seek to detect any gaps
in the service cf our organized re
ligious groups, either to individuals
or groups in the community, and
help to-rectify that deficiency.*
Refreshments were served under
the direction of the hospitality
chairman, Mrs. Arlene Williams.
The next meeting will be held
Nov. 8 at the Farnsworth Museum

Coast Craftsmen since June, and
the first meeting at the Farnsworth
Art Museum. Rockland, was held
Tuesday night, with about 35 pres
ent.
Howard Jones of Rockport, ta
lented craftsman In ceramics and
jewelry making, was elected presi
dent for the coming year succeed
ing the retiring president, Carroll
Berry.
Mrs. Margaret Dietz, reporting
for the nominating committee, paid
tribute to the leadership of Mr.
Berry during the past two years
which have seen the amazing
growth of this new craft organiza
tion.
Other officers elected were Chadbourne Richards, Camden, vice
Rev. George W. Goudreau, the
president; Anne Boynton, Camden new curate of St. Bernard’s Catho
recording secretary; Louise Farn
ham, Rockport, corresponding sec lic Church.
retary; Laura Pomeroy, Rockland,
librarian; Barbara Richards. Cam from the Knox County branch.
den, treasurer.
James Brown, Director of the
A report of the Summer show at Farnsworth Museum, gave an in
the Boat Barn. Rockport, was giv teresting report of coming exhi
en by Mr. Jones, who told of many bitions at the Museum which will
favorable comments received. He be of particular interest to the
said that nearly $3000 in craft pro craftsmen.
ducts were sold at the show, and
These include an exhibition of
an interesting feature was that the “Arts and Crafts of Panama." from
products which sold best were (Nov. 10 to Dec. 10; and from Feb.
well designed and executed, and the 10 to March 10. with an exhibition
price didn’t seem to be important. of crafts from America House, New
President Berry proposed that a York City.
new set-up might be advisable, be , He spoke also of plans to have
cause of the growth of the Maine a Summer exhibit of the arts of
Coast Craftsmen into such a large crafts of the whole State of Maine:
group, and over such a large aira and of an outstanding show coverHe suggested that the Knox Coun jing the history of the Friendship
ty group no longer act as a parent l sloop.
group, with Waldo, Lincoln Coun ( Following the meeting, the
ty and Freeport as branches. But craftsmen enjoyed the interesting
that each group elect its own of exhibit, “The Atlantic Coast." pho
ficers. and that an overall Bpard tographs taken by Eliot Elisofon
of Directors, with four chosen to for Life Magazine.
represent each county group, be
chosen. This central council would
Careless use of matches and
meet and take action as needed in smoking materials is the greatest
regard to projects affecting the cause of fire in the United States.
four branches.
China for untold centuries has
Howard Jones appointed Marga
ret Dietz. Eleanor Jones and Bar been a center of jade carving and
bara Richards to serve as directors trade.
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Richly flavored,
delicious! Fat,
juicy raisins scat
tered liberally
throughout! Get
several cans to
night!

Inspection of homes and stores
for fire hazards frequently reduces
the number of fires in a city by as
much as 50 percent within a few
weeks.

Lightning results when voltage
differences occur within a cloud, be
tween clouds, or between a cloud
and the earth.
Tornadoes may travel, as a unit,
at speeds up to 00 miles an hour.

HIT OF THE YEAR !
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Have yeu tried DYNAFLOW ?

Regularly $179

i

A

You have a drive that gets completely away
o you want to know what the motorwise
from gears which have to shift.
press has in mind when it talks about
“thc biggest advance since the self-starter”?You have a drive that takes you from a
standing start — through every speed range
— with a steady, willing swoop of power.
Do you want to know how it feels to com
mand the smoothest flow of power to be
You have in Dynaflow a built-in supercharg
found on land, on sea, or in air?
ing assembly that combines the smoothness of
oil with an instant response to acceleration.
Then settle yourself behind the wheel of a
Buick Roadmaster, and try out Dynaflow
You have, in other words, eager starts, easyDrive.*
striding climbs, an unfettered pace on the
Here, you will find, is something vastly more
straightaway — controlled by the gentle
than “no clutch” driving.
nudge of your toe on the gas treadle.

D

You Save $91

MINK BLEND t
NORTHERN BACK?
iSMS

It’s a brand-new way of transmitting the
driving force from an engine to the rear
wheels — without buck or bobble.

Except for parking or hacking, there’s
nothing to do hut steer the car, in a whole
day’s drive.

*You gel Dynaflow Drive, al extra cost, on Roadmasters only.

In ten wonderful minutes, you can check
all these facts for yourself.
First step to this great adventure is to give
us a call. Then we’ll let nature take its
course. But we might give you one hint:
We’ll be glad to book your order, whether
or not you have a car to trade.

BUICK alone has all these features
★ DYNAFLOW DRIVE (Roadmatter Seriet)
★ TAPER-THRU STYLING (Super and Roadmatter)
A VIBRA-SHIELDED HIDE A SAFETY-RIDE RIMS
★ HI-POISED FIREBALL POWER
A ROAD-RITE BALANCE A RIGID TORQUE-TUBE
A QUADRUFLEX COIL SPRINGING
A SOUND-SORBER TOP LINING
A DUOMATIC SPARK ADVANCE
A FLEX-FIT OIL RINGS
A TEN SMART MODELS
A BODY BY FISHER

4-

DII) YOU KNOW
That you do
Not have to
pay as much
as 1-3 down on
your fur coat?
Pay
only
a
small
deposit
and then bud
get your bal
ance conveni
ently.

OTHER ANNI VERS ART
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Type Lambs
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Chinese

Grey Dyed

Coneys
Leopard Processed
$199 S118
Lamb Paws
Black Dyed Indian
S118
$199

ROCKLAND
MAINE

FUR SAVINGS!

Caracul Paws

$249

Black Dyed rssem.
5249 S148
Persian Lambs
Kalla Dyed Chi*
nese Udskins

Tune In HENRV I. TAVIOR
Mutual Network
Mondays and Fridays
White sidewall tires, as Illustrated, available at extra cost.

C.

W. HOPKINS

BAY VIEW STREET,

CAMDEN, ME.

C. W. HOPKINS
712 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

